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aABSTRACT
This study attempts to trace and 
examine the economic conditions of Ceylon during 
the period c. A.D. 1070 to 1344. The geographical 
area of the new capitals that were chosen by the 
Sinhalese kings after the abandonment of Polonnaruwa 
as the seat of authority resulted in some changes 
in the economic pattern and organization of the 
Sinhalese kingdom* By examining the nature of such 
changes where relevant, the author has primarily 
attempted to delineate the main features of economic 
organization of the Polonnaruwa period and the 
immediately following period which saw the gradual 
decline of the Rajarata.reservoir system.
The introductory chapter outlines 
the political history of the period and examines the 
social framework of the Sinhalese. Chapter II 
analyses the patterns of land tenure and includes a 
close examination of the popularly accepted view that 
the king was the sole owner of land. This is followed 
by a chapter on irrigation which attempts to survey 
certain px’oblems such as labour organization for 
irrigation works and methods of distribution of water.
The fourth chapter outlines the agricultural 
practices of the Island. In this chapter an attempt 
is also made to estimate the area of paddy cultivation 
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The 
nature of the internal trade and monetary transactions 
are being dealt with in the next chapter, while the 
sixth chapter is devoted mainly to foreign trade.
The last chapter examines the revenue terms and 
principles and methods of taxation, and the conclusion 
brings out the main results of this study.
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PREFACE
Hitherto, in writings on the 1 ancient1 
and. ’medieval’ history of Ceylon, it is political 
events like wars, foreign invasions, palace intrigues 
and the construction of large religious monuments 
that have tended to loom large* Though the construction 
of stupendous irrigation works has merited the attention 
of writers, that alone does not exhaust by any means the 
picture of the economic life of the country. Thus in 
a sense the history of the Island has been viewed in 
the main as the history of the activities of kings, while 
the life of the ordinary people, their economic pursuits, 
their rights and obligations in society have only 
attracted cursory attention. Not surprisingly, this 
over-emphasis on political and religious history has 
led to the neglect of social history in general and 
economic history in particular,
These characteristics of the historiography 
of Ceylon can perhaps be explained by the fact that the 
efforts of the early historians were mainly concerned
1 For an account of the writings on the ’ancient* and 
’medieval' periods of the history of Ceylon, see 
K.W.. Goonawardena, "Ceylon”, in R.W. Winks, ed. The 
Historiography of the British Empire-Commonwealth, 
Durham, N,C, 1966, pp. 4-21 - 4-32*
with translating and editing the ancient Sinhalese 
chronicle s of the Island, These chronicles were 
mainly concerned with recording the religious history 
of the Island, the munificence of its kings to Buddhism 
and incidentally a chronological account of those kings. 
This seems to have had its hearing even on later writers 
who in the main have devoted their efforts to using 
more richer and varied sources of information that have 
become available to either confirm modify or controvert 
the accounts of the chronicles.
More recent studies on the history of the
2Island, like the History of Ceylon and the Concise
“7
History of1Ceylon  ^have attempted to rectify this neglect 
by giving some importance to political as well as social 
and economic history.
Interest In social and economic history 
was pioneered by L. S. Perera's doctoral thesis on 
the Social and Economic Institutions of Qeyton from 
Inscriptions^ a^l M. B. Ariyapala’s Society in Mediaeval 
Ceylon  ^is a further contribution in the same direction.
2 Editor In chief H. C. Ray, Vol. I, 2 parts,
1959 - 60.
3 S, Paranavitana and C. W, Nicholas, Colombo, 1962,
4- Unpublished PhD, thesis. University of Ceylon,
194-9.
5 Colombo, 1956.
6Wilhelm Geiger's Culture of Ceylon in Mediaeval Himes, 
posthumously edited and published by Heinz Bechert, is 
the latest addition to the meagre output on the general 
economic and social conditions of the Island in early 
times.
L. S. Perera's work, as the title itself
suggests, is based on the then available (published)
inscriptions. Covering as it does an extensive period
(from the third century B.C. up to 1016 A.D.) the
author has limited his sources to epigraph!c records.
Ihe main theme of his work has been a detailed examination
of the institutional aspects of the socio-economic
organization of ’ancient' Ceylon.
Ariyapala1s Society in Mediaeval Ceylon,
apart from dealing with a period not dealt with by
Perera, distinguishes itself by being mostly based on
literary works. His main source is the thirteenth
century literary work S addh arm ar at navaliya. In the
preface it is stated that the society depicted in this
text and other contemporary literature is the "society
n
of roughly the thirteenth century A.D."r fhe author 
admits though that the Saddharmaratnavaliya was an
6 Wiesbaden, 1960.
7 Ariyapala, op. cit., p. VII.
adaptation of the Dhammapadatthakatha written in the
3fifth century A.D, In any case, he has attempted to 
portray the society of 'medieval1 Ceylon on the basis 
of this literary work in the light of corroborative 
evidence found in other texts and inscriptions, but 
one notes a rather indiscriminate use of such evidence 
without regard to the period it would apply to, though 
his work purports to provide a picture of conditions 
that prevailed in the thirteenth century A.D.
Geiger1s Culture of Ceylon in Mediaeval
'Times, posthumously published in 1960, was certainly
written much earlier and hence understandably enough
the body of the work does not contain the fruits of
more recent research. This deficiency has been copiously
filled in by its able editor, Heinz Bechert. But the
author himself in his preface declares that "the present
description of the mediaeval culture of Ceylon is in
-  9general based on the Mahavamsa.l The merit of the work 
though lies in the success with which the author has 
drawn a coherent and intelligible picture of life in 
'medieval* Ceylon from a chronicle, which was mainly 
interested in providing a religious and political history
8 Ibid.,, p. 29*
9 CCMT., p. xxi.
of the Island.
While the three abovejmentioned works 
attempt to give a picture of economic and social life, 
there have also been various monographs of value on 
aspects of the economic history of the Island. It is 
worthy of note that these monographs have been the 
efforts not of professional historians but of government
10officials. H. V/. Codrington' s Ceylon Coins and Currency
traces the history of coinage in the Island from early
beginnings up to modern times and provides a useful
description of the type of local and foreign coins found
in the Island. Even though a considerable number of
coins have been discovered since this monograph was
written, its value for students of history and numismatics
cannot be underrated. The Ancient Land Tenure and Revenue 
11in Ceylon by the same author discusses the tenurial
rights and the system of taxation in Ceylon from the
earliest times till 1835* Though some of his views have
12been questioned his v^ ork represents the results of the 
first detailed analysis of the then available material
10 Colombo, 1924.
11 Colombo, 1938*
12 Julius Be Lanarolle, "An Examination of Mr. Codringtoil
Work on Ancient Land Tenure and Revenue in Ceylon",
JRASCB., XXXXV, no. 91, (1938), pp. 199 - 220;
226 - 230.
(Y
relating to land tenure and revenue in Ceylon*
R. L* Brohier's Ancient Irrigation Works
1Bin Ceylon  ^provides a comprehensive account of the
reservoirs and canal system of ancient Ceylon, while the
‘14-same author's two volume Lands Maps and Surveys xn the 
main is of more importance for the recent periods of the 
Island's history, though it provides valuable information 
regarding measures and surveys in the early period too*
While the merit and value of the above- 
mentioned studies can hardly be questioned, the need 
for more studies on the economic history of the Island 
cannot be gainsaid. J. G, De Casparis* assertion, with 
reference to early Indonesian history, that in spite of 
the enormous output of work "almost nothing definite is
f"
known.. We have theories rather than facts"  ^can be 
equally said to be true of the 'ancient' and 'medieval1 
history of Ceylon, The problems and difficulties that 
face a student in an attempt to reconstruct the iDicture 
of economic conditions are certainly not inconsiderable.
The problem of interpretation of obscure terms in the 
literary and inscriptional sources is undoubtedly one of
13 Three parts, Colombo, 1934 35*
14 Colombo, 1950 - 51*
15 Quoted in Francis Cornell, "South-east Asia and the
Modern World", Oxford University Institute of Common­
wealth Studies, Reprint Series, no. 20, pp. 9 - 10*
the stumbling blocks. In a recent study on the
Portuguese rule In Ceylon, the author laments the
obscurity regarding the origin of some of the economic
16institutions and practices of the Sinhalese,
It is the purpose of the present 
study to trace the economic history of Ceylon in 
the Polonnaruwa period (1070-1235) the immediately 
following period (upto 1344),by limiting our study to 
roughly two and a half centuries.In this connection 
it may be pointed out that the nature of the sources, 
does not permit one to treat the Polonnaruwa period 
and the period immediately after the decline of the 
Polonnaruwa kingdom separately or analyse in detail 
the changes that occurred in the latter,In the first 
place,one should not forget that the reconstruction 
of the general features of the economy had to be done 
mainly on the stray references found in the 
inscriptions and the literary works such as 
Butsanana, Pujavall and RasavahinI, The literary
16.1.B,H,Abeyasinghe, Portuguese Rule in Ceylon,
Colombo,1966,p.135
texts reflect the conditions of the time in which they 
were written, but one cannot analyse the local variations 
of economic conditions because information obtained from 
such texts is insufficient. Secondly, it should be 
pointed out that in certain spheres, economic practices 
did not change throughout the centuries. The method of 
paddy cultivation described in the Put~javaliya datable to 
the reign of Parakramabahu II of Dambadeniya, would not 
have differed from paddy cultivation methods in the 
Polonnaruwa period. Even to this date such methods have 
not undergone drastic changes, especially In remote 
villages of the Island, Thirdly, in instances where we 
have a considerable amount of inscriptions! evidence we 
see that irrespective of the decline of the Rajarata 
civilization certain economic institutions did not undergo 
changes for a considerable length of time. The tenurial 
practices depicted in the eleventh and twelfth century 
inscriptions did not differ much from those of the 
thirteenth century and the first half of the fourteenth 
century. The same may be said regarding the taxation 
system, the methods of communication etc. Moreover, 
inscriptions of the Polonnaruwa period and the period 
immediately after ref ex' mainly to land grants and sometimes 
to regulations passed by the king. Such evidence does not
permit one to analyse the economic conditions of these
two periods separately*
Certainly there were changes that occurred
after the Polonnaruwa period. But it should also be
remembered that Rajarata area was not completely neglected
after the Polonnaruwa period. The emergence of the wet
zone as a politically and economically important entity,
does not, it must be stressed, date from after the
17Polonnaruwa period. {
What is attempted, therefore, in the 
present work is to examine the general features of the 
economy during the whole period indicated by the title 
of the work,. Attention has been drawn to changes where 
they occurred. Treating the Polonnaruwa period and the 
period immediately following as two distinct epochs and 
delineating the main features of both separately would 
be unrealistic, If not impossible.
While the fruits of earlier studies are 
drawn upon for this study, new inscriptional and 
archaeological evidence made available is also used. The
17 A. kshatriya family ruled from Kalaniya, which is in the 
wet zone, as far back as the 2nd Century B.C. A large 
part of the political division known as Dakkhinadesa 
was also in the wet zone. Prom the end of 6th Century 
A.D., this division became the principality of 
Yuvaraja and it continued to be the practice until 
the twelfth century.
accounts of foreign travellers such as Ibn Batuta, 
proved to be of great value especially in describing 
foreign trade. The palm leaf manuscripts, chronicles 
and contemporary Pali, Sinhalese and Tamil literary 
sources, too, have been utilized. Moreover,the 
evidence of earlier and later times has been freely 
drawn upon when it has been thought capable of 
throwing light on the economic conditions of the 
period under review.
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
Before proceding to discuss various 
aspects of the economy in detail, an attempt is made 
in the present chapter to survey the political history 
of the period briefly and also to examine the frame­
work of the Sinhalese society against a background of 
economic institutions. In surveying the political 
history only secondary sources have been used as 
entering into details of political history is beyond 
the scope of this work. In examining the social frame­
work, a few stray references found in the literature 
and in one or two inscriptions proved to be of great 
value, but it has to be admitted that the picture 
drawn from such references is incomplete.
* * ❖
Political History
The period prior to the settlements of 
Aryan speaking people in Ceylon in the sixth or fifth 
century B.C. falls into the category of pre-history. 
Even after that we are on a firm historical footing 
only from about the third century B.C. The history
1 K.W. Goonawardena, op. cit., p. 421.
of the Island from this time till 1017 A.D. is 
referred to as the ’Anuradhapura period’, so named 
after the capital city of Anuradhapura.
During this period south Indians had 
seized the Sinhalese throne in several instances and 
become masters of the Island but their rule made little 
difference to the people as they merely took the place 
of Sinhalese kings and ruled the country mostly as the 
Sinhalese kings did before them. But when the Colas 
conquered the northern parts of Ceylon in 1017 A.D., 
the Island for the first time ceased to be an independent 
kingdom, and became a part of the Cola empire.
The names of the Cola officials in 
Ceylon and the details of their central administrative 
organization which ought to have been a replica of the 
court of Tanjore are not known. According to Nilankanta 
Sastri, it may be presumed that, subject to the payment 
of an annual tribute and the meeting of particular 
demands for supplies and services from the centre, the 
local administration of Ceylon was allowed to continue 
much in the old way, for that was more or less the 
practice of Indian ’empires’. But in the process of 
conquest and in the fights for suppressing risings, like 
those in Rohana, much damage was caused to people and
property and much wealth in the form of precious metals,
gems and art products carried off as booty from the
Island to the mainland. Anuradhapura was sacked and
ceased to be the capital* Its place was taken by more
2strategic Polonnaruwa.
Even though there were many Sinhalese
chiefs who attempted to overthrow the Cola power, it was
prince Vigayabahu who successfully expelled the colas
in 1070 A.D. But the overthrow of Cola rule did not
result in the restoration of peace and normalcy either.
1'he liberator himself had to face opposition from various
groups before gaining acceptance.
Having finally secured his authority,
Vi^ayabahu I (1070 - 1110/11) made attempts to improve
the economic conditions of the country. But it appears
that the impoverishment of the country during the century
preceding his accession was not wholly made good in spite
of the king's strenuous efforts. There was little new
that was done In Vijayabahu's time. All that the country
could afford was a considerable amount of repair and
Zj.
restoration work in the field or irrigation.
2 TJHC. , I, pt. II, pp. 413 -
3 Por details of Vijayabahu's liberation of the Island, 
see K.A. Hilakantasastri, "Vijayabahu I, Liberator
of Lanka", JRASCB. N.S., IV, 1954, pp. 45 - 71.
4 UHC., I, pt. II, pp. 431 - 432.
Intrigue and dissension followed
immediately upon the death of Vijayabahu. The country
was divided into three kingdoms, viz. Pih.itirata, Mayarata
and Ruhunurata each of them being ruled by a separate
king. It was Parakramabahu I (1155 - 1186) who brought
all these parts under one rule.
With the death of Parakramabahu in 1186
the Island entered a period of disorder and confusion,
which culminated in the invasion and sacking of Rajarata
by Kalinga Magha about the year 1215* Factionalism and
rivalry at the court, deposition or murder of the rulers
by powerful generals who were a power behind the throne,
were characteristic features of the political scene of
the period. "Evidence of peaceful termination of the
reigns of kings and normal succession to the throne is
6almost absent.”
According to the Chronicle, Parakramabahu 
was succeeded by his sister's son, Vijayabahu II (1186 - 
87)* At the end of one year's reign he was killed by 
his successor Ilahlnda VI. He does not appear to have 
had much popular support and was allowed only a reign
5 For a detailed study of the reign of Parakramabahu, 
see: Sirima Vvickramasinghe, The Age of Parakramabahu
I, unpublished PbJ)* thesis, University of Londin, 
1958/
6 A. Liyanagamage, The Decline of Polonnaruwa and 
the Rise of Dambadeniya, Colombo, 1988, p. 42.
of five days after which Nissankamalla (1187 - 1196) 
put him to death and assumed rulership. The reign 
of Nissankamalla which lasted nine years, is a bright 
spot in the troubled history of the period. Nissankamalla 
who was of Kalinga origin adopted a conciliation policy 
to win the rival factions to his side.
After Nissankamalla, three members of
the Kalinga dynasty ruled the country for one year.
The last of them was deposed by a general of the opposing
faction who placed Parakramabahu1s queen Lllavatl on
the throne. Thereafter the two factions struggled for
supremacy placing in turn their nominees in power.
The last of the Kalinga kings was Magha (1215 - 56?)
who adopted stern measures to crush all opposition
7especially in the first part of his reign.(
In the words of a recent writer "The 
period between 1186 and 1256 A.C. saw the last days of 
the glory that was Polonnaruwa. The culture and 
civilization of the Sinhalese which were fostered by 
Vijayabahu. I and were given a great impetus by 
Parakramabahu I were gradually declining during; this 
period, except for a bright flicker during the reign 
of Nissankamalla. The invasion of Magha only hastened
7 Ibid., pp. 51 - 68; pp. 117 - 120.
this process, and brought about the final downfall
g
of the civilization of the IJolonnaru period.”
The Sinhalese rulers that followed Magha 
did not rule from Polonnaruwa, but chose as their 
capitals places in the south-west which gave them 
better security. Thus, Vijayabahu III, his son 
Parakramabahu II (1236 - 70) and Vigayabahu IV (1270 - 
72) chose Dambadeniya as their capital. Bhuvanekabahu
I (1272 - 1284-) after residing for a few years at 
Dambadeniya took up his abode at Yapavu. Bhuvanekabahu
II (1293 - 1302) and Parakramabahu IV (1302 - 1326) 
established their capital at Kurunagala. Bhuvanekabahu 
IV (13;+1 “ 51) shifted the royal court to Gampola.
The choice of safer places like Dambadeni, 
Yapavu and Kurunagala shows the insecurity in which the 
kings lived at this time. Frequent Fandya invasions and 
the invasion of Chandrabhanu certainly disturbed the 
Island’s political life during this period.
After about the middle of the thirteenth 
century most parts of the former Hajarata was split 
into minor chieftancies under the rulers named Vannls.
In the meantime, a separate Tamil kingdom was established
8 Sirima- Wickramasinghe, UHC. , I, pt. II, 
pp. 527 - 528.
in the north.^ It was ParakramabahuVI (1412 - 1467) 
of Kotte who finally brought political unity to the 
whole Island.
* * *
The Social Framework
The Aryan-speaking people who colonized 
Oeylon no doubt brought along with them as an inhex*itance 
from their ancestors the remembrance of Indian customs, 
institutions and the Indian ideology concerning social 
organization. These Aryan-speaking people in the course 
of time came under Dravidian influence too, and the 
infusion of Dravidian ingredients into the Aryan 
civilization was therefore inevitable. Thus both 
Dravidian and Aryan characteristics entered into the 
Sinhalese society.
The basis of the culture of the Aryan- 
speaking people in north India and the Dravidian 
culture In southern India was the caste system.
Similarly, the Sinhalese culture too had its caste
9 Tor a detailed study of the establishment of the 
Tamil kingdom in the north, see; K. Indrapala, 
Dravidian Settlements in Ceylon and the Beginning 
of the Kingdom of Jaffna, unpublished PhD. thesis, 
University of London, 1965* PP« 599 - 5^1.
characteristics. During the period under review, castes 
were sometimes denoted by the terms Jati, gotra and 
k u l a , I t  should, however, be noted that these terms 
were also used to indicate family, race or tribe. But 
as will be seen later, a distinction was made in society 
on the basis of one’s birth and profession.
Various sources refer to the existence 
of separate castes or occupational groups such as Sadol,
— "10 i 1Candala or Helloli (scavengers), Kevatta or Kevulu
(fishermen), Vaddhaki^  (carpenters), Pesakara^  (weavers),
-  14 r \and Kumbhakara (potters) in separate villages. These
15may be called mono-caste villages.  ^ In the towns, too, 
caste groups or people of different occupations seem 
to have been segregated in separate streets. The
Saddharmalankaraya refers to a street of potters (kumbal
\ 16 vithi) in Anuradhapura. The Dambadeni Asna refers to
s\ rn
a street of mercenaries .(agampadi vithi) in Dambadeniya. f
9a ^2*5 P* 28 -^
^0 PJV., p. 709; Rasavahini-hankadipuppativatthuni, p.7
11 Rasavahini-Lankadipuppativatthuni, p,100; Saddharma­
lankaraya. p. 612, p. 628; Sinhala Bohivamsa, p.212.
12 Vamsatthappakasini, p. 606; Sahassavatthupalearana, 
p. 85.
15 GV. , XLI, 96.
14 Vamsatthappakasini, p. 485.
15 There may also have been multi-caste villages which 
were occupied by people of different castes but in 
the present study it is not intended to enter into 
a discussion of villages,
16 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 460.
17 Dambadeni Asna, p. 2.
ST
As appadurai points out, in certain contemporary south
Indian towns different castes lived in different streets.
Weavers had separate quarters at Cidambaram. Many
streets of the Tanjore town were named according to the
18profession of the people who lived in them. Probably
this was the case in Ceylon as well.
The Badumuttava Tamil inscription of
A.D. 1122 records a judgment passed by five chiefs (pahca
pradhana) of the king Srlvlrabahudevar in a dispute
between washermen and blacksmiths. But the chiefs having
19’inquired into the former custom” made them do so.
This suggests the existence of a caste hierarchy, but it
is difficult to determine the exact or even the approximate
place of each caste in the hierarchical system.
The system of caste duties provided an
institutional framework through which members of
different castes were brought into relationships with one 
20another. For instance, a potter could exchange his 
products for the products of a blacksmith, or both could 
exchange their products for grain of a cultivator (govi). 
But the caste system cannot be descxAbed only as a method
'*8 A - f t p f  , E c o ^ q ia \c  C cjvx^U Kqw s. U  £<jMV,eYi» v<^\* I , pp -  2,£rj
^9 BZ* III, no. 33; The term pane a pradhana occurs
in the Lankatilaka rock inscriptions as well. But 
it is not known vdio these five officials were*
20 Outcastes such as Oandalas excluded.
of exchanging produce or labour* The abovejmentioned
Badumuttava inscription clearly shows that the washermen
had to perform their caste duties to people of certain
other castes without any refusal* Thus, all caste
services were not reciprocal in the strict sense of
the term* The phrase ”... having inquired into the
former custom ...” in the inscription suggests that
relationships between members of two castes were defined
by custom and social usage.
The Ambagamu rock inscription of Vigayabahu
I clearly shows that a distinction was made between noble
and loxtf castes. According to this inscription, Vijayabahu
I had a terrace constructed below the main terrace of
the sacred foot of Adam’s Peak to facilitate worship of
— 21the footprint by low castes (adhamafjat 1 n) . The
Saddharmar at naval iya states that the fjati (birth, caste
race, lineage) of those of noble birth would be noble
22even though they be poor.
Probably people of lower castes in return 
for their services received some payment in kind or 
cash from those of higher castes. The Pulavaliya states 
that cultivators had to pay a certain quantity of grain 
at harvest times to washermen (radavuri), drummers
21 EZ. II, iio* 35-
22 SDHRV., p* 230.
(beravayin) etc.^ When people performed their caste
duties to the temple they were remunerated by beii.g
giv&tg a plot of land of the temple and sometimes by
24a daily allowance of grain from the temple. Their 
services to the king were in accordance with the 
rajakariya system which will be discussed in the body 
of this work.
It is worth noting here that before the
weakening of occupational character of caste restrictions
due to the expansion of the economy, education and
communications, there was a connection between certain
castes and environment. For instance, people of the
fisher caste lived close to the sea coast. The Galpata
vihara inscription refers to a fisherman living in a
village close to bemtota^ (on the west coast). In
some of the references in the literature fisher villages
are referred to as muhudu asa, muhudubada and 
26samuddatlre i.e. in the sea coast. The largely
23 pp. 356 - 357*
24 See below,
25 EZ. IV, no. 25*
26 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 454-; Hasavahini-
Lankadlpuppattivatthuni, p. 100; Slnhala Bodhivamsa 
p. 212; Fishing in reservoirs and rivers was also 
prevalent. The pandaranga story in the Rasavahim. 
refers to a man fishing in reservoirs (pT 158)•
The Saddharmaratnavaliya refers to fishing in rivers 
(SflHRV*, p. 4497 84-7) * But whether this x^ as done by 
a separate caste is not easy to determine.
cultivated areas were mainly inhabited by people of the
govi caste. Potters were often aggregated in great
numbers where an especially good supply of suitable
clay was; available.
The prevalence of division of labour on
the basis of caste does not mean that a particular caste
was restricted to only one economic activity. Very
likely the medical profession was not restricted to a
separate caste* As Geiger correctly points out, no
27reference is made to a caste of physicians. f Even
though certain literary sources refer to a velendakula
it is difficult to establish that there was a caste of
traders. Most probably what was meant by the term kula
here was family. Moreover, the vocational specialization
did not preclude those other than the govi caste from
taking to agriculture as a supplementary or an alternative
source of livelihood. The earlier mentioned mono-caste
villages would have had land which was used for cultivation
It is very unlikely that such land was cultivated by
people of the govi caste from other areas. According to
the ninth century Sanskrit inscription from the Abhayagiri
monastery stone cutters and carpenters were to be
28allotted one and a half kiri of fields from the land
27 GGMT., p. 33.
28 A land measurement.
set apart to finance renovation work at the monastery.
In addition, they were also given a plot of dry-land
29for sowing 1 inferior grains'. According to the tenth 
century Mihintale tablets, five potters were given one 
kiri each from the land of the Mihintale monastery 
for the service of supplying five vessels a day to the 
monastery. Another potter was allowed two kiri of land 
and a daily allowance of two admana of rice in return 
for s^^pplying ten bowls and ten water pots every month. 
One kiri and two payas of land with two admana of rice 
daily were allotted to the master-carpenter (vadu maha 
adurak) who was employed by the monastery. fo each of 
the two goldsmiths three kiriyas of land were allotted
and one kiri of land was g'iven to each of the two black-
31 -smiths who worked for the monastery.^ The Galpata
vihara inscription datable to the reign of Parakrainabahu
II refers to a coconut plantation in a village of
drummers-' (beravagama) and also to a plot of cultivated
land held by a fisherman (kevulu) . ^  About two centuries
later, i.e. in the time of Parakramabahu VI, the
Madavala rock inscription refers to a plot of land
29 EZ. I, no. 1, p. 5*
50 A measure of capacity.
31 EZ. I, no. ?.
given to a smith named haramanaya by the king.^ 
Thus, land provided the majority of the people with 
sustemnce and as will be seen later, the king
with the major part of his revenue.
53
54 .See below, pp*2S7-ga3,
Chapter II
LAND TENURE
The study of land tenure is based 
mainly on inscriptions. Most of the inscriptions 
of Cer/lon are, in fact, legal documents which record 
grants of land and other benefits to individuals and 
institutions. These contemporary documents sometimes 
lay down precise details using various technical terms 
to define the content of the grant. One has to be 
wary in the use of this evidence though, for any 
misreading or a wrong interpretation of a term could 
only give a distorted picture. As L. S. Perera 
correctly points out, these inscriptions are not 
always free from ambiguity.
Incidental references to land tenure 
found in the chronicles and literary works such as 
the Saddharmaratnavaliya and Pujavaliya are also useful, 
but these references cannot always be taken at their 
face value. Certain stories in literary works do not 
directly pertain to the period in which these texts 
were written and some stories are set against an Indian 
background. Moreover, literary sources in referring to 
the extent of land grants frequently give suspiciously
1 L.S. Perera, "Proprietary and Tenurial Rights
in Ancient Ceylon", C JHSS, II, no, 1, 1959* P«1»
round, numbers. But it is clear from the epigraphic 
records that such grants were not of vague extents 
of land. However, it has to be noted that texts 
written in a certain period may reflect the ideas of 
the time when they were written, and not necessarily 
of that to which they pertain.
It seems that the patterns of land
tenure remained basically unchanged during our period.
But under certain rulers, generally accepted tenurial
rights were not respected. A few kings have acted in
an arbitrary manner, disregarding customary practices.
Magha's reign ovei' Ha jar at a disturbed the normal
political, social and economic set-up of the Island
to a great extent. According to the chronicler Magha
expropriated villages and fields, houses and gardens,
slaves, cattle, buffaloes etc. that belonged to the
2
Sinhalese and gave them to Kerala mercenaries.
This injustice was rectified by Parakramabahu II of 
Dambadeniya who 'caused to- be determined to what 
families the villages, fields, houses and so forth, 
long since seized by the alien foe belonged by heredity
2 CV, LXXX, 76-77-
( ku I ap ave xiik ay at t e ) and had them returned to their
d -aforetxme owners as before# ‘The Pujavaliya confirms
Zl
this statement of the chronicle,
4.'p v*
One of the main problems connected 
with land tenure is the question of rights on landed 
property. The terms such as 'ownership* and 
'proprietor' have not been defined hitherto by any 
of the writers on ancient land tenure problems of 
OeyIon, H. V/, Codrington, who pioneered the study of 
this subject, in his Ancient Land Tenure and Revenue 
in Qeylon states that "In the following pages it will 
be understood that the words "ownership", "proprietor", 
and the like are used with no precise legal significance. 
Whether the European legal conception of ownership 
prevailed in ancient India and Ceylon is doubtful",
L.S, Perera in his paper, "Proprietary and tenurial 
rights in ancient Ceylon" uses similar terms such as
3 CV, LXXXIY, 1-2.
^ Pujavaliya, 34th chapter, ed. Medhankara, p.33*
5 AHPR., p»6.
6"owner", "ownership" and "inalienable ownership" 
but he also has not defined any of these terras*
Certainly the concept of ownership as 
exists in the present Ceylon is a modern one introduced 
by the Roman Dutch law. It seems unlikely that the 
absolute property in land, i.e. exclusive use and 
absolute disposal of land together with the right to 
alter or destroy the land itself ysould have existed 
in a political organisation which had an ultimate claim 
on the property of individuals in order to ensure the 
protection it assured them. Thisjmakes it more 
necessary to define the terminology when explaining 
land tenure of ishae ancient Ceylon. Otherwise using 
modern concepts in relation to ancient conditions would 
be anachronistic.
However, the concept of ’ownership’ of 
land in the context of ancient Ceylon is not easy to 
define. The gradations between ownership and tenancy 
were so subtle that it is sometimes difficult to know 
exactly where to draw the line between the two. 
Therefore, what is attempted in the following pages 
is to examine the nature of rights over land by using 
the term 'ownership* to mean right to alienate land,
6 L.S. Perera, "Proprietary and tenuria-1 rights in
Ancient Ceylon", CJHSS, Vol. II, January, 1959? pp.1-52.
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not that of exacting or alienating revenue or tax.
Perhaps this criterion is not always satisfactory as
there may be limitations on the alienation of land.
In the first place the practice of alienation of
land by the monasteries to others i^ as unknown in
ancient Ceylon. Secondly, as Codrington correctly
points out, alienation of land by an individual of
a particular village to a stranger was not welcomed
7by villagers.
M.B. Ariyapala states that in the
thirteenth century, "... the king was the sole owner
of land, which was given out to people by his grace
either for a payment or in return for some kind of 
8service." But he has not given any evidence for
Q
his view. A similar view is held by Geiger.
Perera while suggesting that before
the end of the eighth century there was the right of
10private individuals to own property proceeds to 
discuss the question whether or not the king was the
7 A M R . , p.28.
8 SMC., p.140.
9 co m . , p .50,
10 L.S. Perera, "Proprietary and Tenurial Rights in 
Ancient Ceylon", CJHSS., Vol. II, January, 1959, pp.3-4.
owner of all the land* He states that "The documents 
themselves on which our conclusions have to be based 
are ambiguous in as much as there were law-givers who 
intentionally propounded this theory* The fact is 
that there is evidence both for private and communal 
ownership of land as well as for a wide extension of 
the powe.r of the king in respect of property in 
proportion to the increase of his authority and also 
in respect of the land over which he had proprietary 
rights* It is the growth of this latter development 
that we must trace, and which will provide the clue 
to this theory that the king owned all the land."
He goes on to say "This leads us therefore 
to the other implication that the king could in various 
ways acquire ownership rights similar to those exercised 
by long standing cultivators* In the codes of Hanu 
this is not quite so apparent, but in the Arthasastra 
it was taken for granted and was a matter of policy.
In the verse from the Hahavamsa about the fate of 
ownerless land the king is called puthuvisami (Skt. 
Prthvi-svami) , the 1 owner of the earth1. This^nay be 
a literary pun used by the author on the word assamiko*
In the inscriptions of the ninth and tenth centuries 
the king was often called vathimiyan-vahanse (Skt* 
vastu-svamin), or * owner of land', thus emphasising
his ownership of property. It is possible, therefore, 
that the king gradually extended his rights over land 
along v/ith the growth of his influence and power. But 
the acquisition of these rights must have been gradual.
At least three reasons which prevent us 
accepting that the phrase vathimiyan-vahanse referred 
to above supports the view that the king was the sole 
owner of land can be pointed out. In the first place, 
the Sanskrit term vastu from which the word vat is 
derived could mean not only the land, but also the 
wealth. In fact, Perera himself states In a footnote 
that "In the present record however, it refers to the 
king, apparently as vastu svami, 'the owner of property 
and we know it is so used in the N ikaya s angrah ay a and
in the Kurmiagala Vistaraya, e.g. Vijayabahu Vathimi,
— _ _ 1 PVathimi Bhuvanekabahu and Vastuhimi kumaraya."
Secondly, even if the term implies the meaning 'owner 
of land', it does not imply that the king owned all the 
land. Thirdly, eulogistic termsjused before the name of 
a king do not tell us much about the real tenurial 
problems of ancient Geylon.
11 Ibid, p.4.
12 Ibid, p*53, footnote 19.
It is not clear how this theory of
the king's sole ownership of land came to be reckoned
by the writers on Ceylon, Codrington, writing in 1938?
stated that "The king was bhupati or bhupala, 'lord of
18the earth* ..." Unfortunately, he has not given the
source of these particular terms. A recent scholar
apparently has followed Codrington and stated "The
central fact was that the king was the bhupati , the
lord of the land. He had absolute control over the
14-manner of its disposal."
It seems that some of these scholars
based their concept of the king's ownership of land
largely on the literary usages such as bhupati, bhupala
or ’vathimi. The thirteenth century SacLdharmaratnavaliya
18also refers to the king as prthuvlsvara which may be
rendered literally as *lord of the earth*. But whether
these rhetorical usages reflect the historical truth 
is a matter of doubt. Forming a basic conclusion on 
rhetorical usages without otherjsubstantial evidence 
seems to be improper*
Similar rhetorical usages are found also
13 ALTR., p.5.
14* f.B.H. Abeyasinghe, Portuguese Rule in Ceylon, p.101.
15 SDHRV., p.755.
in inscriptions. Ihe phrase lakdivu poloyana
parapuren himi is used in the inscriptions of this
16period in referring to kings. Paranavitana renders
it into English as !who is by right of descent, the
lord of the young damsel that is the earth of the island 
17of Lanka.' { Godakumbure similarly translates the
phrase as fby right of descent husband of the damsel
— 18(namely) the soil of the island of Lanka.' It 
should be noted that in some inscriptions the phrases 
Sri lankava manusya vasa kala Vifiayara1a paramparayen
iq - __
Lankava himi J 1 lord of Lanka by descent from the royal
family of king Vijaya who made a human habitation of
20this sri lanka1, and taman yona parapuren lakdiva himi 
'by right of lineal succession of kings1, occur in place 
of the above phrase. Hence it is clear that these phrases 
too do not imply the king's ownership of land 01* his 
economic rights but indicate only that the legal basis 
of the authority of the king and his political rights 
rested on the belief of his regular descent- from the
line of previous lawful kings. In other words, this 
stereotyped phrase implies only that a particular 
king ascended the throne ky right of succession without 
implying the king*s absolute ownership of land.
An analysis of inscriptional and literary 
evidence shows that in certain instances a distinction 
was made between Ownership1 of land and the right to
dues, services etc. In the Kantalai inscription of
21 ~  Nissankamalla, reference is made to gamvarak adi vu
aya, !a gamvara and other revenue*. An inscription of
-  22 -Saliasamalla records a grant of gamvara ha parivara
23ha siyalu sampattiya, * gamvara,  ^retinue and other
wealth*. As Codrington has correctly pointed out, the
term vara in the early mediaeval inscriptions means *due* 
24or 'tax’. It is found in various combinations, for
2Sexample in kirivar telvar, the last possibly being
21 EZ. II, no. 42.
22 EZ. II, no. 36.
23 Paranavitana has correctly pointed out that in
certain instances the term gama has been used
to denote a single field or estate instead of 
a village (EZ. Ill, pp. 274-276.)
Codrington too shows this meaning of the word 
gama (ALT.R. p.1.)
24 ALTH. p.23
26the same as tel badu. Hence, it is clear that such 
grants were limited to the transfer of royal revenue 
or tax and not the land itself. A passage in the 
Saddharmaratnavaliya, too, mentions the grant by the 
king of the taxes of eighty villages to a certain chief. 
Therefore, royal grants too cannot be taken as evidence 
in support for the view that the king was the sole 
owner of land.
The statement that a piece of land was 
granted by the king may convey at least two meanings. 
First, it could mean that the land referred to was 
handed over to the donee with complete proprietary 
rights. Originally such plots of land would have 
belonged to the king. In such grants the tenants of 
the land (if there were any) remained undisturbed but 
they had to transfer their services to the new 
‘proprietor1. It is noteworthy that in certain 
instances immunities from taxes were also granted 
along with proprietary rights. Secondly, it could 
mean that x^ hat was donated was merely the tax from the 
land which was due to the king. These plots of land 
were held by individuals. Thejoriginal 'owhers1 or 
cultivators remained undisturbed by the grant.
26 EZ. II, no. 4.
27 SDHRV, p.1003.
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Furthermore, the existence of 
private 1 ownership' is implicit in the land grants 
of this period* In the first place, there is no 
mention of consent of the king being made a condition 
precedent to alienation of land by individuals in any 
of these grants. The Galpata vihara rock inscription 
datable to the reign of Parakramabahu II, which 
records a grant made by Demela Adhikari Kahinda and 
his family, plainly states that the donors bought (ran 
dila gat) some plots of land from ordinary individuals
p o
before gifting them to the vihara* This suggests
that the donors bought the 'ownership' of the plots
of land concerned. In this context the vendors had
the complete right to alienate the land. The donors
of the grant, too*, acq/uired the same right by purchasing
it. An inscription from Eppavala which could be dated
29to the tenth century A.D. y informs us that one paya 
of paddy land was sold for eight kalandas of gold. 
Neither in these instances nor in any other instance 
of individual transactions, is any reference made to 
obtaining prior permission from the king.
A few records also mention that the
28 EZ. IV, no. 25*
29 EZ* III, no* 18.
king bought property for donation, (The Mahavamsa
states that King Gajabahu I' (A.D. 114 - 136) bought
30the plots of land which he donated to the Sangha.
The Viharegala inscription records that Subha (A.D. 60- 67)
donated a reservoir after having bought it for five
i 31 -hundred piecesof money. The Nagirikanda inscription
records that King Kumaradasa (A.D. 508 - 516) bought
four vevasaras (small reservoirs) for the purpose of
32donating them to the Sangha. An inscription of 
Nissankamalla records a land grant made to an officer 
named Vijaya and the text makes it clear that the land 
was first purchased by the king before it was donated.^
Therefore, as suggested earlier, if we 
accept fthe right to alienate land1, not that of exacting 
or alienating revenue, as the criterion of ownership, 
there seems to have existed private 'ownership1 of land.
As the head of the political organization as well as the 
protector of the subjects, the king had to respect the 
rights of individuals. Theoretically the king must have 
been recognized as a spiritual overlord of all the land;
30 M .  , XXXV, 118.
31 ? HI? no. 15*
32 EZ. IV, no. 14.
33 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 17*
indeed, the prestige of such spiritual overlordship
would have been essential to the efficacy of the
system of royal justice, without which no 'landowner'
would have been secure.
However, in practice too, the king had
certain claims over most land. He could claim a
certain portion of the produce as tax in return for
the servicesjhe rendered to the people in maintaining
order in the kingdom. The phrase navata mam ma rakena
lesakin rata hunnata nubavahanseta baddak dlla hindimi
- 34of the Saddharmaratnavaliya, i.e. 'I shall live paying
tax for being protected in this country', too, implies
this idea. Ariyapala while commenting on this phrase
states: "This cynical statement undoubtedly indicates
that the people had to pay a tax merely for their
existence. But here too, it is clear that the king
was eligible for taxes as he was the 'protector of the
subjects'. According to Indian jurists such as Narada
and Vishnu, the king's revenue was for the protection
36of his subjects.
There is evidence to show that jungle
34 SDHRV., p. 373.
35 SMC., p. 134.
36 See Chapter VII, pp
land belonged to the king. It is said that the 
minister Devappatiraja of Parakramabahu II, "had the 
whole of the vast forest called Mahalabujagaccha cleared 
by the roots, a fine village built there and in its 
neighbourhood a large grove of jack trees planted.
The king sometimes through his initiative cleared and 
cultivated jungle land. Parakramabahu I, when he was 
ruling Dakkhinadesa, assembled all the village chiefs 
and entrusted them with cultivation.^® In another 
instance, he laid out gardens planted with numerous 
trees in Dakkhinadesa. Nissankamalla laid out flower 
and fruit gardens everywhere on the Island.^ 
Parakramabahu IV, too, had a park laid out in Titthagama 
(modern Totagamuwa) provided with five thousand coconut
Zj.'i
trees. Thus, jungle land and the land newly cultivated 
by the initiative of the king or his officials became 
royal property as there was no antecedent right of a 
private individual. Por the king the prerogative of 
owning jungle land must have served a number of useful
37 CV. , LXDCVT, 49 -
38 9V. , LXVIII, 53
00LAI
39 GV. , LI7III, 57 - 53.
40 07. , PXXX, 25 - 26.
41 CV. , XC, 93.
functions, including the promotion of expansion into 
new areas or the rehabilitation of older areas which 
had been deserted or devastated by disasters natural 
and human.
The king could grant complete proprietary
rights of such property to any individual or institution.
Thus, Parakramabahu II of Dambadeniya granted to a
monastery, for the purpose of holding a daily sacrificial
festival of lamps, a large coconut plantation which he
had laid out in his name in the immediate neighbourhood
42of that monastery. In another instance he granted to 
the minister Devappatiraja, as his hereditary property,
i
the village Mahalabujagaccha referred to above and other
villages opened up by that minister.^
Even though jungle land belonged to the
king, if uncultivated small areas lay within any land of
individual owners, the latter had proprietary rights over
such plots. Among the land donated by certain eminent
people of the period, to the Lankatilaka monastery, there
44was also jungle land appurtenant to cultivated land..
42 CV. , L5QOV, 71 - 72.
43 CV., LXXXVI, 53 - 54.
44 S. Paranavitana, "Lankatilaka Inscriptions" 
UCR., 1960, p. 5.
The phrase gaskola valpita atulu vu tanat of the
Lankatilaka inscriptions, is correctly rendered into
English by Paranavitana as "lands appertaining thereto
45including trees and forests"•
Prom the early Anuradhapura period, there 
is evidence to show that abandoned and ownerless land 
belonged to the king. Thus, thera Sanghamitta, in 
persuading Mahasena to seize the land of the Mahavihara 
said:: "Ownerless land belongs to the king."’^  In
commenting on this phrase, Perera correctly observes:. 
"This was apparently the accepted practice because the 
Mahavihara monks combatted the threat, not by calling in 
question the principle invoked but by trying to prove 
that the land was never abandoned. They claimed that 
there were monks hidden within the premises in an under­
ground chamber. This seems to indicate that land in- 
continuous occupation could not be seized by the king,
and that the owners in occupation had an inviolable right
47to the land". ( It is implicit in a passage of the 
Saddharmaratna^valiya, too, that ownerless property 
belonged to the king. This passage x'eads as sitanan mala
45 Ibid  ^p. 11.
46 m .  , 23X711, 8.
47 I». S. Perera, op. cit. p.3*
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"I
niyawa as a kosol ratjcjuruvo sampat himivanta nisi darumalu 
kenekun nati kalata me sampat kavurun s ant aka vedayi 
vicara ra(itjuruvanta vedayi ki kalhi/1-^ i.e. , having
Y ') __
heard of the death of the setthi, the king of Kosala
inquired as to who would become the owner of the wealth
when the deceased left no heir, and learnt that it was
the king who came into possession of such wealth.
It is interesting that in the Arthasastra,
which was known and studied in the Polonnaruwa period y
the same principle is recognized. It is stated there that
a holding for which no claimant is forthcoming shall be
50taken possession of by the king, and that property
51for which no claimant is found shall go to the king.
In the case of land without heir, the king 
could probably exercise a residual right of overlordship 
and cultivate the land. This would have been an integral 
function of the king’s responsibility to assure the well­
being and productivity of the' land.
The Panakaduwa copper plate charter which 
has been attributed to Vijayabahu I by Paranavitana,
48 SDHRV., p. 86?.
4-9 CV. , LXIV, 4J.
50 Arthasastra. ed. H. Shamasastri, Mysore, 1923? P* 208.
51 Ibid., p. 199.
embodies an order delivered by the king granting certain
privileges to Sitnarubim Budalnavan, who i:>rotected
52Vijayabahu in his tender years. This charter states 
that even if an offence is committed by Sitnarubim 
Budalnavan and his family, their share of land holdings 
should not be co nfiscated (dosayak kalada pet pamunu
■ i
noganna kotaca). This implies that the king could 
acquire the rights of confiscation of the property 
belonging to individuals who have committed crimes.
Apart from the rights referred to above, 
the king had his own private lands. Farakramabahu I 
laid out a private garden in a region close to his palace, 
planted with trees bearing fruits and flowers. In 
another instance he made a number of villages for the royal 
use (karapetva rajabhoge aneke pi ca gamake^). In the
52 EZ. V, pt, 1, no. 1; ASCAR. , 1949, pp. 28 - 34.
53 V, pt. 1, no. 1. In a review of the Epigraphia
Zeylanica Vol. V, Pt. 1 which appeared in the JRASGB 
Parts 3 and 4, 1956? PP- 237 - 240, C.E. Godakumbure 
stated that the Panakaduwa copper plate was.a forgery. 
Paranavitana1s reply to this review appeared in the
same journal Parts 3 and 4 pp. 213 - 214.
Godakumbure*s rejoinder appeared in Parts 1 and 2, 
1958, pp. 51 - 52.
54 CV., LXXIII, 95 - 102.
55 o v . , l x x iv , 49.
I
1Kandyan period1, royal villages were called gabadagarn.^
A reference to gabadagam is found in a palm leaf manuscript,
I I .    ■ I I **' aL /
the original of which may be dated back to the fourteenth 
57century. ' But the absence of any other reference in the 
contemporary sources casts doubts on the validity of the 
term tised in the manuscript. It is very probable that 
copyists of a later time added the word to the original 
context.
Paranavitana, while commenting on the word
i i
muttettu of later times, states that it "is a corruption
of the Tamil murruttu which means 'complete (murru) eating
(uttu)1 and is akin in meaning to the Sinhalese batgama,
applied to estates of which the produce was reserved for
the king. The documents of the fourteenth century and after
58contain references to bat gam11. ^ In discussing the validity
of this statement it may be pointed out that the term batgam
occurs in the thirteenth century Saddharmaratnavaliya,
59as well. y Furthermore, it appears that batgam were not 
necessarily land or estates the produce of which was
56 Ralph Pieris, Sinhalese Social Organization, 
p. 44; p.50; AIIDR. , p. 2, 4, 25, 32, 38, 40.
57 Kurunagala Vistaraya, MS. (OR. 5042), B.rl., foil.11 b.
58 UHC. I, pt. II, pp. 741 - 742.
59 SDHRY., p. 339; p. 712.
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reserved for the king as Paranavitana concludes. The 
—  —
Saddharmalankaraya records that king Kalankandetatis
(A.D. 263 - 275) gave Magama as a batgama to his minister 
60Sangha* The same text states that the hero Nandimitta
received a village as a batgama from king Kavantissa (2nd
Century B.C.).51
Therefore, until new sources come to
light, it is rather difficult to ascertain the old Sinhalese
term which denoted the plots of land set apart for the use
of the king during this period.
Whether women had any proprietary rights
over land is an important question to be raised. There
are references to land grants by queens of this period.
Queen KalyanawatT assigned villages, fields, gardens and
so forth to the monastery she built in the village named 
*“ 62Pannasalaka. The Periyakulam slab inscription of Queen
Lilavati records that, having built an alms house at
Anuradhapura, she endowed it with land, slaves and 
6 ^cattle.  ^ These or any other similar references are of 
no use in determining whether women had any proprietary
60 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 621.
61 Ibid., P. 494.
62 CV., LXXX, 35 - 36.
63 Eg* I, no. 14.
rights over land, as it is possible that such grants 
were made by ruling queens in their official capacity.
64-The Polonnaruwa Potgulvehera inscription
' i
records a building of a mandapa by Queen Candavati, the 
second queen of Parakramabahu I.. Thus it seems that the 
consorts of kings had independent means of financing such 
projects, Thismay indicate that royal consorts owned 
land or derived income from land, as it was the main source 
of income. rfhe Culavainsa states that Vijayabahu I deprived 
his queen who disturbed the peaceful life of the viharas, 
of her revenues.  ^ Two inscriptions of the first quarter 
of the fourteenth century record that Viharnmahadevi, the
chief consort of two brother kings, granted certain plots
__ 05
of land to the Punumaha vehera.v
Some other inscriptions throw valuable 
light on the proprietary rights of women over land. The 
Galpata Vihara rock inscription records a list of lands 
and serfs dedicated to that monastery by Demeladhikarin
67Mahinda and some of has relatives including his mother. f 
A Sinhalese inscription of the thirteenth century found on
the rock wall of the cave tample at Nakolagane in the 
Kurunagala district records the gift of certain plots of 
land to the Nagala monastery by Sumedhadevi (wife of a
^ Q
royal officer), her two sons and another person,
Vijayabahu I is said to have given land, food and clothing
go
to women of good families who were unprotected or widowed. y 
These instances may show that women too had proprietary 
rights over land.
Another problem related to land tenure is 
the question of joint tenure. Members who participated 
in the grant recorded in the Galpata Vihara inscription 
referred to above were Kahambalkulu Mindalna, his mother,
his nephews called Kadana and Vijayana and another
'• — 70relative named Katuvitana Satamba.{ It is noteworthy
that in this grant other relatives of the family of
Kahambalkulu Mindalna such as Katuvitana Satamba also
*
participated along with the members of the nuclear family. 
The participants in the grant made to the Nagala Vihara 
recorded in the inscription on the rock wall of the cave 
temple at Nakolagane were Sumedhadevi, her two sons 
Parakrama Ambara and Mind Ambara and another donor called
68 CJSG., I, p. 170.
69 CV. , IX, 78.
70 E2j. , IV, no. 25.
- 71Prince Gixihanda Bata* In this instance too, Prince 
Girihanda Sata did not belong to the nuclear family of 
Sumedhadevi and her sons. Most probably he was a more 
distant relative of the family concerned. Thus, it seems 
that in certain cases members outside the nuclear family 
also had land rights jointly with those of the nuclear 
family. On the other hand, it is possible that the 
donors referred to above donated their individual plots 
of land having inscribed the grant on one inscription, 
but the balance of probability favours the first 
supposition.
Inheritance of land took place within 
a framework of kinship. An inscription of the twelfth 
century, which has been assigned to the reign of 
Nissankamalla by Paranavitana, records a pexmianent land 
grant (panrunu) by the king to an officer named Vijaya.
In this grant the king lays down the rule that the plots
of land granted should not be given to those who are
— 72neither Vijayafs descendants nor his relatives. Two
i ‘ i
rock inscriptions from Kottange, assigned by Paranavitana 
to the reign of Lokeswara II, record a permanent land 
grant (pamunu) made by the king to Loke Arakmenavan.^
71 CJSG. I, p. 170.
In this inscription too, it is laid down that the land
should be enjoyed by those of the Mapandi family (Mapandi
vamsaya). The Mapandi vamsaya in this context indicates
members or kinsmen of the Mapandi family* Some of the
plots of land which were donated to the Galpata monastery
by the members of Kahambalkulu Mindalna's family were the
74 ~hereditary property of the grantors, apa si parapurava 
valanda a. In this instance, parapura could mean not only 
the descent of the nuclear family but also that of the 
other families which were related to it by matrimony.
The existence of these provisions for the future of 
family land holdings suggests that there was a reliance 
on the continued ability of the institution of kingship 
to guarantee law and order.
We cannot unfortunately say anything 
definite about communal ownership of land. Most probably 
pasture lands and areas set apart for recreation in 
villages were considered communal property.
* * *
Land attached to religious establishments 
held a significant place in land tenure. The Buddhist
Sangha, the main religious body of Ceylon, gradually 
develox^ed into one of the institutions which had the
nrr
largest vested interest in the country.'-' The Hindu
priesthood was patronized by some section of the population,
though it was not as influential as the former. There
are many references to donations of land, serfs and
villages to religious institutions by pious kings and
76the nobility during this period' as well as in earlier 
periods.
Land was held by religious institutions
under various forms of tenure. Hirst, they had proprietary
rights over certain plots of land. As shown earlier,
some plots of land donated to monasteries were the plots
77bought by the donors prior to donation.'' Thus, the 
donors first obtaiiied the right of ownership which they 
later transferred to religious institutions. Parakramabahu 
II granted to a vihara a large coconut garden which he 
had laid out in his name in the immediate neighbourhood
75 W. A.. Warnakulasooriya, "Tnscriptional Evidence 
bearing on the nature of religious endowments 
in Ancient Ceylon", UCR., April, 1945, P- 71•
76 EZ. Ill, no. 50; EZ. IV, no. 19, no. 25; EZ. V, 
pt. Ill, no. 26; CJSG. II, p. 21; ASCM., VI,
p. 67; CV., LX, 14, LXXX, 55 ~ 36, LXXXV, 71 - 72.
77 See above, pj>, 4-4-43.
- 78of that vihara. Therefore, some of the grants made 
to religious institutions, involved the transfer of a 
form of ownership which included and amounted to more 
than a share of the produce*
The Gadaladeniya rock inscription 
(A, D. 1344) refers to a donation of a 'plot of land' 
to the Gadaladeniya temple by an officer of the king.
That plot of land was held on service tenure by him
✓ ■ \ 79 80(tamanta dive lata siti) *1 As wxll be seen later
land held under service tenure by officials were to be
held only for the period of service. Therefore, in this
grant, really not the land was donated to the temple but
only the produce from the land. However, it seems that
this type of grant to religious institutions was very
rare during the period under review.
Thirdly, the grant of a village or a
piece of land to a religious establishment could involve
the right to labour from its inhabitants along with some
or all of the rights mentioned above. Vijayabahu I granted
to the community of Bhikkhus the whole district of Slisara
—together with the people dwelling there. The bankatilaka
78 CV., LXXXV, 71 - 72.
79 EZ. IV, no. 12.
80 See below, pp,
81 GV., LX, 14.
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inscriptions of the fourteenth century records that
certain plots of land were donated to that temple along
with the people living there, Ihe Polonnaruwa Hatadage
86portico slab inscription of kissankamalla  ^records that 
he dedicated land to that establishment along with serfs.
In these instances religious establishments were entitled 
to receive services of the tenantsor slaves as well as 
to the share of the produce.
Land granted to individual monasteries 
belonged to them alone and not to the Sangha as a whole.
When a grant was made it was recorded in most cases as
Q£t
to which particular monastery it was donated. As 
Gunawardhana has pointed out, the fact that the inmates 
of monasteries came to believe that property granted to 
their monasteries belonged to them alone and not to the 
whole Sangha is evident from the boundary disputes between 
monks of the Mahavihara, Dakkhina vihara and the Abhayagiri 
vihara recorded in the chronicles. ^  It is noteworthy 
that some of these grants were made not merely to a 
monastery but to a particular institution within a monastery
82 Paranavitana S., "Lankatilaka Inscriptions"
UCR, 1%0, p. 14.
83 EZ. II, pp. 8? - 88.
84 GV., LXXX, 39 - 40; EZ. II, pp. 87 - 88; EZ. Ill,
no. 36.
85* R .A .L.H . Gunawardhana, op. cit., p. 68.
such as a parivena or a shrine.^
It remains to be examined whether
individual monks had proprietary rights over land.
According to an inscription of the thirteenth century
A.D. from Kottange, Mahathera Abhaya of Vilgammula
granted some plots of land including the pamunu called
87Kalama to the Sangha. 1 It is recorded in an earlier 
inscription from the same place that this Kalama had 
previously been granted by Pokesvara to Loke Arakmena
QO
for valour shown in campaigns against the Colas.
This land could have come into the possession of the monk
Abhaya in any one of the following ways. In the first
place, he could have owned the land before he entered the
order. Secondly, the right could have devolved upon him
through inheritance after he joined the order. This
explanation recognizes the right of a monk to inherit
property. Thirdly, he could have been offered the land,
but if this were so, he nrust have made the grant sometime
later as he refers to the land as belonging to him and
89not as recently received. y Parakramabahu II ordered 
that the land which had been assigned for the provision
86 Ibid.,
87 EZ. IV, p. 89.
88 EZ. IV, pp. 82 - 90.
89 P.A.L.H. Gunawardhana, op. pit, p. 113*
of priestly requisites and those which belonged to 
monks in common (ganasantaka gama) and to individuals 
(puggalika gama) should be clearly distinguished.^ This 
reference to individual land of monks reiterates the 
idea of individual 1 ownership'.
Probably monks did not have the same 
rights over their personal property as the laymen did 
for such 'ownership' would have come into conflict with 
the rules of the vinaya. But it is not clear how far 
the rights of individual monies extended. The property 
°£ Mahathera Abhaya mentioned above is termed pamunu and 
involved the most complete 'ownership' possible within 
the tenure system but it is not clear whether a monk 
could transfer his property to a layman by way of sale.
Having examined the various forms of land
holding and ownership, it is perhaps necessary to examine
the terminology used in relation to land tenure during
this period. Inscriptions as well as literary sources
Q1contain references to a form of tenure called pamunu.y 
The term pamunu is similar to Sanskrit praveni and Pali 
paveni which mean in lineage, succession, inherited or
90 CV., LXXXIV, 3 - 4 .
91 EZ. I, P .  105, P .  179; EZ. II, pp. 139 - 147;
pp. 219 - 229; EZ. IV, no. 11; EZ. V, pt. I, no. 1;
pt. II, no. 17; SDHRV., p. 315.
permanent possession. The contexts in which the terra
is utsed indicate that this word conveyed the same meaning.
The Devanagala- rock inscription of Parakramabahu I,
registers a pamunu grant made to Kitnuwaragal in recognition
92of has services in the Aramana. campaign. The same
inscription records that the grant should last as long
as 'the sun and moon endure1. It is evident that the
king granted proprietary rights over these plots of land
to Kitnuwaragal to be enjoyed in hereditary succession.
An inscription of Nissankaraalla which records a pamunu
grant made by the king to an officer named Vijaya,
clearly states that the land should be enjoyed in
93hereditary succession. It is noteworthy that the same 
pamunu grant is referred to as me (this) ninda (possession) 
at the end of the record. The term ninda is derived from 
Sanskrit nija, which means 'one's own'. Hence it is 
evident that very often pamunu was the most complete 
'ownership' possible within the tenure system. The 
holders of pamunu, whether they were individuals or 
institutions, had 'permanent' rights over them.
The king granted pamunu properties to 
individuals not as wages in lieu of their services but
92 EZ. Ill, no.
93 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 17.
mostly as a reward. The Kantalai Gal Asana inscription
records that pamunu properties were bestowed on those
who had performed extraordinary deeds (daskam kalavunta
pamunu dena kala),^ The Kottange rock inscription
records that King Siri Sangbo Lokesvara granted pamunu
properties to Loke Arakmena for the valour shown in
96disposing the Colas.  ^ It was in recognition of the
services in the Aramana campaign that Parakramabahu I
96granted pamunu properties to Kitnuwaragal, Host
plots of land that had been granted to religious
establishments were also pamunu properties.
The Kapuruvaduoya pillar inscription of
Gajabahu II, which records a pamunu grant made to Da-pera
Rangidage Kinabi by the king, lays down the rule that the
treasury officials should not enter that plot of land.^
The Doratiyava sannasa of the Hotte period, which records
a similar grant also states that treasury officials should
98not enter the gifted land. It Is implied in both these 
cases that those plots of land were granted with Immunities
94 EZ. II, p. 285.
95 IV, no. 11.
96 EZ. Ill, p. 321.
97 EZ. V, pt. Ill, no. 33.
98 H.W. Codrington, "The Doratiyava Sannasa", 
JRASCB, no. 77, 1924, pp. 307 - 322.
from taxation.
Inscriptions as well as literary sources
OQ
contain references to various terms such as pamunu/
-  .100 101 , 102 paveni pamunu parapuru hirasanda pamunu
10^ 5 104 •him panumu  ^and him pamunu. An examination of
these terms and the contexts in which they are used,
suggests that all these terms refer to only one type of
tenure. Just like the Sinhalese term pamunu, the Pali
paveni is also similar to the Sanskrit praveni which
means permanent or hereditary possession. Therefore,
pamunu and paveni are identical. Wickramasinghe
translates the term pamunu as * permanent grants' and
105parapuru as 'heritages’.  ^ He renders the term 
hirasanda pa3fvg.W3?u into English as 'grants which are in 
force so long as the sun and moon exist
Codrington, while commenting on the phrase 
pamunu parapuru, states that: "the word (praveni) occurs
99 EZ* II, P. 147; p. 285; EZ. Ill, no. 55; EZ.
IV, no. 11; EZ, V, no. 1; no. 58.
100 CV. , LV, 51; CV., LX, 75*
101 Punavaliya, 54th chapter, ed. Medhankara, p.53;
EZ...II, p. 105; p. 126.
102 EZ. I, p. 179; EZ* 11  ^ P-132; EZ. IV, p.87; p. 508.
105 Sinhala Ihupavamsa, p. 158; Saddharmalankaraya, p.465*
104 SDHRV., p. 515.
105 EZ* 1 1 9 P* 12?*
106 EZ. II, P. 229, note 1.
in its Pali form as paveni-gama in the reign of Vijayabahu
I (1056 - 1111, ilhv. LY, 31; LX, 75)* Under Parakramabahu
II (1254 - 1269) kulappaveni in Mhv. LXXXIY, 12; LXXXYII, 
19? 315 22, is rendered in the contemporary Pujavaliya
by pamunu parapuru and mav-piyan-ge kula parapura,
property in unbroken succession (Sanskrit parampara)
in the family of mother and father. The word parapura
is common in Nissankamalla*s inscriptions (1187 - 98)
preceded by and perhaps qualified by pamunu, but lvlhv.
LV, 31 referred to below in the sections on pamunu, shows
107that the two were not identical.1
But Codrington himself agrees that pamunu
"'1 OP
was to last as long as the sun and moon exist. This
implies the permanent rights over land. It is understood 
that a permanent holding goes in family succession. The 
bei*m parapura implies exactly the same. Though the 
terminology used in various instances differs, it is 
justifiable to assume that pamunu and parapuru or pamunu 
parapuru are identical.
The same argument may be applied in 
explaining the term hirasanda pamunu. If the holdings 
were to be in force as long as the sun and moon exist,
107 AITR., p. 12.
108 Ibid., p. 13*
they had to he passed in hereditary succession.
Therefore, hirasanda pamunu is identical with pamunu and
parapuru or pamunu parapuru. The Devanagala rock inscription
confirms this view. It records a land grant made to
Kitnuwaragal by Parakramabahu I. At the end of the record
it is clearly stated that it was a pamunu grant. But in
the same record it is stated that the grant should endure
as long as the sun and moon exist, (hirasanda pavatina
tek sitina paridi).^^ Hence it is clear that pamunu
and hirasanda pamunu were the same. Further evidence in
support of this view is found in the Kottange rock 
110inscription. It records a grant of hirasanda pamunu
made by Lokesvara to Loke Arakmena. The record contains 
the provision that thejiand should be enjoyed by those of 
the Mapandi family. It is implied though not plainly 
stated, that the grantee belonged to the Mapatidi family.
Though there are only a few vague references
111 112 to him pamunu and bim pamunu in the literary
sources, it may be surmised on the above analogy that these
109 EZ. Ill, p. 321.
110 EZ. IY, no. 11.
111 Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 38,
112 SDHRV., p. 315.
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two terms also denoted the same type of tenure..
The numerous officials of the kingdom
enjoyed land in consideration of their services. These
plots of land are referred to as divel in the contemporary 
113records.  ^ The term divel is related to Sanskrit jxvita 
and Pali jxvana which mean life, existence, subsistence 
and livelihood. Land held on divel tenure therefore, 
could he land held for subsistence for the period of
service. The Oruvala sannasa of the Kotte period
-  111-  refers to seva divelata dun banagama oruvala, i.e.
Banagama Oruvala which was given on service tenure.
According to the inscriptions of Nissankamalla, he appointed
ministers and provided them with divel lands, serfs,
11 Scattle etc.  ^ Thus it is clear that divel land was 
land given for maintenance in consideration of certain 
services or offices held by individuals. Unlike pamunu 
properties, these were not permanent possessions. The 
Oruv;ala s annas a referred to above records that the village 
Oruvala was earlier granted to two Brahmanas in return
113 EZ. II, p. 105; p. 11*7; pp. 165 - 178; EZ* IV, p. 102 •
111- EZ. Ill, no. 3*
115 EZ* 1111 p* 165.
for their services, but later the king, being pleased
116with one of them, gave it to him as a permanent holding*
It is pertinent to examine whether all
in the service of the king were given land or a part
of the revenue accruing from land in lieu of their services
The account of the Culavamsa on general Mitta's temporary
seizure of the throne in the second year of the reign of 
- 117Vijayabahu IV, ' throws some light on this problem.
Mitta, on his accession to the throne, at first tried to 
win the support of the Sinhalese and foreign elements of 
the army by giving them their pay* It is implied in this 
account that soldiers were paid in cash. The Saddharma­
lankaraya too, refers to the king paying wages to his army 
118in cash. Ihis leads to the supposition that at least
soldiers, especially mercenaries, were mostly paid in 
cash.
Some of the plots of land given to those
119an the service of the kingdom y probably belonged to 
the king. It is also possible that sometimes the king
116 Ibid.
117 GV. LXXXX, 1 - 20.
*1 8 S addh ar mal ankar ay a, p. 647*
119 Gertain forms of service appear to have been more 
of a general form of duty to the king than an 
incident of tenure. See Chapter III, pp»us^ji7
commuted his share of taxes from the land of individual
owners to his officers. In either case, divel holders 
did not have complete proprietary rights over them,,
‘Land1 held on service tenure could be 
granted to religious establishments by the officers who 
held them, This would involve only the transfer of the 
share of the produce. The Gadaladeniya rock inscription 
referred to earlier, records a grant of a field which had 
been on service tenure by an officer named SenalanlcadhikaJa? 
Even though such transfers of ‘land* were possible, the 
officers had to continue rendering their services to the 
king' in spite of the transfer.
The religious establishments, too, used
1 pi
forms of servxce tenure. The Kaludiyapokuna inscription
122and many other records indicate that monastic employees 
were granted maintenance lands. A certain share of the 
produce from the plots of land held permanently by these 
religious bodies may have been given to those who performed 
various services to them. It is very likely that the 
recipients themselves had to cultivate such land.
Most of the inscriptions which record
120 EZ. IV, no. 12.
121 EZ. Ill, p. 265.
122 See R.A.L.H. Gunawardhana, op. cit. , pp. 187 - 190.
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immunities granted to religious establishments by kings 
show that the peasants working these plots of land were 
not expected to provide services to the king.  ^ fhe 
grant of immunities from service due to the king would 
have implied that these obligations were to be performed 
for the monastery instead.
^
Inscriptions of the ninth and tenth
1 24-centuries refer to a form of tenure named patta. Ihe
^erm natta in these records, according to Paranavitana,
is derived from Sanskrit pathya which denotes the
instrument of lease. He suggests that pattaladdan were
middlemen wlho farmed the revenue due from the tenant
125on behalf of the lord.  ^ But this system of revenue 
farming does not seem to have taken root in the Island 
for there are no references to the existence of middlemen 
after the tenth century.
(The term ukas in relation to land indicates 
the common mortgage in Oeylon in the present day, by which 
the mortgagee receives all or part of the land in lieu of
125 EZ. II, no. 2; no. 3; E2. V, pt. Ill, no. 34-.
124- EZ. I, no. 4-, no. 7; EZ* V, no* 10*
125 EZ. V, pt. I, pp. 127 - 128.
'7-2-
interest, the mortgager having power to redeem the
property at any time after paying the debt. In the
126inscriptions of the ninth and tenth centuries, too,
the term ukas has been used to denote a similar meaning.
But there is no evidence to suggest that the same system
prevailed during the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. The practice may have either died out for a
certain period or continued without break, though the
records do not mention it. The balance of probability
seems to be in favour of the second inference for there
are references to the practice of mortgaging movable
127property during this period. 1
Inscriptions as well as literary sources
— —128refer to various land measurements such as yala
kiriya^ ^  amuna^ ^  and pala.^^ The Tamils used
_  p 166different terms such as veli  ^ and .karisu to denote
126 EZ. I, no. 7; no. 8; EZ. Ill, no. 27.
127 See Chapter V, p. ^ 9
128 EZ. II, n0l 15, p. 78; EZ. Ill, p. 521;
Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 58*
^29 PJV., p. 88, p. 374, P* 568; Butsarana, p. 14, 72.
130 EZ. Ill, no. 24, p. 239; EZ. IV, p. 78; PJV. , p.50.
131 EZ. II, p. 105;: POT., p. 49.
132 K. Kanapatipillai, T,A. Pillar Inscription from
Moragahawela", UCR, January-April, 1960, pp. 46-49*
133 SMC. , p. 155. ” ”
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measurements of land. A yala was equivalent to twenty
i 34amunas and kiriya or karisu was equivalent to four amunas. ^
— q
Pala was a quarter of an amuna. ^
It is noteworthy that the extent of land 
is defined in the records by the quantity of seeds 
required to sow it. But this would not have been an 
accurate method of measuring land as different localities 
possessed different degrees of fertility. Therefore, 
the sowing extent of one amuna. of land in one area, may 
have differed in size from that in another area, even 
though the sowing capacity of that land was also 
referred to as an amuna in extent.
In some of the land grants, the size and
type of the land granted are recorded along with the
subject of the grant and the names of the donor and the
donee. But another group of records describes the land
136grants by using various terms such as gama *village,
field, or estate*; kumbura^ ^  1 field*; vatta^ ^  'garden*
154 EZ. Ill, pp. 189 - 190; EZ. II, p. 231; SMC. , p. 1 5 5 ,
135 EZ. II, pp. 220 - 235; P- 156.
136 CV., LXXX, 35 - 40; LXXXVI, 55~54; EZ- 11> P P * 219-229.
137 EZ. Ill, no. 23, pp^ 223 - 234; EZ. IV, no. 25,
p. 203; Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 177.
138 EZ. IV, no. 257 T T T 05. “ ~
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etc* v/ithout giving the exact size of the land, The 
extent of these holdings cannot be ascertained precisely. 
Since the share of the produce and taxes were also 
granted, it is difficult to know exactly in every case 
whether the grantees had any proprietary right over them. 
Furthermore, without knowing population figures, the 
extent of cultivated land, the average size of a family 
and such demographic data, it is difficult to carry out 
a proper study on the size of holdings.
But one gains the impression that the 
size of land holdings of institutions and individuals 
differed in varying degrees. The king, as the head 
of the political organization possessed large tracts 
of land in various parts of the kingdom. The king!s 
grants of proprietary rights over land to religious 
establishments in different provinces, grants of 'land1 
on service tenure and permanent grants made to individuals 
for their merits provide evidence in support of this view.
Borne of the religious establishments, too, 
owned large extents of land. There was no uniformity 
in the size of the land holdings of these establishments. 
It may be surmised that more important religious centres 
were endowed with more land than less important ones.
Religious institutions sometimes held 
land at a considerable distance from the geographical
location of their establishments. The Lankatilaka rock
inscription of Bhuvanekabahu IV, records that fourteen
yalas of paddy fields were granted to that temple from
Badalagoda (modern Batalagoda) in the Kurunagala district.
Batalagoda is situated about forty miles from the
Lankatilaka temple.
The nobility too, derived income from
large areas of land or owned fairly large extents of
land. During the reign of Queen Kalyaiiawatl, the General
Ayasmanta built a parivena and for its support assigned
villages and fields together with male and female slaves.
The minister Devappatiraja of Pax’akramabahu received
from the king the whole village of Mahalabujagaccha as
1 41his hereditary property.
It is likely that the great majority 
of the farmers held only small plots of land to meet the 
needs of their families. Obviously, they would not 
have been in a position to donate or transfer them to 
others as those plots were their mainstay of livelihood. 
Since most of the inscriptions record the grants of 
land by those who had something extra to donate or 
transfer, there is no evidence enabling us to determine
139 S. Paranavitana, "Lankatilaka Inscriptions",
UCR., January-April, 1960, p. 5*
140 CV., LXXX, 39 - 40.
141 CV., LXXXVI, 53 - 54.
the size of the holdings of these farmers, which must 
have heen of a smaller size.
Evidence seems to suggest that there 
were also landless groups who worked as domestic 
s e r v a n t o r  in the fields and gardens of others. 
Various inscriptions record grants of land to individuals 
and religious institutions along with ’slaves' or
■'1 ii.lL
people living in those lands.
In most cases a rice field constituted 
the nucleus of a unit of land holding. Other types of 
land such as small plots of jungle land (valpita)^^
x] h C i  xi h  r?
house gardens (gevatu) and plantations (gasakola) '
are treated as appurtenances of the field. In some
references relating to grants of land, not only the
148appurtenances stated above, but also men and 
149animals are mentioned as attached to the land. This
would indicate that the peasant cultivators belonging ifo
180to one unit of land were permanently attached to it. y 
These plots of land would have mostly belonged to the
14-2 Butsarana, p. 185; SBHRV. , p. 219? p. 448.
143 Chapter IV, pp. 154-. isa,
144 EZ. I, no. 14; EZ. II, no. 23*
145 EE. Ill, no. 23; pp. 233 - 234.
146 ALTR., p. 8.
147 EZ. Ill, no. 23; EZ. IV, no. 25.
148 EZ. Ill, no. 23.
149 8. Paranavitana, "Lankatilaka Inscriptions11,
UCR. , January - April,. 1960, p. 14.
150 M .  , I, pt. II, pp. 720 - 721.
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royalty, nobility and to religious establishments.
❖ * *
As to the procedure adopted in transferring 
land, the evidence is limited. Inscriptions contain only 
incidental references to individual transactions. 1his 
is because only the grants of the king and the grants of 
individuals to religious institutions have been recorded 
in them.
The practice of granting various
privileges and land or the transfer of land by royal
edicts inscribing the details of the grant on a copper
plate seems to have started with the reign of Vijayabahu 
151I.  ^ The discovery of the oldest known copper plate
-  152charter dated, in the twenty-seventh year of Vijayabahu.
disproves Missankamalla* s claim to have introduced into
1 55the Island the copper plate grants. This practice
continued in the ’Kotte period’ for we find in the
154 - 155Oruvala sannasa Veragama sannasa and Palukumbura
156sannasa  ^ that grants of land were inscribed on copper 
plates.
Evidence seems to suggest that the
151 ASCAH. , 194-9, pp. 28 - 54*; See above
•152 Ibid. ‘ '
155 EZ. II, no. 27, p. 154.
154 EZ. Ill, no. 3.
155 EZ. V, pt. Ill, no. 46.
156 EZ. Ill, no. 25.
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procedure adopted in grants of divel and pamunu varied
as the conditionj^of these tenures differed. Divel
involved transfer of rights only for a limited period
and they were recorded separately by an officer named
157jlvitapotthakin. ^f The Polonnaruwa slab inscription
of 1105 A.D. too refers to an officer who maintained
1 58records of divel grants,  ^ It is very likely that 
such grants were not recorded on copper plates as they 
were not meant to be permanent.
In certain cases granting of special 
honours or permanent land rights (pamunu) by the king 
was done ceremoniously by pouring water on the hands
of the donee* fhis practice prevailed in the 1Anuradhapura
. 159 -period as well. y Ihe Panakaduwa copper plate charter
which records special privileges given to Lord Budal by
a king identified as Vijayabahu I, gives a graphic picture
of the king delivering his order in the assembly and
furnishes the information that the king while delivering
the order held an iron mace In both hands.
When permanent land grants were made the
details of the grant were sometimes recorded on a rock or
a pillar. In most of the grants, just as in a deed of
157 Bee Chapter VIi: , p*, *-n-ans.
158 EZ* V, pt. II, no. 26.
159 MV* XXV, 24 - 25; EZ. Ill, no. 12.
160 AHCAR. , 19^9, PP. 2B~- 54.
today, the names of the donors, recipients and witnesses
giving their full identity and ocdupations are recorded.
In certain cases precise boundaries of the plots of land
162transferred are also stated. ' The practice of setting
165up of boundary stones prevaried  ^as at present.
Some records refer to the exact date, month and year in
164which the grant concerned took place. All these
references suggest that some form of legal procedure 
was adopted in transactions concerning land.
161 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 26; EZ. IV, no. 25.
162 EZ. Ill, no. 23; EZ. IV, no. 11.
163 EZ. Ill, no. 23.
164 EZ. IV, no. 30, no. 35; EZ- 7, pt. II, no. 21.
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Chapter III 
IRRIGATION
rJ?he subject of irrigation has already been
discussed by several scholars. Topics such as the construction
-1
of irrigation works have been dealt with by Brohier and
2Parker. The majority of the irrigation works mentioned in the 
chronicles have been identified by Nicholas^ and Codrington. 
These scholars have pioneered the study of this subject but 
have overlooked certain important aspects such as labour 
organization for irrigation works,maintenance and distribution 
of water.
This study attempts to concentrate on three 
main points. In the first place,the scattered writings on 
irrigation pertaining to our period are systematized with the 
inclusion of new material brought to light subsequently. 
Secondly,some of the views held by earlier scholars have been 
revised. Thirdly,a few aspects which had been overlooked by 
them are discussed.
 ^H? ❖
1.Ancient Irrigation Works of Ceylon,3 parts,Colombo,-1934— 35 
2.1ncaen? Ceylon,-op
3."The Irrigation Works - of king Parakramabahu I",CHJ,nos.1-k,
’Ini• S 5 8 h I ^ $ pC^l5§58^||gorical> > 
vol.VI,special Number,1§59)pp.'1-'193
4."Notes on Ceylon Topography in the Twelfth century",CHJ.,vol 
IV,nos.1& A-,195il-“55 jPP.130-152;Some of the . identifications 
of Codrington are also cited in CV.,part 1 ,Tr.p.280,note 5
Most ancient civilizations have developed
on river banks and sought to meet the needs of an increasing 
population by utilizing the resources of rivers and rainfall 
for constructing irrigation works.In the opinion of Parker 
t^e art of reservoir construction owes its origin to the. 
early peoples of the Euphrates valley and it spread westwa­
rds and southwards reaching the Dravidian speaking districts
of India possibly before the 1Aryan' invasions of the
i 5country and it was transmitted from there to Ceylon. Even
though the Euphrates valley had developed irrigation schemes
much earlier than Ceylon,Parker's view is not supported by
conclusive evidence. It is generally believed that the first
migrants from India came to Ceylon from north India and not
6from southern India. The earliest known irrigation works of 
southern India cannot be traced to a period earlier than the
7
Ghristian era. Y/e are also informed by the Vedas that the
Aryan speaking people xvere acquainted with small scale
8irrigation in north India. However,as Nicholas points out,
neither in north India nor in south India did they develop
9an irrigation system of the magnitude of that of Ceylon.
5.Ancient'Ceylon,p.353
6.UHC.,pt,l,pp.87-97;p.2l9
7.STT.Krishnaswamy, "Major Irrigation System of Tamil Land", 
Proceedings of the First International Conference Seminar 
of I ami I Studio s Vllual alumpiir, 19 S'8, p. 452
8.Rigveda,III,33,6;IV,19)2
9.C.W.Nicholas,*"A Short Account of Irrigation Works upto the 
11th Century" , JRASCB,VII'inew series,1959,P.4-3;UHC. ,vol.I, 
part II,p.220-------------------------------- ---
The people who migrated from India to Ceylon
10established themselves in river'basins of t{$e dry zone.
They had to cultivate the adjoining lands for their 
livelihood.But in those dry regions they were faced with 
the problem of the conservation of water.
The dry zone area consists mainly of the 
northern,north-eastern,north central,eastern and south-east­
ern parts of the country,and it forms about seventy per cent 
of the total land area.This area receives rains only of the 
north-eastern monsoons and during the rest of the year 
(from May to September) the rainfall is very low,The main 
problem of the dry zone is therefore to provide an adequate 
supply of water for agricultural and domestic use during the 
dry season.
The Aryan speaking migrants responded to this 
challenge with efforts directed towards water conservation. 
The knowledge which they had acquired in India may have 
been of great use to them in their venture.
10.Probably the ^ryan speaking settlers,who first landed 
in the coast of the dry zone,did not concentrate on the 
wet zone due to the scarcity of flattland*T&he difficulty 
of penetrating and cleaning the thick forests of the
latter.
However,one cannot altogether rule out the 
possibility that the earliest inhabitants of ^eylon practised 
some form of irrigation. But there is no evidence for this 
view.
It is likely that large reservoirs gradually 
developed from small works.In the legendary account of 
Vijaya,it is stated that the earliest Aryan speaking people 
who arrived in °eylon established villages in places where
AA ,
water was readily available. According to the same legends
-  - 12the first tanks were constructed at Anuradhagama in the 
fifth century B.C. Some of the earliest inscriptions
13indicate that there were individually owned small tanks.
Moreover,the earliest reservoirs constructed by kings were
not very large.As Nicholas points out,the lissavapi
constructed in the reign of Devanampiyatissa was originally
14-small but was enlarged in or after the fifth century A.D.
* * *
The chronicles,other literary works and the 
lithic records pertaining to our period refer mainly to 
irrigation works undertaken by kings.However,it should not 
be concluded that irrigation works were never constructed 
by other individuals or institutions during this period.
It is possible that some of the tanks constructed by others
during the reign of a particular king were attributed to 
the initiative of that monarch by the chronicler with a 
view to extolling the king's philanthropic nature.The 
hundreds of ancient irrigation works scattered over the 
greater part of the Island could not have been constructed 
solely on the initiative of the monarchs or the ’central 
government'.
But compared with the early '^nuradhapura 
periodprivate or joint irrigation works of villagers 
seem to have been less in number during the periods under 
consideration* Irom about the first century B.C. some of 
the individually 'owned* reservoirs or the income derived 
from them were donated to the Buddhist ganglial^ though 
there are no similar donations recorded in the lithic 
records and chronicles of our period,the Kahambiliyawa 
slab inscription attributed to the reign of Vikramabahu I, 
suggests the possibilty that private individuals could 
own small irrigation works.fhis inscription states that 
king Vikramabahu ordered the villagers of Girinarugama not 
to cut canals and convey water from the canal which Kandan^ 
Vallan had constructed to lead water from the Hahakalahoya 
to irrigate his paddy fields at Girinarugama.^ Ihe
.Paranavitana,"Some Regulations Concerning Village 
Irrigation works in Ancient Ceylon'1 ,CJHSS. ,vol.I,no.1 * 
1958*pp.1-2-
injunction prohibiting others cutting branch canals from
the canal of Kandan Pilantavan Yallan indicates that it was
» *  • •
not uncommon for private individuals to construct small
irrigation works on their own.
Reference is made to a Kunuru canal ^ aboku
canal and Xakdessapeta canal in the Polonnaruwa slab
inscription whidi has been dated to 1105 A.D.,as boundaries
of a certain plot of land.^^hese must have been small in
size and are not mentioned in the chronicles and were
probably the works of villagers.
In the lists of names of the irrigation
works restored by the rulers of this period as given in the
chronicles and other literary works there are certain
reservoirs which are apparently not found in the sources of
18previous periods. Thus,the DIghavattukaKjt1aggabodhipa-
19 o 20 —bbata vand karaheru which were restored by Vijayabahu I,
are not mentioned in the lists of construction by earler 
rulers. This may be due to one or more of the following 
reasons. First,the names of the reservoirs may have changed 
from time to time and it is possible that after restoration 
the king concerned altered the name of the reservoir. In
17.EZ.?Y,pt,II,no.26
18.CV.,LX,50 
1-9*Ibid. , - 
20.0V. ,LX,A8
u>
such cases it is difficult to identify them even if the 
chroniclers had referred to their constructions. Secondly, 
it is possible that the chroniclers failed to recognize the 
works of certain monarchs who did not patronize the Sangha 
generously.thirdly,those reservoirs may originally have 
been constructed by villagers,but the chronicles did not 
record the works by ordinary people but only those by kings, 
their relatives and court officials.
>(£
During the reign of Vigayabahu I,many
reservoirs ando canals were restored,but the only original
21construction was Buddhagunavapi« It was constructed by his
-  -  22Upara.ja VIrabahu. According to Nicholas,this is ceratainly
i
the large breached reservoir now known as Budugunavava in
23the south-east corner of Uva. ^
There was internal political turmoil in the
country from the death of Vijayabahu I till Parakramabahu1s
accession to the throne. As evidenced by the Culavamsa,
during this period of conflict between various parties that
sought political power,many reservoirs and weirs of canals
24were destroyed. Although the chronicler attempts to
21.CV.,12,80-83 
22.Ibid.,
23-C.Y/.Nicholas , "Historical Topography... " , JRASGB,N.S.VI, 
special'number,1959 »p.57 
24.CV.,LXI,63-66
exaggerate the miserable conditions that obtained in the
country before the rise of Parakramabahu I,it is reasonable
to conclude that no large new reservoirs and canals were
constructed during this period as the political conditions
were not favourable for such constructions.
The reign of Parakramabahu I was distinguished
by remarkable developments in the field of irrigation.Apart
from the restoration of a large number of irrigation works,
he is credited with the construction of new irrigation works
25of enormous dimensions. When he was ruling Dakkhinadesa  ^
his main constructions were around Daduru-oya or JaQ^aranadl. 
Across this river,the monarch constructed three dams at
different points which were headworks of three river-divers-
26ion schemes. The first was known as the Kotthabadda dam, ■ - .....- —I—-.*. *
27the second as the Sukaranitj,jhara dam f and the third the
p o
Doradattika dam.
25*The boundaries of Dakkhinadesa during this period were: 
on the north the Kala oya; on the east,the eastern half 
of Matale.district through udadumbara to Adam's Peak and 
on the south the Bentota river,(G,W.Nicholas,Irrigation 
Works of King Parakramabahu I",CHJ.,1V,nos.1-4.1954— 55. 
P.52)
26.CV.,LXVIII,16-18 
20.CV.,LXVIII,32-36 
28.CV.,LXVIII,37-38
if
According to the Culavamsa,the Kotthabaddha
dam was an old work in ruin. Parakramabahu's workmen
extended it. Pirst a canal was constructed from the dam site
29to the Rattakara district. Then the dam was built and
water diverted by it was discharged to the sea through the
canal. As a result cultivation xvas made possible on the land
'SOlying on either side of the canal. In the opinion of Nichola
the present ^engal oya was in all probability the canal which
once diverted the waters stored by the Kotthabaddha dam.
He also asserts that the Kotthabaddha scheme was situated in
32the area between the Rattambala oya and the Daduru oya*
The second scheme on the Daduru oya was
constructed at the confluence of the two tributaries Sankhava-
-  -  33ddhamanaka and Kumbhilavana. ^Nicholas identifies these
tributaries with the modern Hakvatuna oya and Kimbulvana oya*-
34*respectively. The site of the dam was called Sukaranitjtjhara 
and from the dam a canal conducted water to the Maha&allaka 
tank.^ The only canal which enters Magallavava is the 
present Ridibandi ala which must there be identified with that 
constructed by Parakramabahu I.^The site of the dam is now
29.0V. ,LXVIII,16-25
30.CV.,LXVIII,30-31
31.“Historical Topography.JKASCB,N,S,VI,special number, 
1959?P-51
32.“Irrigation Works of King Parakramabahu IM,CHJ.,nos.1-4,
1954-55,p.56
33. CV.,LXVIII,32-33
34-.“Historical Topography...“,JRASCB.,VI,1959^P*97
35.CV.,LXVIII,34-35
36.C.W.Nicholas,"Irrigation Works of King Parakramabahu 1“,
2S2*,IV,nos.l_4,i954_555pt55
known as Demodera?' With the object of increasing his
revenue,Parakramabahu converted into fields the lands
_ 5 3
extending from Demodera to Sukaranit1 tj har a.
The third scheme on the Daduru oya was built 
- 39at Poradattika. There ^ too ^ he constructed a dam and water
was conducted through a canal to irrigate the fields lying
between Suk ar ani tj (j har a and Doradattika.
Parakramabahu drained into the rivers the
41great marshes and swamps in the Paneayojana district.
They are not mentioned in the chronicles,so that it is 
reasonable to conclude that these were minor works to which 
the chroniclers made only passing references.
Thus we see that during the ’Polonnaruwa 
period1,more irrigation works were constructed in Dakkhina- 
desa than in the 'Anuradhapura period.1 This may be due to 
the ^Hptnsion of the population in that region and 
Parakramabahu’s desire to increase his revenues as ruler of 
Dakkhinadesa in his effort to extend his power over the 
whole Island.
<»— i ^m— — ^   — ■ _  ■ ■ [   ,   ■ p -| r  , II J f  I  IT I .'iLLH I.
37.C.W.Nicholas, "Historical topography...,f,JRASCB. * vol. VI,
'1959,p.97 — ----
38; CV. LXVIII; 39-38 
39.CV.,LXVIII,37-58 
40.Ibid.,
41.CV.,LXVIII,51-52
When Parakramabahu became the sole ruler of the
Island he continued to pay attention to irrigation. &is
outstanding achievement during this period was the
construction of the gigantic reservoir,Parakkamasamudda.
the chronicler gives the following description of this
unique work; "By damming up the Karaganda by a great barrier
between the hills and bringing its mighty flood of waters
hither by means of a vast canal called the SIcasaganga,the
Ruler created that king of reservoirs continually filled
with water and known by the name of Parakkamasamudda"
the identification of this great reservoir was a matter of
dispute a few decades ago. Major Forbes surmised that the
series of lakes connected by the filahara canal might be the
waters which Parakramabahu named after him.^ L.De.Zoysa
who contested Forbes’ view indicated in 1856 that the
Padavikulam or Padavi of the Vanni district could be the sea
of Parakrama.^Later,much work has been done on the subject
by Brohier,Hocart,Geiger and Nicholas.their contributions
have proved that Parakramabahu,when he was ruling Dakkhina-
desa,enlarged Pandavava and gave it the name Parakrama- 
samudra^and that he constructed another large reservoir
42.CV., II, T^LXXIX, 24-26
43.Quoted in L.De.Zoysa*s paper,"Account of the Works of 
Irrigation constructed by King Parakramabahu contained in
^he sixty eigth and Seventy ninth chapters of the 
Mahavanso with introductory remarks",JRASCB.,111,no.9*
1856-58,p.126
44.Ibid.,pp.127-129
in the name of Parakramasamudra close to Polonnaruwa,after
■ » tl»1|l*l l II I . .............................................................................................................................................................................................    . 9
he had become the sole ahxler of ^eylon.According to Nicholas
the identity of this large and more important Parakkamasamu-
dda,described in the seventy ninth chapter of the Culavamsa,
with the present restored reservoir at Polonnaruwa,to which
4-5the same name has now been given is beyond doubt, "liis 
arguments may briefly be summarized as follows.
'*£he Karaganda which was dammed to build the 
Parakramasamudra is the modern Ambanganga and the Akasaganga 
is the Angammadilla canal. She Punavaliya states that king 
Mahasena dammed the Karaganda to supply water to Hinihiravavs) 
The reference here is to the dam on the Ambanganga. The 
Ambanganga was known as Itaragangang& in ancient times.The 
Culavamsa indicates that four canals which issued from the 
great Parakkamasamudda passed close to specified sites 
outside the walled city of Polonnaruwa.Therefore it is 
clear that the present restored Pa&akramas amudra at 
Polonnaruwa was the Parakkamasamudda,the king of reservoirs,
i±a
described in the Culavamsa chapter seventy-nine.
4-5.C.W.Nicholas, “Irrigation Works of &ing Parakramabahu I11, 
CHJ. ,IV,nos.1-4-',1954— 55>P-60; “Historical Topography.. . “ ,
. JRASCB.,N.S.,VI,1959,p.185 
4-6. JRASCB. ,N.S. ,VI,1959,P.185;CHJ. ,IV,nos.1~4-,l954~55,PP.60-1
According to the Culavamsa there were many
sluices in the great Parakkamasamudda*Seven of these are
mentioned together with the names of the canals which led
4-7water from the reservoir* ' One of the names of these
canals,Tungabhadra  ^ is mentioned in a slab inscription of
4*8Nissankamalla. Therefore,it may be assumed that the list 
of names given in the chronicle is reliable.
Further the Culavamsa states that two canals 
issued from the reservoir Toyavapi^ ( Topavava)* According 
to Nicholas, when the Parakramasamudra was completed 
lopavava would have been incorporated into it,but the 
old name was apparently retained for the uppermost portion 
of the new extensive reservoir.^ The Parakramasamudra is
referred to as Mahasamudra in the Pu(javaliya and in the
-  . -  51Ralaratnakaraya. This reservoir had a subsidiary source
of water supply from the north-west by a canal from 
Giritalakavapi through two intervening reservoirs named 
&adduravaddhamankka and Arimaddavi cj ayagama* ^  This link 
connected two gigantic irrigation systems both originating 
in the Ambanganga,the older system including Minneriya.,
4*7.CV* ,LXXIX,4-0-4*8 ■
4-8 • EZ. V , pt. II, no. 17 ? P * 204-
49. CV. , LXXIX, 4-6-47
50."Historical Topography...",JRASCB.,VI,1959,pp*185-186
51 .PHjavaliya 34-th Chapter,ed.Hedhankara,p.24-;Ratjaratnakara~ 
Za,p.52
52.c.W.Nicholas,Irrigation Works. . ,CHJ. ,IV,1954-55,p.61
Giritale,Kavudulla and Kantalai tanks and the canals
linked with them,and the latter system including the
P ar ak r am a s amu dr a, and the network of small canals and
tanks under it*^
^ke Gulavamsa states that Parakramabahu
also built the reservoirs Parakkamatalaka,Mahindatalaka,
Ekahavapi and P ar akkamas agar a.^ Of these Hahindat alaka
cannot be taken as an original construction for we know
that a reservoir whi&h bore the same name was constructed
by Aggabodhi I. ^Xt is therefore very doubtful whether
Parakramabahu constructed an original reservoir of the
same name. In all probability the reference is to the
old riahindatalaka tank, and Parakramabahu may have only
restored it. It is statetd in the Culavamsa that the
P ar akk am as agara was filled by the waters of the Karaganda
-  -56by means of a canal named Godavari * According to Nicholas, 
Godavari canal was a branch of the. Akasaganga which 
flowed far northwards and the Parakkamasagara appears to 
have been a reservoir between the Parakramasamudra and the 
Minneri oya to the north of Polonnaruwa*^Ihe two other 
reservoirs,Parakkamatalaka: and Ekahavapi * cannot be identified 
with any degree of certaingty.
55*C.W.Nicholas,"Historical lopognaphy...n,JPASCB.,N.S.,VI, 
1959,p.186 
54.CV.,LXXIX,27-29 
55* W .  ,XLII,29
5 6 .cv.,lxxix,57
57*"Irrigation Works of King Parakramabahu I",CHJ.,IV,nos.
1-^,1954-.55,pp.65-64 ■
Parakramabahu brought into existence also a 
well organized system of canals. These were known by the 
names of GambhIra,Hemavati,Nllavahini,SalaIavatI,Vettavati, 
Tungabhadra,Mangalaganga,Campa,Oandabhaga,Nammada, SarasvatI, 
Venumatl, Yamuna, &ar abhu, Neran,j ara, Bhagir atl, Xvat aganga, 
lambapanni,Aciravati,Kaveri and Somavati. Nicholas states
that all these came under the canal system connected with
-  59the Parakramasamudra. But it is likely that at least one
of these canals was not connected with the area watered by 
the Parakramasamudra or its associated canals. The Culavamsa
specifically states that the Tambapanni canal flowed from
-  60 -Ambala tank towards the north. The Ambala tank was
—  61 restored by Parakramabahu in Dakkhinadesa. Codrington
58.CV.,LXXIX,40-57; These names show how strong the tendency 
was to name new constructions after ancient Indian river 
names. Hemavati is the Skt*HaimavatI,a name of the Ganges.
S ar a svat i and amuna are well known rivers in north India.
Vetravatij is a tributary_of the Yamuna,now called Betwa. 
Nammada"Ts the Skt .Narmada. Tungabhadra,Kaveri and 
Godavari ar£ names of rivers in the Deccan. Tamraparni 
was a river in south India. Gomatl was a tributary "of the 
Ganges. Aciravati was^the ancient name for the river 
Rapti. 0aridrabhaga,Svataka and'Venumatl'were also
Indian river names. TseeVCV.,II,Tr.p.1£1, mo t e 1)
59."Historical Topography... ” , JRASCB. , N . S V I ,special number, 
1959,pp.186-1§7
60.CV.,LXXIX,51
61. CV.,LXVIII,47
has identified the place Ambala as a region in the
62Nikavaratiya district. Nicholas himself has indicated
66 ! that this identification is correct. -'There is a considerable;
distance from Nikavaratiya to Polonnaruwa. Since the.
tambapanni canal flowed northwards from the Ambala tank in
Dakkhinadesa it could not have come under the canal system
linked with the Parakr amas amudr a of Polonnaruwa.
Apart from the above mentioned canals,
Parakramabahu also constructed canals to divert the ivaters
of the Mahavali^anga. Reference is made to the Gomati
6Il
canal which flowed eastwards from the river, the Malapaharani
- 65 --ill canal which flowed towards the north, ^the Saturuddha,
66Nibbinda,Dhavala and Sida canals which flowed eastwards.
- - 67Parakramabahu constructed a canal named Kalindl (which
flowed in a southerly direction from Manihira or the Hinneriyc
68 - tank and another canal named Godavari which branched off
- 69from the Karaganga and flowed to the Parakkamasagara.
62.Cited in CV,,I,fr.pp.280-281,note 5
63# "Historical topography...rl,JRASCB. ,N.S. ,VI,1959*P.97
64.CV.,LXXIX,51-52 ~
65 .CV.., LXXIX; 52-53 
66.CV.,LXXIX,53-54
67*the Indian river Xamuna was also known as Halindi.(see:CV., 
II,tr.,p.12l,note~T) ”
Field work done by Brohier and Nicholas
suggests that the chronicler& description regarding these
irrigation works is correct* They have identified the
present Kalinga-yodi~ala with the Aciravati canal of the
chronicle.The Gomati canal which flowed to the east on
the right bank of the Mahavailganga has been surveyed
70for a distance of twenty-one miles.
In his inscriptions Nissankamalla claims to 
have constructed many reservoirs. Nevertheless his claims 
cannot readily be accepted as the inscriptions often 
credit him with achievements which were not his own. But 
he restored some of the existing ones. These will be
7 A
discussed subsequently.
‘■^ he country would not reap the benefits arising 
from Parakramabahu1s irrigation works for a long time.
Buring the reign of Nissankamalla there was considerable 
prosperity as evidenced by his inscriptions. The bounteous 
donations made by hiZf the wide range of cultural activity^
niL
and the liberalization in taxation' during his reign imply 
that he possdssed large economic resources. His death
9?0.C.W.Nicholas , "Irrigation Works of King Parakramabahu I1', 
CHI.,IV,nos.1-4,1954-55,P»64;AIWC., pt.I,p.12 
Z1 * see below,pp. ip^ iioa '
72ihZ.II,noSi14,15,17,18
73.EZ.II,nos.14*15,17.
7§.E^.II,nos.14,15,17,19
inaugurated an era of political instability. There are
no means of ascertaining whether the major irriagtion works
were maintained properly during the last phase of the
Polonnaruwa period. Magha invaded Ceylon and continued to
occupy Rajarata for forty years. According to the Culavamsa
when Polonnaruwa was recovered by Parakramabahu II,tanks,
ponds,dikes and other similar units of the irrigation system
had their bunds breached and were found to be devoid of
their deep water.^Moreover,the environs of Polonnaruwa
76were devastated and covered with shrubs.' Therefore it
may be inferred that the irrigation system continued to
decline throughout the first halt of the thirteenth century.
The chronicles only refer incidentally to the efforts made
by Parakramabahu II and his successors to restore the
irrigation works. However,it does not appear that a
considerable amount of work was donw in this direction.
During their reigns only little attention was paid to the
construction of new irrigation works. Vanni Bhuvanekabahu
— 77
is credited with the construction of the Kurunagala tank.''
In one instance five officials of Vikramabahu III constructed I 
a dam and a canal close to Venderupitiya,753 cubits in leng?§.
75.CV.,LXXXVIII,111-113
76.CV.,LXXXVIII,94
77.H.W.Codrington,1 Gampola Period of Ceyion Historyft, JRASCB., 
XXXII,no.86,1935,p.261 _ ” ~
78.Report on kkxxRHrnnagHkn Sxskr the Kagalla District,p.79
Settlements expanded in the wet zone after 
the decline of Polonnaruwa. In this region the construction ,
i
of large reservoirs was not indispensable as in the dry 
zone for there was sufficient and regular rainfall. Moreover, 
the waters of perennial rivers could be diverted through 
canals for irrigating large stretches of paddy land. But 
cultivation on a very extensive scale was not feasible in
79this area as the land available for cultivation was limited, 
frequent and devastating floods which were accompanied by
erosion hindered productive agriculture.
* * *
A large number of reservoirs were restored 
by various monarchs of this period. When Vijayabahu I 
ascended the throne he found many reservoirs and canals
QQ
breached. Ihe important reservoirs restored by him were: 
Mahaheli,Saraheru,Hahadattika,Katunnaru.Panda,Kalalahallika, 
Prandegalla,Dhlgavattuka % Mandavataka,Kittaggabodipabbata,
Valahassa,Mahadarag;allaka JCumbhilasobbhaka%Pattapasana and
- 81the reservoir called Kana.
79.UHC.I,pt.II,pp.718-719
80.CV.,LX,48-51 
81.Ibid.,
Among these the reservoirs named ilahaheli
— DO
and Mahadattika were originally built by Dhatusena and
the former is identical with the present Maeliya reservoir
— 83near the 12th milestone on the Ibbagamuwa-Polpitigama road. ^
Naladatta is identical with the present Madatugama near the
8451st milestone on the Dambulla-Kakirava road. The
A at unnaruvap i was probably situated at Katnoruwa about four
miles north of the 7i& milestone on the present Galgomuwa-
85Nikavaratiya road. ^ The present P anduv a s nuwar av av a ,
situated three miles away from Hettipola,is the Pandavapi
— 86
restored by Vijayabahu I. It was considerably enlarged by 
Parakramabahu I as part of his plan to develop his principa­
lity of Bakkhinadesa.^ The Kalalahallika reservoir may have 
been situated around modern Madahapota five miles north of
—  OD
the 16th milestone on the Kurunagala-Darabulla road. The 
Erandegalla reservoir was the Enderagalla built by Aggabodhi 
II,and is now known as the Inamaluwa reservoir in the North
82.CV. ,XXXVIII,50;PJV. ,p.729.„
83-C*W.Nicholas,"Historical topography...",JRASCB.,N.S.,VI, 
1959,p.100 
84.Ibid.,p.167 ’
85*0.W.Nicholas;"Irrigation Works..•",CHJ.,IV,1954— 55,P*58 
86.C*W.Nicholas,"Historical topography,T7^,JRASCB., N.S.,VI, 
1959,P*104;Geiger,CV.,Tr,I,p.219,note 1 
87*0V., LXVIII,39
88.C.W.Nicholas, "Historical ^opography.JRASCB.,VI,N.S., 
1959,p.108 ’
Central Province. ^ The Mandavataka tank could be identified
with the present Hahamadagalla,a breached reservoir,on the
- 90Hi oya about two miles north of Polpitigama.
According to Nicholas,the present reservoir
named Mahagalkadavala may be the Mahadaragallaka reservoir
91
repaired by Vijayab&hu I and subsequently by Parakramabahu I.
the Kumbhilasobbaka reservoir may be identical with
Numbalakavapi built by Mahasena. Probably it was the present
92breached reservoir known as Niramullavava. The Pattapasana
is identical with the Naccaduwa reservoi?^ and Kana with
the Mahakanadarawa,a large breached reservoir near 
94Mihintale. The reservoirs named Saraheru,Dhigavattuka,
Kit t aggab o dh ip abb at a and Valahassa cannot be identified
with any degree of certainty.
In addition to the restoration of these
reservoirs Vijayabahu repaired the damaged Tilavatthuka
canal and filled the Hanihira or the Minneriya reservoir 
95xvith water. ^As Nicholas has correctly pointed out,Iilavatthu
ka canal was the branch of the main Alisara canal which 
flowed into the Minneriya reservoir?^
89.Ibid.;pp.1Q9-110
90.Ibid.,p.99 '
91.UHC. ,I,pt.II,p.554
92.G^W.Nicholas,,"Historical J^opography... ",JRASCB. ,1959,P. 102 
"Irrigation Works.. .n,CHJ. ,IYf 1954^55,p.’‘66----
95.0.V/.Nicholas,UHC. ,vol.I,pt.II,p.557
94.0.W.Nicholas.TCrrigation s‘orks. . .";CHJ. .IV, 1954-55,p.66 
"Historical Topography...",JRA8CB.’VT71^59’p.160
95.OY.,LX,52-54.
96.historical topography... " , JRASCB. ;VI, 1959,p. 185
The maintenance of irrigation works was 
not an easy task, A few decades after the restorations of 
Vijayabahu I,some of the above mentioned reservoirs had to 
be restored again by Parakramabahu I*. The reservoirs known
as Nlahadatta,Valahassa,KumbhIlasobbhaka,Hahadaragallaka,
- — 97 98 • — - ^Pattapasana,Kana,fKatunnaru,Kalalahallikay and Pandavapi
are known to have been again restored by him.
There is no evidence for considerable
activity in the field of irrigation from the death of
Vijayabahu I till the rise of Parakramabahu as ruler of
Dakkhinadesa. during this period of political turmoil the
economy of the country was at a low erbb.
On assuming the rulership of ^akkhinadesa,
Parakramabahu developed the resources of that principality ir
order to obtain the means to dominate the whole Island.In
Dakkhinadesa he restored the reservoirs named Setthivapi
(present Hettipola in Giritalana Korale),Tabbavapi(Tabbova
vava in Pajavanni gattuwa),Ambavasavapi (Vasiyava near
Nikavaratiya)Giribavapi (Giribava),Mandikavapi (Madiyava 3
miles north of Maho),Horavapi (probably the large breached
reservoir south of Kala oya),Sadiyaggamavapi (present Hatiga-
muwa mahavava on the Nl&ho-Nikavaratiya road),Malavallivapi
97.OV.,LXXIX,31-36
98.CV. ,LXVIII,47-49
99.cv.,l x v i i i,39
(probably Malavelliya near Ghilaw)oKalivapi (kaliyawadana 
in the Pitigal ^orale north) ,Kannikaragal 1 av&pi(Velango 11a 
reservoir on the Ibbagamuwa-Polpitigama road),SNkaraggamavapi 
(Urapotta in the Kiniyama Morale),Mahakiralavapi (Mahagirilla 
north of Njkavaratiya),Giriyavapi (Giriyavava on the 
Galgomuwa-Nikavava road),Hakkhamanavapi (Rakvana in Nikava- 
Gampahe Korale),Ambalavapi (Ambale reservoir on the Kurunaga- 
la Puttalam road),Katmnnaruvapi(Katnoruwa on the Galgorauwa 
Nikavava road),Tintinigamavapi (S iy ambalagamuwa Mahavava on 
the Padeniya -^nuradhapura road),Kiravapi (Kiravava east of 
Chilaw),Karav11havi1gtttavapi (karavita and Yilattava reservoi­
rs near Bingiriya),Munuruvapi (present Malagane 2 miles south 
east of riettipola) ^Kas all avapi (Kasalla on the Kalavava - 
Galewela road),Kalaluhallikavapi (probably present Madahapota 
on the Kurunagala-^ambulla road),Gitisigamukavapi (^a^gamuwa 
reservoir)»Po1onnarutalavapi (probably Polonnarutalavava 
15 miles south-west of Nikavaratiyay^^Hahagallakavapi^ ^  
(probably riagallevava near Nikavaratiya1?%?ilagullakavapi 
(falagalle vava south o£ Maho)^°^and Buddhagamakani;]\1hara#^0Zl*1 1 1 " u ’ ' i i
100.CV.,LXVIII,43-51;CI.jpt.1,Tr
'Irrigation-Works...",0HJ.,IV
101.CV.,LXVIII,34 ~
102.0V.,pt.I ,'Dr.pp.280-81 ,n.5 
103 .C.W.Nicholas, "Historical 'iopognaphy... " , JHASCB., VI ,1959,97
104.CV.,LXVIII,45
;pp.280-81,n.5;C.W.Nicholas,
,1954-55,pp.57-59
In this connection one remark may be made
regarding the ^uddhagamakanitjtjhara reservoir. ^ tenth century
inscription from Manikdena in the Matale district refers to
a Budhganrfrehera. ^ ^Vijayabahu I captured a Cola fort at 
✓106Buddhagama. In his attempt to conquer Pajarata,Parakraina~ 
bahu I once sent troops to Bodhigamavara.^°^In all probabi- j 
lity Buddhagamakani,j jhara reservoir must have been situated 
close to Manikdena in the Matale district.
Some of the other reservoirs such as 
Cattunatavapi,Patalavapi,Kittakandhakavapi,Jallibavavapi, 
Udumbaragamavapi ,Nalannaruvapi,Uttaraiavapi.Dhavalavittika- 
gam avapi, Mulavarikavapinr and Vislratthavapi  ^^ supposed to 
have been restored by Parakramabahu when ruling Bakkhinadesa 
cannot be identified.
After becoming the sole ruler of the 
Island Parakramabahu I continued the implementation of his 
plans for increasing revenue. Among the works he restored 
during this period were Jayaganga (present Yoda ala),Manihira 
('the lPlnneri reservoir) »Suvannatissavapi(the Kavudulla 
reservoir),Buratissavapi (probably Kandalama),Kalavapi 
(the Kalavava),Brahmanagamavapi,Halikeramahathambavapi(the 
present breached Polvattavava about twelwe miles south of
105.ABCAR.,1908,pp.14-15
106.CV., LVIII,45-44
107.CV.,LXX,88
108.CV.,LXVII,43-50
Polonnaruwa),Raheravapi(to the north of Polonnaruwa), i
i
Giritalakavapi (the present Giritalavava),Kumbhrlasobbha
vapi (probably the present breached reservoir known as
Niramulla vava north of the 16th milestone on the Kurunagala-
Dambulla road),Kanavapi (the large breached reservoir near
Mihintale called Mahakanadarawa) ,PadIvapi (the Padaviyavava) ,
Katlvapi (present Kattiyawa close to Eppawala),Pattapasana
vapi (the Naccaduwa reservoir)nMahannavapi,Mahanamamattakavapi
(probably present Jiant's tank),Vaddhanavapi,Mahadattavapi
(present Madatugama betweeh Bambulla and Kakirawa).VIravapi
present Vlravila near Tissamaharama),Valahassa vapi,Buramana
vapi,Pasanagama vapi (presnt Panankamam in the Mannar district
Kalavalli vapi (near Buttala),KahaiIi vapi ,Angagama vapi
(Angamuwa vava in the N.C.P.),Hillapatthakhandavapi,Madaguvapi^
Uruvela vapi (the present breached Etimolavava 8 miles south-
/ 10Qeast of Monaragala,Pandukolambava&i (in Rohana) 'and 
Kanagamavapi.
109.C.W.Nicholas,"Irrigation Works...”,CHJ.,IV,nos.1-4,1954-55, 
pp.65-68. Some of the above mentioned reservoirs such as 
Uruvelavapi K^atlvapi and Angagamavapi have been identified
by Codrington.
Regarding Kanag amav api one remark may be 
made here. Nicholas identifies it as a reservoir situated 
north-west of Kalavava in the ^nuradhapura district.
In favour of this identification he citee the evidence of 
^le Cnlavamsa (LXXII,176-204) whi&h suggests the existence 
of a place named Kanamulla near Kalavava.But the Oulavamsa 
itself informs us that there was a place called Kanagama 
in Rohana near Magama. Therefore it is also possible that 
Kanagama reservoir was in this village and not in the 
Anuradhapura district.
After the reign of Parakramabahu I,the number 
of irrigation works restored was small. According to his 
own inscriptions Nissankaraalla had many reservoirs construct­
ed. But in view of the fact that the achievements of 
Nissankamalla are exaggerated in these records one has to 
be cautious in utilising the information found in them.
110."Historical Topography...",JRASCB.,N.S.,VI,1959,P-156: 
"Irrigation Works... ",QHJ. ,TV,nos. 1-4,1954-55>P*67
111.CV.,XLV,38-45
It has been found that most of the rservoirs 
which Nissankamalla claimed to have constructed were in 
existence before his reign. Thus the reservoirs such as 
Nissankasamudra and Pandavapi mentioned in his lithic
records must be identified with reservoirs that existed
112 -  before his reign. The Nissankasamudra was the Parakrama
Samudra re-named by Nissankamalla who effected some repairs 
113to it. ^An inscription which mentions Nissankasamudra was
- 114found near the embankment of the Parakramasamudra.
_ 115
Nissankamalla also claims to have constructed Pandavapi. ^
Before Nissankamalla1s reign, a reservoir of this name had
- 116been restored by Vijayabahu I and enlarged by Parakrama-
bahu I. It is very likely that Nissankamalla after
renovating the same reservoir claimed that he constructed
it. An inscription found at the bund of the Galamatiyanavava
states that Nissankamalla built the Pandiviejayakulam
reservoir in commemoration of his spiccessful expedition to
the Pandya country and that its construction was completed 
118m  one day. It is difficult to prove that Nissankamalla
112.S .M.Burrows, "A Year's Work at Polonnaruwa" , JRA.SCB. , X, 
no.34,188?,pp.64-67
113.C.W;Nicholas, "Historical Topography...!r, JRA.SCB. ,N.S. ,VT, 
1959,p.1?8
114.CJSG.*II5pp.168~l73;Inscription no.373;
115.CJS(J. ,I,p. 160
116.CV.,LX,48-53
117.GV.,LXVIII,39
118.CJ8G.5II,pp.186-l999inscription no.600
invaded the Pandya country with success. Moreover,it is 
impossible to complete the construction of a reservoir in 
one day. Considering the difficulties which Nissankamalla 
had to face from rival groups and his benebolent attitude 
to subjects which was mainly due to his need to maintain 
himself in power,it is difficult to believe that he 
commandeered all the labour necessary to complete such a 
project in one day. Such an act would have inconvenienced 
many people who lived in distant regions. On the other 
hand Parakramabahu I established the village Panduvijayagama
i 1in honour of his ’successful invasion •'of the Pandya
country. According to Nicholas,this village may have
120included a reservoir. (Therefore,it may be surmised that 
the reference in the inscriptions of Nissankamalla is 
to the restoration of a reservoir which he re-named.Apart 
from these reservoirs Nissankamalla may have restored many 
others for his inscriptions refer to restoration of many
V y'
reservoirs' but their names are not given.
11$.Initially it was successful. But the end irns disastrous.
120.O.W.Nicholas,"Historical topography...",JRASCB.,N.S., 
special■number,1959;p.46
An inscription found on a slab near 
Batalagodavava in the Kurunagala district mentions the 
repairs done to that reservoir by an officer named
- 123:Cu&amanm in the fifth year of t^e Queen Kalyanawati.
The Minipe slab inscription which may be assigned to the
first fifteen years of the thirteenth century refers to
- 122the restoration of the Minipe dam by a general named Bhama.
It is said that the princes Vijayabahu and Virabahu
restored reservoirs and canals in Polonnaruwa during the
-  -  125reign of Parakramabahu II. ^
But on the whole the number of reservoirs
and canals repaired or constructed after the fall of
Polonnaruwa seems to be comparatively small. The dry zone
area gradually turned out to be less important during
this period. This entailed decline and neglect of irrigation
works,
It would be pertinent to examine here
the reasons which induced kings to construct and restore
irrigation works. One objective was the increase of royal
revenue. Even the chroniclers who extolled the activities
125of kings,have indicated this as a reason. <But apart from
121.CJSGil,p.215sEZ.IY.no.10
122.EZ.Vipt.1,no.12
this,the construction or restoration of irrigation works
was considered a means of acquiring merit. As Appadurai
points out,certain south Indian inscriptions quote verses
from religious treatises extolling the merit of constructing 
126reservoirs. In some of these inscriptions reservoir
construction is looked upon as one of the seven meritorious
127acts which a man ought to perform during his life-time. (
It is justifiable to assume that similar beliefs prevailed
in Geylon,too. King Mahasena who is credited with the
construction of many reservoirs,was deified by the people
128after his death. Whichever their motivating cause,the 
increasing of revenues or the gaining of merit,the 
construction and restoration of irrigation works obviously 
had the effect of bringing economic prosperity to the 
country.
Moreover,the irrigation works had to be 
constructed and restored to meet the demands of food supply. 
It is very ixnlikely that all the reservoirs and canals 
mentioned in the chronicles were in use at the same time.
126.A.Appadurai,ECI.,vol.I,p.200
127.El.,111,p.64,note 5;p.92
128.Even to this day the rural peasantry refer to him as 
Mahasen Deviyo (God Mahasen).
Some of the earlier irrigation works may have keen 
destroyed in the course of time. Later rulers may have 
used the site of tome of those reservoirs and constructed 
new ones xvhich bore different names.
The reigns of ^ijayabahu I and Parakramabahu 
I witnessed large scale restorations of irrigation works.
The amount of restoration work in this pwriod as well as 
in other periods depended essentially on two factors; 
political stability in the country and the ability of the 
monarch to organize resources. When either of these was
lacking such work was not possible.
* * *
The dry zone,both in the north and in 
the south,is not a completely flat plain,but a lowland 
interrupted by ranges of ridges spreading fan-wise. This 
topography was of great assistance to irrigation 1 engineers' 
in their construction works. The gaps along the low ridges 
running across the plains,both in the northern and in the 
southern dry zone,were used efficiently to impound the 
flow of water running through them.
^vjo different systems of irrigation were 
adopted by the Sinhalese depending on physical conditions. 
According to the first,water was impended in reservoirs, 
from which it was diverted to the paddy fields by means of 
excavated canals. For the construction of reservoirs an 
embankment was built across a valley where water was 
available from seasonal streams and rivers.
According to the second system part of the 
water flowing down the rivers was turned into excavated 
canals which conveyed water to more distant lands and 
reservoirs. For this purpose dams were constructed across 
the rivers below the off-takes of the canals in order to
a pQ
divert into these a large quantity of water. J Parakrama­
bahu *s irrigation schemes on the river Janriara may be cited 
as good examples of this method. A large number of*§ the. 
reservoirs in an area were connected with each other by 
excavated canals so that the excess water from one 
reservoir flowed through these canals to anotheJ?®
129*AIWC. ipt.1 ip*2;H.Parker,Ancient C ey Ion. p. 34-7 
130.AIW0.,pt.1,p.2
Most of the reservoirs,whether big or 
small had certain common characteristics, Ihe inner and 
outer faces of their embankments were given a uniformly 
flat slope.In order to allow the passage of flood water t 
there were some openings (flood escapes) in the embankments.
Ihe term for flood escape or waste weir used in the
-  -  131chronicle is vari-sampata or varipata.  ^Each reservoir
had at least one sluice in order to divert water to
canals leading iftto other reservoirs or small canals or
paddy fields. When there were more than one sluice these
x^ ere at different levels to enable the outward flow of
the water on different water levels. !?he sluices were
constructed with burnt bricks or stones, '^ he brick-works
were laid in excellent mortar made with lime burnt from
coral. The stone-work in all the sluices consisted of long
thin slabs of considerable kerfkkx breadth.
All the sluices consisted of three 
essential parts;(a) ^ rectangular open well or pit (bisoko- 
tuwa) from a spot near the crest of the dam down to a 
certain depth; (b)An inlet culvert through which the 
water passed into this well;(c) k discharging culvert from
131.OV.,XLVIII,4&8;LXVIII,35
/' ^
the well (bisokotuwa) to the foot of the outer slope of
the b$nk. rfo the bisokotuwa an apparatus was fitted by
raising or dropping of which the culvert could wholly
or partially be closed. This is called avarana in the 
1 -52 _chronicle.  ^The bisokotuwa was designed to regulate the 
outward flow of the water. ^  Two invariable and peculiar 
features in the bisokotuwas were that they were always 
rectangular and the faces of their walls were polished.
The, length and height of the embankments 
varied from reservoir to heservoir. Roughly an embankment 
of a fairly large reservoir was more than 20 feet in 
height. According to the figures shown by Nicholas the 
embankment of the Kantalavava was about one mile in length, 
its height was about fifty two and a half feet.The 
embankment of the Grant's tank was about three miles in
155
length. In certain places the embankments reached even a
136height of ninety feet. ^
Considering the magnitude of the 
ancient reservoirs one would conclude that there undoubted­
ly had to be conscious and proper planning. The inter-rela 
tionship between large reservoirs and canals also suggests 
that they were well planned,and minute details of construct­
ion engineering properly understood. It is very unlikely
132._CV. , LXXIX, 69 _  - -
133*H.Parker,Ancient Ceylon,p.379 
154.Ibid. ,p.3'S0
1g5.UHC.I,pt.I,p.559 
-136.AIW0. ,pt.1 ,p.28
that ordinary people who supplied labour for building 
these works had prepared the plans too* There must have 
been a body of specialised technicians for such planning 
but unfortunately the available evidence does not throw 
any light on this question.
The chief technicians responsiblB 
for planning,design and construction of irrigation works 
were undoubtedly men of highest technical ability* We 
have no evidence of their methods of planning,their devices 
used for survey and the instruments they used. But it is 
known from surveys carried out in recent times for the 
restoration of ancient schemes that the instruments they 
used were capable of the same accuracy as modern instruments. 
In some sections of the ancient canals the fall was only 
six inches in a mile and in most sections one foot in a 
mile.
* * SfC
Bo far sufficient attention has not 
been focussed on the subject of labour organization which 
\tfas essential for large irrigation works. The irrigation 
works of Ceylon were enormous in size and number. Henry 
Parker states that the reservoirs of Ceylon still rank
138
among the finest and greatest works of its kind in the world. 
Sir Henry Ward,a governor in British times,commenting on
137*C.W.Nicholas," A Short account of Irrigation Works upto 
the 11th Century",JEASCB.,VII,N.S.,1959.P*57
133.Ancient Ceylon,p.332
one. of the ancient reservoirs described it as a "marvellous 
work which must have occupied 50*000 men for many years".^9
Such irrigation works could not 
have been constructed without a properly organized labour 
force. Only a few scattered references in the chronicles 
and other literary works of our period are available 
regarding the labour organization for such purposes.
Although tfco scanty to provide a definite clue,one would 
not be wrong in suggesting that a form of ratjakariy a^^  
was used for the construction and restoration of large 
irrigation works.
Cnlavamsa, in describing 
Parakramabahu*s irrigation works in the Rattakara district 
of Rakkhinadesa,states "as in this district there was a 
lack of stone masons the far famed.(king) called altogether 
in great number*'* coppersmiths,blacksmiths and goldsmiths
i ii/\
and made them lay down a dam". It is stated in the 
Sjnhala Rodhivamsa that prince DIgabhaya ordered some of
the families of his principality to send one person from
142 _each to serve him. Ihe S addh arm ar at naval iy a indicates
that all laymen had to perform ra.iakariva (gihi geyi vasana
- _ AU7,
kala ra.i a daruwanta ralakariya ho kala manava). ^Probably
139*Quoted in AIWC., pt.II,p.10
140. s e e chapt er 1 ZtfjjHR \ 5*6 ■- \^«
141.CV.,LXVIII,25-26
142.p.1§4 •
143.SDHRV.,p.8l9
it was in accordance with this rajakariya system that 
Parakramabahu employed coppersmiths,blacksmiths and 
goldsmiths to perform the services of stone masons. This 
may also indicate that the king could employ any group 
or any caste of people to perform certain essential 
functions.
Since no evidence is available to 
suggest that smiths and ordinary labourers who participated 
in the construction and restoration of irrigation works 
were paid regular wages,it is reasonable to presume that 
they had to provide their services in accordance with the 
practices of the rajakariya system.
During the reigns of later Sinhalese
rulers the subjects had to perform rajakariya mainly in or
around their villages under normal circumstances. However,
in times of war and in other exceptional circumstances they
were expected to serve anywhere. For the construction of
forts and roads,the British in the early nineteenth century
compelled the villagers to work in areas far away from the
locality of their homes, This caused deep dissatisfaction
144
and resulted in protests and disturbances. The reason given
144.The Colebrooke-Gameron Papers,Documents on British
Colonial Policy in.Ceylon,ed.G.C.Mendia,voli I,Oxford 
University Press,1956,p.190
by the people for their protests was that working outside
their provinces was contrary to the ancient usages of 
145the country. ,4 ^
But we are not in a position to
determine precisely the nature of the functioninig of
raj akariy a system during the period under discussion.
The Gulavamsa evidence which shows how Parakramabahu
employed coppersmiths blacksmiths and goldsmiths of the
Rattakara district to perform the services of stone masons,
as there was a lack of stone masons in that district,may
suggest that ranakariya services were used close to the
villages from which such labour was commandeered.But in
'^ile Qulavamsa itself it is stated that on one occasion
Vijayabahu IV brought together from all over the Island
turners,potters,bamboo workers,goldsmiths,painters,
brick layers and carpenters to restore the ruined city of
146Pulatthinagara.
Judging from the functioning of the 
rajakariya system in more recent times,however,one may be 
justified in surmising that normally rajakariya services 
were used as closely as possible to the village of the 
service supplier. Utilizing rajakariya far away from the 
localities of the service suppliers during times of warfare 
and for ejbae&al projects may be considered exceptionS^
;Ji >}c :J(
14ft.Ibid.,p.190 
146 .UTTTlfXXVIII, 105-108
147• see \^s
'The Samantapasadika contains some of the
rules and regulations which governed the maintenance of
148irrigation works* • According to these regulations ,if
any person damaged the dam of a reservoir hy driving cattle
over it,it was considered an o f f e n c e . I f  one caused
village boys to drive cattle over the dam of a reservoir
and those cattle caused the dam to be breached with their
hoofs,the person who caused the cattle to be driven had to
accept the responsibility. Whenever the bund of a reservoir
was breached by cattle led into the reservoir,the person
who led them or who caused them to be so led was responsible |
1 SOfor any damage done.  ^ (The context in which these
regulations are found suggests that those responsible for
damaging or breaching the dams of reservoirs had to pay
151compensation.  ^ According to the same regulations when 
one cut or caused someone fe&se to cut a tree growing in the 
waters inside a reservoir,and if the waves raised thereby
148.The Samantapasadika was written a few centuries earlier 
than the period under discussion. Ihere is no evidence
to show that the regulations laid down in this text change 
rapidly in the course of time. On the assumption that 
they were in operation during our period,material is 
drawn from the text for this discussion.
149. Samantapasadika (P.I.S.)vol.II,ed.by J.Iakakasu and 
M.hagai,1927,p*344
150.Ibid.,p.544 
151.Ibid.,pp.544-546
breached the dam ,the responsibility devolved on that 
person who caused damage himself or caused another to
and thereafter if cattle that came either on their own or
led by village children raised waves in the reservoir,or
a tree cut down by another person fell into the water
raising waves,which led to the breaching of the dam,the
person who originally weakened the dam was liable to pay
153compensation. ^Persons who damaged the flood-escapes or f 
abused the use of the valve pit were also liable to pay 
compensation.
to all irrigation works irrespective of their size. But 
there were also specific regulations which governed the 
maintenance of small irrigation works in villages.
any person breached the reservoir belonging to himself 
situated above another’s reservoir so that water rushed out
an act could have damaged the lower reservoir.If any person 
tried to divert water which led to another's reservoir or to
damage it. Phis was tantamount to committing a theft.^^
When a dam was weakened by a person
Ihese regulations were applicable
According to these regulations,if
sweeping away the dam,it was considered an offence.^-^ Such
344
156.Ibid.,pp.344-345
152.Ibid. ^ .344-34*5
a field it was also considered an offence.^^
/These regulations suggest that in ancient
Geylon there were well defined rules governing the
maintenance of irrigation works, ^his system helped to
maintain a large number of reservoirs in working order
for many years. It has to be noted however,that on
account of uncontrollable natural forces such as floods
157and erosion and also on account of warfare, 1 the bunds of 
reservoirs and canals were often destroyed.
The inscriptions of the tenth century 
refer to a ‘department1 of twelve great reservoirs (dolos 
maha-vatan)^According to Paranavitana,it was empowered
159to commandeer the labour of villagers whenever necessary. 
There is no evidence to name the twelve reservoirs which 
came under this department but it seems that in the tenth 
century the maintenance of a number of large irrigation 
works was the responsibility of the king and his officials. 
It may be presumed that this feature prevailed in the. 
'Polonnaruwa'period too,for we know that large reservoirs 
functioned properly during this period and that central 
authority commanded labour for the construction and " 
maintenance of irrigation works. Small reservoirs could 
have been maintained by the tillage communities or
i
individuals.themselves.
157 .CV.',LXI,64-65 
158.EZ.II,p.191,note 7;EZ.IV,no.23 
■159.UHO.,vol.I,pt.I,p.359
There was a well-organized system of
distribution of water. This was essential as every farmer
had to get an equal share of water during the periods of
scarcity. The farmer's share of water was called diyamursu^
For his share of water he had to pay a stipulated amount
to the king or to the local authority.As Perera points out^
in the early Anuradhapura period this payment was called
dakapati and it was paid not only to the king or local
authority but also to the'owner* of any source of water 
161supply. But there are no references in the. sources of 
our period to the payment of water dues to individual owners 
of reservoirs or canals. This may be due to the fact that 
ordinary individuals owned small reservoirs only to meet 
their own needs. In that case the common distribution of 
water was items controlled solely by the 'central administra­
tion' or 'local authorities'.
In the ninth and tenth centuries the
162payment for the share of water was called diyabedum. It
165was Called diyadada in our period. ^The term dada in the 
present day usage implies only a payment imposed as a fine.
dada in old Sinhalese denoted not only an imposition 
as a penalty but also 'payment' or1 service ' .^^"However,
160»Vjsuddhimargas annaya ^ vo1.1,ed.M.Dhammaratana,1890,p.428
161.L.S.Perera,Institutions of Geylon from Inscriptions, 
unpublished thesis,Ceylon,University,1949 9PP•271-274
162.EZ.I,pp.l67-17'l ;P« 171 note 1;p.l99note 8
163*BZ.,V ,pt.II,no.17»P * 204,p.206,p.208 
164. BDHRV. p. 88; p. 520
there is no evidence regarding the amount paid as diyadada. 
The evidence of the Iripiniyawa and Buddannehala inscripti­
ons suggest that in certain instances the land belonging 
to monasteries were exempted from the payment of water du^s?
With respect to individually owned
irrigation works,persons who constructed them had the
exclusive right to use them. This is proved by the
Kahambiliyawa slab inscription of Vikramabahu I. According
to this inscription the king had ordered the inhabitants
of the village Girinarugama not to convey water from the
canal which Kandan Pilantavan Vailan had constructed on
* • « •
his own to lead water from the Mahakalahoya to his paddy 
fields. The inscription also states that royal officers 
should no£ enter the land irrigated by the canal of 
Vailan.It may be inferred that it was exempted from taxes.
t 2-3
The. large reservoirs and canals that 
issued from them were considered public property. Water 
from those main canals was diverted to the paddy fields 
by smaller ones which ran thhough the fields. The latter 
were owned by individuals who had an exclusive right to 
the water in those branch c a n a l s . W h e n  the water in the 
reservoirs was reduced during times of drought ,the 
distribution of water was done in turns. In such 
circumstances one was not entitled to receive water at '
s\
another!s turn. Receiving water at the turn of another
169was considered a case of theft*
167»Samantapasadika,( P.T.S.Ovol.II,ed.J.Takakasu and 
H7Sagai, pp. 345-54-6 
168.Ibid. 9pp.34-5-3^ 6. The general practices,according to 
which lands adjoining an irrigation canal in the Uva. 
province were worked in the nineteenth century have 
been described by Mr.Bailey from whose report it appears 
that all land-holders benefiting from the canal were 
bound to take an equal share in the repairs of the 
canal. Each land-owner was responsible for the proper
^ dtlgdden
joint labour of all. Wo person was entitled to water 
if he neglected to contribute to the repairs of the 
dam or canal. No new land could be^.cultivated to the 
detriment of the existing fields. Bu3?ing £ry 
season fields were irrigated in rotation. When the 
volume pf aiiy supplying streamm- was insufficient for 
the irrigation of all the lands depending on it,they 
were divided into portions of such extents as wpuld 
admit of each being properly irrigated and these 
portions received the whole volume of water during 
suqpeding seasons in rotation. Report of the Central 
and Provincial Irrigation Boards for 1888,pp.1-2
169 * S amant an as adik a * ( P.T.S. ) , vol. II, pp. 34-4-34-5
/ M
Like certain Hindu temples of ancient
India,monasteries in Ceylon enjoyed privileges regarding
the distribution of water. In the tablets of Mahinda IV
at Mihintale,the king decrees that the whole supply of
water of the Kanavava shall be utilized for the Mihintale
170monastery only. { When a dispute between the royal offici­
als and the employees of the Isurummniya monastery 
concerning the rights to water from the Tissa tank was 
brought to the notice of § king identified as Mahinda IV, 
he gave his decision in favour of the monastery and set 
up an edict for the future guidance of the people. The 
fields belonging to the monastery were to be given
precedence in the distribution of the water from the 
171reservoir. r The inscription further states that if the
crops in the land belonging to the monastery were destroyed
through the failure of royal officials to supply water, 
the damage was to be assessed and paid from the treasury. 
These references also suggest that the regulation of
water supply was In the hands of royal officials.
170.EZ.Iino.7iP*112
171.EZ.I,no.2,pp.29-38
Chapter IV 
AGRICULTURE 
With the available sources it is not 
possible to paint a complete picture of agriculture 
prevalent during this period. Demographic data is 
almost absent for ancient Ceylon and it is extremely 
difficult to estimate the average size of an agricultural 
unit and the surplus of agricultural produce. In order 
to assess to what extent the weather conditions affected 
the harvest one needs to know more about the atmospheric 
circumstances in the past than we do. The chronicler!s 
references like 11... once upon a time when through the 
influence of evil planets a great heat arose in Lanka
'i
by which everything was burnt up...” and ”... once
p
when a famine arose ...” do not tell us much. Thus 
more archaeological studies, soil analysis in different 
regions and research into demographic problems may help 
to unfold a great deal of facts on agricultural history.. 
Unfortunately, such work has not yet been systematically 
done. Inscriptional evidence sheds little light on 
agriculture though it provides valuable material on 
related subjects such as land tenure. Therefore, in the 
following pages it has been attempted to reconstruct the
1 LXXXVIL, 1.
2 CV. , Tr. XC, 4-3.
general features of agriculture, mainly with the help 
of incidental references in Pali, Sinhalese and Tamil 
literary works*.
Geographically, Ceylon may be divided into
three broad regions; lowland dry zone, lowland wet zone
and the hilly region* The lowland dry zone covers over
Ll
two—thirds of the land area of the Island, and has 
greater extents of flat land suitable for cultivation 
of rice than the wet zone. But the seasonal shortage 
of water for agriculture is the main problem in the 
former. Therefore, as noted earlier, from very ancient 
times streams in most parts in the dry zone were dammed, 
and as technical knowledge improved the Sinhalese 
constructed large reservoirs, many of them interconnected 
by canals. Rajarata, which was in the dry zone, was the 
main centre of economic activity until the thirteenth 
century* After the Polonnaruwa period it was in the 
process of a gradual decline, but the construction and 
restoration of irrigation works and the establishment 
of new rice fields in that area were not completely 
neglected. This leads to the supposition that it continued
3 O.H.K., Spate, India, Pakistan and Ceylon, London,
1954, P. 767.
4 B.H. Parmer, Pioneer Peasant Colonization in Ceylon,
1957, p. 5.
5 CV., LXXZVIII, 111 - 115; Pulavaliya, 34th Chapter,
ed* Fledhaifkara, p. 48; See also UHC* I, pt. II,
p.’ 628.
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as a centre of agricultural activity for some time after 
the fall of Polonnaruwa and that the depopulation of 
Rajarata did not coincide with the shift of the political 
centre. It would rather seem that the economic decline 
of Rajarata gradually followed the shift of political 
centre.
The Jaffna peninsula emerges as a separate
region from the rest of the dry zone. This area does not
contain large rivers but it has underground water which
6may be tapped by shallow wells.. Agriculture was
practised in this area, if not from ancient times, at
least from the time a separate Tamil kingdom was
established in the north and this must have been done
mainly by using the subterranean water drawn upon by
well-sweeps. Various agricultural practices prevalent
among the peop’le there are recorded in the Tamil
astrological work Sekarasasekaramalai of the fourteenth 
7century.{
In the wet zone, there are perennial
rivers and the rainfall is normally well distributed
8throughout the year. These factors certainly influenced 
the agricultural ec'onomy of the wet zone to a considerable
6 B.H. Farmer, op. cit., p. 50.
7 Sekarasasekaramalai, 129 ~ 140; 14-9 - 152; 262 - 266.
8 O.E.K.. Spate, op. cit. , p. 7^9-
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extent* Paddy fields in this region were frequently 
found near the rivers and streams* Coconut palms aaid 
other tree crops could be grown almost everywhere* These 
wet zone regions played a very important role in the 
economy especially after the shift of political centres 
from Rajarata*
Different geographical conditions obtain 
in the hilly region* This region does not rise abruptly 
from a level base, but consists of mountain range over 
mountain range on a succession of ledges of great extent 
at various elevations. Certain parts of it belong to 
the wet zone while some other parts belong to the dry 
zone. The paddy cultivation in this mountain zone could 
be practised mostly in the valleys and on hill slopes in 
terraced fields.
* * *
The palm leaf mamascript named Kurunagala 
Vistaraya, the original of which has been dated back to 
the 'Kurunagala period* by De Zoysa^ and Modder^ contains
9 Ceylon Sessional Papers, SI, 1875? p. 10.
10 E. Holder, '’Kurunagala Vistaraya with notes on 
Kurunagala Ancient and Modern", JRASCB, XIII, no.
44, 1893, p. 35* (Wickramasinghe, leaving allowances 
for certain doubts, states that it must have been 
written prior to Ragasingha I.' Catalogue of the 
Palm Leaf manuscripts in the British Museum, pp. 83 -
wr. "  ■
the following description regarding the extent of paddy 
fields in Ceylon during its author's time,
"In the fields of Maya kingdom twenty
-  11yalas and sixty thousand amunas of paddy were sown.
Twenty yalas and ninety five thoiisand amunas of paddy 
were sown in the fields of Pihiti kingdom. In the fields 
of Rohana kingdom one yala and sixty thousand amunas 
of paddy wei*e sown. In Maya rata an area in which 3*020,000 
amunas of paddy could have been sown, was covered by jungle* 
mountains, tanks, etc. In the Pihiti kingdom, an area in 
which 1,020,000 amunas of paddy could have been sown, was 
covered by jungle, rivers, tanks, mountains etc. An area
in which 712,000 amunas of paddy cou.ld have been sown
-  12 was covered by jungle etc. in the Rohana kingdom."
Those who seek only absolutely reliable
statistics may discard the figures ±n this passage with
a mere glance, but as references of this nature are very
rare in ancient texts, it is worth examining whether
there is any truth at all in this statement. Taking an
11 yala is equivalent to 20 amunas.
See Chaptgr Il.tfis*
12 MS. Kurunagala Vistaraya  ^ (B.M.) OR. 5042, 
fol. 12b.
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1 5amuna as two acres asit is in the present day, the 
following figures could be gained from the passage quoted 
above.
(A) Extent of cultivated rice fields
Pihitirata 95*400 amunas = 190,800 acres
May ar at a 60,4-00 amunas = 120,800 acres
Rohana 60,020 amunas = 120,040 acres
Total extent of paddy fields: 451,640 acres
(B) Extent of uncultivated area, including 
lungle, tanks, mountains etc.:
Pihitirata * 1,020,000 amunas = 2,040,000 acres
Mayarata 5*020,000 amunas - 6,040,000 acres
Rohana 712,000 amunas =1,424,000 acres
Total extent of uncultivated area: 9*504,000 acres
(0) Total land area of Ceylon: 15*997*904 acres^
Total figure of the rice cultivated
and uncultivated area: 9*955*640 acres
The balance could be other crops: 6,062,264 acres
(D) Percentage of the planted wet rice area 2.7
Percentage of other crops cultivated area 57*8 
Percentage of uncultivated area 59*5
15 This is a broad assessment. In fact, amuna is a seed
measure. The area to which it corresponded must have 
varied with the type of soil. See R.L. Brohier,
AIWC, Pt. Ill, p.VI; T.B.I1. Abeysinghe , Portuguese 
Rule in Ceylon, p. 227*
14 This figure is based on the Census of Agriculture
1962, p.17* is assumed that the area~6f~Seylbn
during our period was similar to the area today.
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Two obvious inaccuracies which, compel us 
to doubt the validity of most of these figures should be 
pointed out. In the first place, total figure of cultivated 
and uncultivated areas of Pihitirata is very small compared 
to that of Mayarata. But, as we know Mayarata was smaller 
than Rajarata. Probably the author of the manuscript 
could not even roughly estimate the uncultivated area of 
Rajarata since only a small part of this area was under 
the control of Kurunagala kings in his time* The extent 
of uncultivated area in Rajarata at this time must have 
been higher than the figure given by the author.
Secondly, the area in which other crops would have been 
grown is unimaginably higher than the area in which paddy 
was cultivated, the ratio being approximately 16 to 1. 
Therefore, one may seriously question the reliability 
of most of these figures.
But this should not lead one to discard 
all the figures. Since there was no proper method of 
assessing the area of uncultivated land, the writer may 
have inserted figures based mainly on rough estimates in 
referring to them. However, the figures given in the 
passage regarding the areas in which paddy was cultivated 
appear to be of some value* Since cultivators knew the 
sowing extent of their fields it would have been com*-
paratively easier to estimate the approximate figures of
areas in which paddy was cultivated*
An examination of those figures gives the
impression that 2.7 per cent of^the total land area was
used for paddy cultivation towards the end of our period,
i.e. after the Rajarata civilisation began to decline.
This is only two fifths of the area of cultivated paddy
15land in present day Ceylon.  ^ During the time of 
Polonnaruwa kings the area of paddy cultivation must have 
been more than that of the time of the Kurunagala kings.
Patterns of cultivation during our period
may be divided into two broad types according to their 
situation. In the first place, there were fields or 
plantations without any permanent human settlements 
attached to them. Long tracts of fields, chena lands, 
the fields situated away from the farmer’s house can be 
put under this category. Fields or gardens surrounding 
a dwelling house come under the second category. Most of 
these may have been small holdings owned by the farmers.
The areas where various crops were grown 
and their local distribution cannot be determined with 
any degree of accuracy. But judging mainly by the present
15 This ratio is obtained by comparing the asweddumized 
paddy fields in Ceylon (1,158,188 acres given in the 
1962 Census of Agriculture, p.24) with the total 
extent of area in which paddy was cultivated given 
in the manuscript passage quoted above.
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types of soil and climate certain assumptions may be
made. Thus, it seems likely that chena cultivation was:
mainly limited to the dry zone. Crops such as coconut
trees were mainly found near the sea coast, and this is
16confirmed by the sources too. Sesamum and cotton on the 
other hand, may have grown mostly in the dry zone. The 
cultivation of paddy ought to have been carried on through­
out Ceylon, depending on the inhabited areas and the 
availability of regular supply of water either through 
artificial irrigation systems' or through rainfall. But 
the techniques of cultivation employed in hill country 
and low country would have been different..
sjt ^
Since rice was the staple diet of the people
and was the main source of revenue, great importance was
attached to its cultivation. Rice fields were measured
17in terms of sowing capacity. ( There were small rice
18fields attached to separate individual gardens and
iq
also large tracts of fields. y A large tract of field
20 21 was called varupata or viyala*. The term viyala was
16 See below, pp./^ -\-/43.
17 See Chapter 11, p.-j^
18 SZ. , III, p. 23d.
19 EZ- I, p. 179.
20 EZ. I, p. 179; EZ. v, pt. II, no. 26.
21 EZ. I, p., 179.
/Si-
2 2also used to denote land newly brought under cultivation.
"s‘>h4> 23 2dA small rice field was named kumbura keta or 
25ketvata. A small division of a paddy field bounded by
26ridges for the purpose of retaining water was liyatda 
which may be compared with modern liyadda. Fiiyara^
i n iri ~ iiimini.M.
was the term used for ridges and is similar to modern 
niyara. Seed paddy prepared for sowing was called 
biluvata. ^
Paddy was grown not only in wet fields
but also on dry land. Reference is made to goda goyam
(paddy grown in dry land) in the Saddharmaratnavaliya. ^
This text further states that the varieties of paddy
grown in wet fields were not suitable for dry land and 
30vice versa. It is obvious that the latter had no
regular water supply and depended only on rain water.
Geiger points out that paddy grown in hills where no
— 31artificial irrigation was required was called sali.
The Sinhalese equivalent of that term is. Hal vi and is 
similar to modern term hel vi. The Saddharmaratnavaliya
22 ALTR., p. 7; EZ* II, no. 36; EZ. V, pt. II, no. 26.
23 SDHRV., p. 12.
24 PJV., p. 483.
25 PJV., p. 143; Butsarana, p. 245.
26 EZ* 1IJ"> no- 23> p. 234f P<TV. , p. 9.
27 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 26, p. 311; SDHRV., p. 667.
28 PJV., p. 356; SDHRV. ,p.33*
29 p.125; p. 869.
30 p. 869.
31 GOMT., p. 41.
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32refers to chena lands where hal paddy was grown, Even 
in the 'Portuguese period' the importance of dry-land 
paddy cultivation follows from the references in the 
Portuguese ’tomhos'* y This practice, which did not 
involve as much labour as wet-field cultivation, probably 
prevailed in areas where there was regular rainfall,, 
However, as very few references are made to the dry 
method of paddy cultivation, it may be concluded that the 
practice was not very extensive compared with wet-field 
cultivation.
Various kinds of paddy were sown. Among
these the variety named hal vi was considered the best.,^*
As stated above, this kind of rice was grown principally
on dry land. Another variety called rat hal is mentioned 
- - 33in the. Fu,iavaliya.= Certain varieties required three
months to ripen, while some other varieties needed four
36to five months. Thfi variety named si nati required
37 — -three to four months. ( According to the Purjavaliya,
38the variety named mavi needed six to seven months.
(The process of paddy cultivation is
32 p. 556.
53 ALTR,, p. 7.
3y+ PJV. , p. 162; Sinhala fhupavamsa  ^ p. 96.
35 ££!•? P* 665.
36 Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 78.
37 PJV., P. 356.
38 Ibid.
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described, in various texts in detail* Cultivation
had to be done at the proper time to reap a good harvest.
The preliminary operation was the eradication of rank 
growth in the boundaries of the field and in the attached 
canal.^ Thereafter, tilling and ploiighing the land had
Zj_yi
to be done. The latter is described as a combination 
of sixteen different factors connected with various parts
of the plough, the pair of bulls and the tiller of the
42 . 43soul. It was usually started at an auspicious time. ^
Ploughing the field three times was considered ideal.^
The day of ploughing was a festive occasion, and the
ridges were prepared on the same day or after.
Having ploughed the field and repaired the
ridges, the lumps of earth were beaten down and the mud
46was levelled by drawing a plank over it. Then the seed
47had to be prepared a*id sown. ( The earlier part of the
48day was believed to be auspicious for the sowing of paddy. 
There is no definite evidence as to whether the practice 
of transplanting paddy was prevalent. One may interpret
59 SDHRV, p. 81, pp. 254 - 259, P* 870,
40 PJV., p. 555.
41 SDHRV., p. 151.
42 PJV., p. 555.
45 Ibid.
44 M m  P. 358; SDHRV., p. 151.
45 PJV. p. 143; Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 30;
Saddharmalankaraya, pp. 691 - 692.
46 PJV., P. 356; SDHRV., p. 151, p.. 893*
47 SDHRV., p. 893;. PJV., P- 356.
48 SDHRV., p. 625*
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»  4-9the words vapurami and nelami of the S addh ar mar at nava 1 iy a, 
as MI shall sow" and "I shall transplantft. The Sinhalese 
term nelami could mean either transplanting or weeding*
50The Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya explains the term as weeding.^
IHIMHW I II*    i|< *mu i i f tu i u n **♦ ^
After sowing, the farmers had to see that
51sufficient water reached the field. Channels had to
be kept clean as no water could reach a field when they
were blocked* ^  Sown paddy had to be protected from birds
55and animals for one week. When the plants were growing
too, the farmer had to be constantly watching the field
54
to chase away the animals who would damage the plants.^
In the meantime, weeding the paddy field had to be done.^
Certain diseases which could affect paddy
plants were known during this period.^ It was believed
that these diseases would be remedied by carrying out
certain measures of a magical nature* These measures were
57denoted by the term kern* ' Thus, it seems that in 
agriculture rational behaviour was intermingled with 
ritual and superstition. From the time plants came to
4-9 SDHRV * , p. 730*
50 Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya, pp. 224- - 225-
51 SDHRV7, - p ♦ 151, P- 895-
52 SDHRV., p. 770.
53 PJV., p. 556*
54- PJV-, p. 556; SDHRV., pp. 254- - 255.
55 SDHRV. , p. 64-8.
56 SDHRV*, p. 152.
57 SDHRV., p. 152; PJV., p. 356.
58ear until they were ripe sand was thrown into the field.
Sand may also have been thrown as a remedy for diseases.
Whether any special technique in the
preparation of fertilisers was applied is not known. The
59references in the Butsarana^  indicate that manuring of
paddy fields was prevalent, but to what extent it was
carried out cannot be determined. Since the practice of
rearing cattle was prevalent it may be assumed that cow
dung was used as the main fertilizer.
When paddy was ripe the crop had to be
reaped and brought to the threshing floor, known as the
kamata. Mostly oxen were used for threshing the paddy or
threshing sticks and flails were used for that purpose.
Literary evidence shows that the richest harvest one could
reap from a fertile field was one yala for one pala of 
60seeds sown, the ratio being eighty to one.
In the sources of the period under con­
sideration, reference is made to two main seasons of
61paddy cultivation called maha and yala. The Tonigala 
inscription of the fourth century A.D. refers to three
58 SDHRV,, p. 895*
59 P* 247? goyam bhoga vanu pinisa kumburehi puvara lana
govitana daksa ekek hu se,
80 PJV., p. 485; Saddharmalankaraya, p. 10.
81 SDHRV. , p. 152;. PJV• , p* 558; Even today there are
these two main seasons for paddy cultivation, the maha 
season during the north east monsoon, the yala season 
during the south west monsoon. O.H.K. Spate, India 
and Pakistan, p. 780.
/^£>
62crops named pita dada hasa, akala has a and made hasa*
These terms denote three crops, viz* maha season, yala 
season and middle season. Probably there were three crops 
in some villages of Rajarata where fields were irrigated 
by means of reservoirs and did not depend on the uncertain 
rainfall. However, it has to be pointed out that all paddy 
fields were not cultivated even during two main seasons 
since certain varieties of rice required about seven months 
to ripen. Moreover, it is worthy of note that not all the 
fields could obtain a regular water supply throughout the 
year.
The foregoing description shows that the 
paddy cultivation in our period was quite similar to that 
of the present day. Paddy occupied a dominant position in 
the economy and stimulated the development of irrigation 
schemes in the relatively dry zones. In the wet zone, too, 
paddy production was the pivot round which the economic 
life of the villager revolved.
* * *
There are numerous references to the 
growing of; palms such as coconut (Cocus nucifera), 
arecanut (Areca catechu), palmyra (Borassus flabelliprmis)
62 EZ. Ill, no. 17, p. 185*
'V/
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and kitul (Caryota urens). It should, however, be iioted 
that some of these trees did not grow in the whole of 
Ceylon, In the regions over 3,500 feet, coconut and 
palmyra do not thrive and there is no reason to believe 
that they were grown in these areas in the past.
The available evidence suggests that 
coconut was cultivated on a larger scale than other palms.. 
When the population was spreading to the south-western 
and southern coastal areas of the Island,people may have 
been compelled to engage in types of cultivation which 
suited the climate and soil of those regions, as a result 
of which extensive coconut plantations sprang up. Hence, 
it is reasonable to assume that coconut plantations 
occupied an important position in the economy especially 
from the thirteenth century.
The RasavahinI refers to coconut plantations
-  65 -at Kappakandara in Rohana. It is said that Parakramabahu
64II granted to a monastery a large coconut garden. The 
G alp at a Vihara rock inscription refers to a coconut 
plantation which had been laid out by a setthi in a place 
close to Bemtota. The same inscription refers to ,
a plantation in which arecanut and coconut trees were
63 RasavahinI - Lankadlpuppattivatthuni* p. 82.
LXXXV, 71 - 72.
65 EZ. IV, no. 25.
f<Y 2-
66 -  -grown* The Funavaliya states that the minister
Devappatiraja of Parakramabahu II laid out one stretch
67of coconut plantations from Kalutota to Bemtota.
-  68 -  -The Culavamsa confirms this statement. Parakramabahu
IV is said to have laid down a park in Titthagama (modern
\ 69Totagamuwa) provided with five thousand coconut trees. y
The Dambadeni Asna refers to gardens filled with coconut,
70arecanut, mango, jak fruit and other trees.
Prom these references certain conclusions
may be drawn regarding coconut cultivation. First, it
appears that towards the end of our period coconut was
playing an important role in the agricultural economy.
It should, however, be noted that even in the earlier
periods coconut was grown to a fairly considerable extent.
According to the Culavamsa., a large coconut plantation
7iwas laid out in the sixth century by Aggabodhi I. But 
coconut plantations seem to have been exploited on a larger 
scale towards the end of our period. This is borne out 
by the fact that more references are found regarding 
coconut during this period than in the previous periods.
66 Ibid.
67 34-th Chapter, ed. hledhankara,p. 40.
68 QI"> LXXXVI, 44 - 45.
69 GV., XC, 93.
70 p * 1.
71 CV.,*XLII, 15 - 16.
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Secondly5 is evident that the king and the nobility
as well as ordinary people were enthusiastic in laying
out such plantations. Thirdly, it seems that coconut
was planted separately as the only crop in large
extensive areas. But there can be no doubt that as at
present, a number of coconut trees were planted in the
gardens around the houses as well,..
In the wet zone, people had to adjust
themselves to the conditions of life prevalent there.
Sesamum from which the edible oil was extracted in the
dry zone was not found in sufficient quantity in the wet
zone. Thus, the use of coconut in their dietary habits
had to be- extended. The sap of the coconut tree was a
source of toddy and its leaves as well as those of
palmyra palms xvere utilized for thatching. Hence it was
necessary for the people of the wet zone, especially of
the coastal areas to extend the cultivation of coconut
which suited their environment.
As stated above, cultivation of certain
other palms such as kitul, palmyra and areca was prevalent.
Juice extracted from the flower of the kitul, palmyra and
7?coconut was used for preparing toddy.( Since chewing 
betel was a widely prevalent habit, arecanut was 
important for a large majority of the people.
72 VimativinodinI, p. 328.
Other crops mentioned in the literature 
are undu(J (a kind of pea), mun' (green gram), tala y 
(sesamum), amu^  (Paspalara seribiculatum), aba^  (mustard), 
duru^  (cummin seed), yava (a kind of cereal skin to 
barley) and tana^  (Setaria italica)• Most of these 
were probably grown in chena lands.
Vegetables were grown in the house gardens 
and chenas. Varieties of brinjal such as karabatu^  
tibbatu ^  vambatu^  and other vegetables such as kakiri^  
(cucumber), alu puhul^  (ash pumpkin), tiyambara^^
(a kind of cucumber), puhul (luffa acutangula), 
murunga^  (drumsticks) and (a kind of bean) are
mentioned in the literary works of the period. These 
references indicate that most of the vegetables known
75 Butsarana, p. 95*
74 Ibid.,
75 PJV., p. 96; The Book of Ser Marco Polo, II, p. 295.
76 SDHRV., p. 585, p. 618.
77 Sinhala ihupavamsa, p. 177*
79 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 250.
80 Sinhala Bodhivamsa, p. 4-0.
81 PJV. , p. 165.
82 PJV., p. 97^ Vesaturudasanne, p. 67.
85 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya  ^p. 79*
84 Saddharmalank ar aya, p. 14.
85 Butsarana, p. 42.
86 Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 52*
87 Butsarana, p. 42.
88 Ibid.,
89 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 188.
90 Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 51*
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now, except those introduced by Europeans such as 
cabbages, beetroot etc., were known and cultivated in 
medieval Ceylon.
Literary references also indicate that
91 92 Ozfruits such as varieties of mango, dak, banana,
94 95 96 97wood apple, breadfruit,  ^oranges, and lime^' were
available.
In this context it has to be mentioned
98  ^ \ 99 x 100that sugar cane (uk) , betel.yy (bulat) , ginger
(inguru)., sweet potatoes"^ (batala) , chillis^0  ^(miris),
and cotton^^ (kapu) were known and grown.
A survey of the above list leaves the 
impression that the Island grew many of the fruits and 
crops now grown. It may be surmised that only a very 
limited quantity of these crops and fruits entered trade 
as it was possible for the people to cultivate most of 
these crops in house gardens for their domestic needs.
91 Eluattanagaluvamsaya, p. 53*
92 Ibid.,
93 Butsarana, p. 42; CV. LXX, 211.
94 SDHRV., p. 285.
95 SDHRV., p^ 61.
96 MS. Kurunagala Vi star ay a, foils. 3 - 5 *
97 Eluattanagaluvamsaya, p. 33-
98 PJV., p. 612.
99 EZ. Ill, no. 35*
^60 Sinilala Thupavamsa, p. 177*
101 MS. Kurunagalav1st ar aya, foil. 5b.
102 Pujavaliya 34th Oh. ed. Medhankara, p. 6.
103 hu k s v : , p.' 1001.
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At the present time the chena cultivation
begins with felling the trees of a selected forest area
and burning the shrubs* Then the soil in which the ashes
are mixed as manure is sown with dry corn. Here and there
vegetable seeds such as pumpkin and melon-gourd are
planted* Even in the past, chena cultivation would not
have been different from that of today for we find various
104-references to similar forms of cultivation. This
method of cultivation could be compared with the 'slash
and burn agriculture* which was prevalent in some early
10bwestern European countries such as Denmark  ^and with 
the 'shifting cultivation’ or 'swidden agriculture'
which was practised in some south-east Asian countries
U T  ^ • 106such as Indonesia.
Since large quantities of cereals and
vegetables could be grown in chena lands, considerable
importance was attached to chena cultivation during this
period. Various references bo chena lands in literary
107and inscriptional writings ( leave the impression that
104 m .  , XXIII, 51; SDHRV. , p. 139; Pujavaliya, Chs 
12 - 14-, ed. by D.E. Hettiaracchi, p. 154-; 
Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 4-4-2; EZ. II, 105-
105 Slicher Van Bath, Agrarian History of western
106 C. Geertz, Agricultural Involution, p. 4-1*
107 SDHRV* , p. 125,' p. 139; Pujavaliya, 12 - 16 
Chs. ed. Hettiaracchi, p. 154*; EZ* II, p. 105-
this mode of cultivation was fairly extensive* However, 
in comparison with wet cultivation, relatively little 
importance was attached to chena cultivation*
The Polonnaruwa Galpota inscription refers 
to chena cultivation as a difficult task. It further 
states that llissankamalla relinquished taxes from chena 
lands. Since the clearing of jungle was involved
in this mode of cultivation, it would have been a fairly 
difficult task. As the crop was mainly dependent on rain 
water insufficient rainfall would have resulted in the 
failure of crops. Moreover, protecting chena lands from 
wild animals was difficult as these were situated close 
to jungle.
Special measures had to be taken to
protect paddy fields and chena cultivations from wild
animals and birds. Moreover, there was the possibility
109of damage by stray cattle to be guarded against. ^
References in the Saddharmaratnavaliya and the Visuddliimarga
Sannaya indicate that fences were constructed around
110fields and chena lands, obviously to guard the 
cultivations against stray cattle and wild animals. Grain
108 EZ. II, p. 105.
109 SDHRV. <> p. 554; Vi suddliimar ga sannaya, ed. K.
Dhammaratana, II, p. 512.
110 SDHRV* p* 228, p. 554; ed. K. Dhammar at ana,
op. cit., I , p . 104, p. 106.
111cultivations had to be protected from bix’ds. In
most cases temporary huts were constructed in fields
or chena lands and the farmers stayed there in order
112to guard the crops against birds and animals.
Beliefs connected with the protection of
crops and other various stages of cultivation prevailed
as in the present day. The Sarajotimalai describes the
devices which may be practised to keep animals and birds
away from the crops. Thus it states that if the wood
of a roof of a ruined house is burnt and the ashes are
spread in the ridges of a paddy field, animals and birds
115will not destroy the crop.
The agriculturist made use of instruments 
and techniques derived from the accumulated knowledge 
and experience of his ancestors, but since cultivations 
were always liable to interference by supernatural events, 
by drought, flood and pestilence, the peasant also 
resorted to certain magical and astrological practices 
handed down to him from time immemorial. Some of these 
beliefs are recorded in various texts of this period.
The Sekarasasekaramalai prescribes the days and the
111 PJV.,J?._556.
112 Sarajotimalai* Eramangalappadam Section, 14;
S addharmalankar ay a, p. 55*
115 Sarajotimalai, Bramangalappadam Section, V.16.
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constellations on which activities in the paddy fields
114-have to he avoided. It further states that ploughing
should be done on the second and the twelfth day of the
fortnight, as well as on the new-moon and full-moon days
115and on certain yogas.  ^ It also gives the dates
116 117 favourable for sowing and ploughing. f Similar
11ftinstructions are found in the Sarajotimalai of the
Dambadeni period and in the Sinhalese palm leaf manuscript
1iq
named Navapatala .Sangraha. According to the latter,
even the building of irrigation works had to be started
120 ~at an auspicious hour. The Funavaliya states that the
activities in the field have to be started at a favourable
121constellation.
>[< &
In an era when industrial inventions were
rare, the farmer had to depend mainly on his labour to
see his cultivations thrive. Therefore, almost all the
utensils and implements used in agriculture were those
114- Sekarasasekaramalai, y.129.
115 Ibid., v.150.
116 ibid., V.1J4-.
'I^ 7 Ibid.^  vv. 155 - 14*0.
118 Sarajotimalai, Eramangalappadam Section.
119 IIS. Navapatala Sangraha, (B.M.) Stowe OR. foils. 57
- 51 •
120 Ibid. , foil. 4-0 b.
121 PJV., p. 355-
which one individual farmer could use. The plough was
122
used in ploughing the paddy field with the help of oxen.
Sometimes only one bull was tied to the yoke of the
123 124plough  ^but mostly it was a pair of bulls. Various
component elements of the plough, such as nangula^ ^
, , 126 - 127 .  ^ 128viyadanda rana and sivala are mentioned in
literature. Hangula not only indicates a plough as a
whole, but also the ploughshare in particular. The
129latter was usually made of iron  ^ and was used to dig 
the soil of the field. The term viyadanda denotes the 
yoke in which the oxen were tied. .Ran and sival were 
the strings used to tie the oxen to the yoke. Mamoties 
(udalu)^^ were used in shaping the soil, cleaning the 
shrubs, digging the canals, breaking the clods of earth 
etc. The axe (porowa)^^ and bill-hook (katta)^^ were 
used mainly in felling trees; the adze (vaya) to 
make certain wooden implements, such as handles for
122 SDHRV., p. 559, P. 596, p. 634; PJV., p. 143-
123 SDHRV., p. 634.
124 SDHRV. , p. 704;. PJV., p. 355-
125 SDHRV., pp. 740 - 741; Saddarmalankaraya, p. 692.
"126 SDHRV. , pp. 740 - 741.
127 sdhrv., p. 777.
128 PJV., p. 336.
129 SDIIRV., p. 596.
130 SDI-IRV., p. 257, P. 759.
131 SDHRV., p. 281, p. 704.
132 EZ. II, no. 6.
133 SDHRV., p. 338, p. 448.
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maraoties; the sickle (dakatta) to clear the grass
1 B 5of the field and for harvesting. Winnowers (kulu) 
were used particularly in the times of harvesting and 
before sowing in order to separate the better seeds from 
bad ones.
Obviously most of these implements were 
owned by* farmers as these were indispensable for them.
But it is very likely that as at present poor farmers 
were in the habit of borrowing these utensils, specially 
ploughs, from others. Most of these implements, except 
rana, sivala and kulla were made by blacksmiths and 
carpenters. The farmers had to buy these from them 
normally by exchanging a part of their crops for the tools.
ji* jj.  jit
Since oxen were indispensable in 
agriculture, cattle breeding was practised to a fairly 
considerable extent. Apart from being used in agriculture, 
cattle supplied milk. Owing to the influence of Buddhist 
and Hindu religious beliefs, cattle would not have been 
reared for meat. But in an age when means of communication 
were comparatively little developed, they were used for
134 PJV. , p. 336; Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 184.
135 PJV. . p. 163.
1 36transport purposes. Hence cattle were considered one
of the important forms of wealth. The Hasavahini refers
137to a person who bought a cow for eight kahapanas.
The practice of donating cowrs to Hindu
138 . 1 3 9temples was prevalent  ^ as in southern India.
Cattle owners seem to have entrusted their flocks to
14-0herdsmen employed by them. It is, however, reasonable
to assume that poorer people looked after their own
cattle. Probably there were separate pasture lands used
for cattle and goats. A reference In the Saddharmaratna- 
14-1karaya clearly shows that some knowledge of diseases
which could affect cattle was prevalent.
14-2 14-3The goat and fowl  ^are mentioned
among other livestock. To what extent rearing of these
was carried on cannot be determined but it may be inferred
that to meet the daily needs some farmers reared them.
It is unlikely that there were separate extensive farms
only for livestock. However, certain economic importance
was attached to animal husbandry. A story in the
136 Chapter
137 Rasavahini, Lankadipuppattivatthuni, p. 30.
CJSG., II, p. 117.
139 A. Appadurai, E.C.I. , 11, p. 24-7.
14-0 Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 4-68.
i 11 i mi 11 i.i ~ ■ i in i !■ i m . mi n  n ...  i t i r it i - t~i — r 1 m il* mu i * ***
14*1 p. 4-7 5 •
PJY. , P._91; ^Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 4-04-.
_ „ 144B addh ar hi a I ank ar ay a mentions the sale of goats*
Chicken  ^was considered a delicious dish and poultry 
farming would also have been important for economic reasons.
An examination of the available evidence
leaves the impression that the bulk of the agricultural
operations was carried on by the small peasant farmer
with the help of his family. But it is reasonable to
assume that even the peasant cultivator hired labour for
special agricultural operations, for it is one of the
features of rural life that the demand for agricultural
labour is never uniform throughout the year but varies
with the season. Agriculture was mainly an occupation
of men. Women may have taken part in certain agricultural
activities like harvesting and winnowing. Usually the
farmerfs mid-day meal was brought to the field or to the
146chena by one of the female members of his family.
In present day rural communities, the
method of exchanging labour named attan or kaiya is
147practised fairly widely. { According to this method
144 p. 404.
145 Ibid., p. 628.
146 SDHRV., p. 579.
147 hur Yalman, Under the Bo Tree, p. 44;
E.R. Leach, Puleliya, p. 264.
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a farmer works in the fields or chenas of another 
farmer and in return receives the labour of the latter 
on some other stipulated day. This mode of exchange of 
labour may have prevailed from the earliest times but 
there is no evidence for this view.
The employment of hired labour in 
agricultural activities was well known during this 
period and even earlier. The Saddharmaratnavaliya refers
to a person who itfent to plough in another’s field in
148 — -return for wages. The Saddharmalankaraya refers to
a person who harvested anotherfs field for daily wages.
The Sahassavatthupakarana contains a story about a man
who went in search of work and was hired to harvest a
a gn
field owned by an administrative head of a district. ^
Some of the literary references suggest that the 
labourers were poor as they received only a small amount 
as wages. The stories in the Saddharmaratnavaliya
indicate that labourers hardly received enough for a
151 1 52satisfactory life.  ^ The wages were paid in kind, ^
155 1 54especially in rice but cash payments  ^ were not unknown.
148 p.886.
149 p.598.
150 p. 5^
151 p.44, p. 219-
152 SDHRV., p. 448.
155 Ibid.
154 BDHRV., p. 219-
/ S'i-
155 156Mainly the monasteries and the nobility  ^ used hired
labour. Other social groups, too, may have used it to a
limited extent.
Those belonging to the upper strata of
the social hierarchy and those who were engaged in
occupations other than agriculture, used another form of
labour. According to this method, the 'landowner1 entrusted
the cultivation to a farmer on a crop-sharing basis. The
157practice was called the ande system and has continued
hitherto. The term ande corresponds to Sanskrit ardha
- 158and Pali addha which mean ‘half1.  ^ The cultivator
had to pay half of the crop to the ’landowner’ according
1 59to this system. ^  In some other cases the crop was
divided in the proportion of one third for the owner and
two thirds (tun ande) for the cultivator. According to
G-unnawardhana, these methods were practised also in
161relation to monastic lands. He further states that
apart from paying the share, the tenants sometimes had to
162serve at the monastery. Higher officers were also
■ ■ ■  — -L- - -  . .. ..   ■     ...--------------------------- —   ,   ■  ... ■ ■ ...................... ..  ■ - |.T_ r ..r_ ..........................  |M .im
155 EZ. I, P. 44.
156 Sahassavattupakarana, p. 51-*
157 SDHRV. , p. 5-4-0; PJV./p. 34-8, p. 556; Pansiya 
Panas Jataka Pota, ed. W.A. De Silva, p. 564.
158 ALTA., p. 9.
"S59 PJI- , p. 34-8, p. 356.
160 PIT. , p. 356.
161 E.A.L.E. Gunawardana, op» clt. , pp. 93 - 100.
162 Ibid., p. 100.
entitled to the service of the tenants in addition to
the share of the crops. When kings granted plots of
land to individuals, along with the services of the
163people living on those plots,  ^it could imply that 
cultivators living on the land had to pay the royal 
share to the new 1 owner'. Secondly, it would mean that 
in addition to the paying of the share of the crops, they 
had to perform various services to the new 'landowner1 
of a similar kind as those which they had performed to 
the king.
the Galpata vihara inscription provides
a list of slaves (vahal) dedicated to that monastery hy
a person named Iiindalna and members of his family.
Probably such servile labour xvas also used by those in
the upx^ er strata of society as well as by monasteries.
In speaking of agricultural serfdom, however, one has to
be cautious not to apply the C-raeco-Poman conception of
slavery to conditions that obtained in Ceylon.
In this period, in which taxes were paid
mostly in kind and services were remunerated mostly in
166rights relating to land, there was another type of 
labour. The political organization could receive the
,•>-7
labour of the people as an obligatory duty according to
„ „ -150
^ ie rafjakariya system. Probably this labour was
utilized in some agricultural activities of the king
such as reclamation of forests, laying out of new fields
and establishing parks. An iziscription from Buddannehala
which records certain regulations concerning land of a
monastery, carries, the provision me rat yedenavun me
kumburat pet sama kota diya pana kot. This has been
translated by Paranavitana as "employees in this district
shall level the beds and lead the water to this field.
According to Gunawardana, this would mean that at times
the labour* due to the king was used to cultivate the
/\ gg
land of the monasteries too.
# ^ *
Since the basis of the country's economy 
continued to be agriculture, the rulers at every opportunity 
encouraged the people in agricultural activities. The 
cultivation of the arable land and the enforcement of the 
regulations that ensured this in an orderly manner were of 
vital importance to the village ’community* for its 
existence and there was no need for the king to interfere
166 Chapt e r .)> Ill ,
167 SZ. I, p. 195? p* 199*
168 R.A.L.H . Gunawardana, on. cit., p . 101.
under normal circumstances. As Nicholas points out,
the peasants attended to these avocations according
169to the directions of eldermen of the village. y
The Culavamsa states that when Parakramabahu I wished
to increase the production of cereals in his principality
of Dakkhinadesa he summoned all the village elders and
instilled enthusiasm into them for the due performance
170of their tasks, {
The construction, repair and maintenance
of major irrigation works were considered to be a moral
responsibility of the king. This is proved by the
enormous number of reservoirs and canals built and
repaired by the king during this period as well as
during the preceding period. Moreover, the king induced'
farmers to construct their own small irrigation works
specially channels and afforded full protection to them.
As already noted, the Kahambiliyawa slab inscription of
Yikramabahu I lays down a specific rule to the effect
that other villagers should not cut canals and convey
water from the canal which Kandan Pilantavan Vallan had« •
constructed to lead water from the Fiahakala hoya to a
171field which he himself had prepared for cultivation. '
The same inscription states that the royal officers
172should not enber that land of the aforesaid person. '
The context indicates that in instances where a lot of
labour on the part of the agriculturist was involved,
the king did not tax the produce of such fields,
probably in order to induce the people to engage more
and more in agricultural activities.
Such inducements were not restricted to
the cultivation of paddy alone. Nissankamalla abolished
17dtaxes from chena cultivation ’for all times’. ( He
particularly states in some of his inscriptions that
taxes were abolished on chenas mainly because such
171-cultivations were troublesome for the farmers, 1 
Another reason was probably that chena cultivation took 
place mainly in the jungle and was, therefore, difficult 
to control. Once Nissankamalla set up a precedent it 
would have been followed by the successive rulers for a 
considerable period, ffflr we find no mention of taxes 
0X1 chenas during the latter part of our period.
The rulers promoted agriculture by laying 
out plantations, gardens and fields. It is said that 
Parakramabahu I once used the words ’’not even a little
1?2 Ibid. , p. 4-07.
173 EZ.-H ? p. 87, 93, p. 103, p. 285.
171- PZ. II, p. 93, P« 105.
drop of water that comes from the rain must flow into
175the ocean without being made useful to man1'.
Parakramabahu II had a large coconut garden laid out
176 -and donated it later to a monastery. 1 Parakramabahu
IV is also said to have had a large coconut garden
177 -planted at Totagamuwa. r { In the reign of Vikramabahu
III five of the highest officials co-operated in opening
a stretch of rice fields on land which had never been
utilised before for that purpose by constructing a dam
178and a canal 753 cubits in length. ( Vijayabahu IV, in
attempts at restoring Polonnaruwa as a capital, is said
to have repaired the dams and canals of Polonnaruwa
and opened up vast tracts of rice fields that had been
abandoned for about half a century and made the country
179around that city prosperous once more. (J No evidence 
is available to suggest that his measures proved 
successful but such activities of the ruling groups would 
have induced the people to cultivate mbre land.
;jc ajt
In spite of the efforts of kings such as
175 CV. , LXVII, 11.
176 CV. , LXXXV, 71 - 72.
177 CV -, xc, 93 - 94.
178 Report on the Kegalle District, p. 79-
179 Pujavaliya, 54th Gh. ed. Medhank ax a, p. 48.
Parakramabahu II and Vijayabahu IV, agriculture in
Rajarata showed a gradual decline towards the close of
our period. Most profound factor which influenced the
decline of agriculture in Rajarata was the breakdown
of the tank-based irrigation system. Ihe kings appear
to have concentrated more on developing the south
western regions of the Island after the shift of
political centres to those regions.
Various views have been put forward to
explain the decline of the Rajarata reservoir system
and the agriculture based upon it after the Polonnaruwa
period. It has been supposed that a climatic change
gradually made Rajarata area unproductive and incapable
180
of supplying the large population of earlier times.
But as Rhoads Murphy and Paranavitana have correctly
pointed out, there is no evidence in support of the view
that in ancient times these regions enjoyed a rainfall
181greater than at present. Nothing about the ancient
irrigation works, fords or bridges suggests that the 
volume of water carried by dry zone rivers before the 
thirteenth century was greater than now and, in fact,
180 E.K. Cook, "A Rote on Irrigation in Ceylon", 
Geography, XXXV, 1950, pp. 75 -  85.
181 Rhoads Murphy, "Ruinr of Ancient Ceylon", Journal 
of Asian History, XVI, no. 2, 1957> P* 190, 
Paranavitana; UHC., I, pt. II, p. 71^ -*
one of the strongest arguments against the assumption
of a climatic change is that the modern and ancient
irrigation works are similar and can irrigate the same
amount of cultivated land. Had there been a change of
climate it would almost certainly have included some
changes in the demarcating line between the dry and wet
zones. Yet ancient irrigation works are found all over
the modern dry zone but a3?e absent from the modern wet
2-one; the present wet-dry zone line coincides almost
with the line between the ancient irrigated and unirrigated 
182areas.
It is fashionable to attribute the decay
of ancient civilizations to soil erosion and followers
of this view have not been lacking in Ceylon. It has
been postulated that agriculture practised over a long
period on a single crop basis would have led to the
exhaustion of the soil, which ultimately led to the
18-5abandonment of Rajarata by its inhabitants.  ^ Those 
who have studied this aspect of the problem have found
184-no conclusive evidence in support of this explanation.
Some scholars have indicated that the
182 Rhoads Murphy; Ibid., p. 190.
183 H.W. Codrington, The Decline of the Mediaeval 
Sinhalese Kingdom, JRASCB., VII, N.S. 1960, p. 93*
184- Rhoads Murphy, op. cit. , p. 191»
decline of Rajarata civilization was due to diseases
185such as malaria,  ^ According to Rhoads Murphy, since
malaria was known in the Mediterranean at a much earlier
date, it may have reached Ceylon through south India in
186the course of time. But as Paranavitana has correctly
pointed out, whether malaria was the main cause or the
effect of the abandonment of Rajarata is a debatable
• +. 187 point* {
However, an acceptable point of view 
regarding the decline of the Rajarata civilization has 
been put forward by Murphy and subsequently elaborated 
by Paranavitana and Liyanagamage* In the words of Murphy, 
"...The complexity of irrigation works suggests that it 
was a well organized, centrally administered system ...
It was not the invasions themselves which forced the 
abandonment, but the total disintegration of the old 
order, a disintegration to which the invasions 
undoubtedly contributed but which they did not wholly 
produce .. . n .
According to Paranavitana, "... In the 
Polonnaruwa period, however, there was a tendency towards
185 R.L. Brohier, AIWC., Pt. 1, p. 2; H.W. Codrington,
JRASOB., VII, M.S., 1960, pp. 101 - 102.
186 Rhoads Murphy, op. cit. , pp. 198 - 200.
187 UHC. I, pt. II, p. 715.
188 Rhoads Murphy, op. cit. , pp. 194- - 196.
!the centralization which reached its fullest development 
in the reign of Parakramabahu I* . . . This concentration 
of the administrative departments no doubt contributed 
towards efficiency so long as there was a strong ruler 
at the centre to direct affairs, and the state was 
powerful enough to defend itself against aggression from 
without or to deal with internal discord. But once the 
strong guiding hand was removed and the capital city 
sacked by the invaders, the administrative machinery 
would have been dislocated with the loss of the archives 
and the dispersal or dearh of the bureaucrats .
Liyanagamage1s view is explained in the 
following words5 "... Once the administrative machinery 
\tfas weakened, it would have been a very difficult task 
to maintain in good repair the elaborate irrigation system,
which was the basis of the economy of the Sinhalese
190 kingdom." '
Another explanation is also possible, 
if not for the decline of the reservoir based agriculture 
of Rajarata, at least for aggravating the process of 
decline. Probably the Tamil kings in Jaffna who gradually 
formed a separate kingdom after the middle of the
189 uhc. I, pt. II, p. 717.
190 A. Liyanagamage, op. cit., p. 72*
thirteenth century and the Sinhalese rulers in the 
south western regions treated the areas in Rajarata as 
a buffer region* Forming a separate Tamil kingdom in 
the north was a notable long-term result of the south 
Indian invasions of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries* Neither the Tamil rulers nor the Sinhalese 
kings could establish their capital in Rajarata as there 
was an equally powerful enemy close by. When there were 
no political centres, gradually communications and 
contacts with other ai’eas declined in Rajarata. The 
settlements became isolated and local chieftains named 
vannis came to power in those Isolated settlements*
Village folk who survived in the isolated settlements 
managed the irrigation works and cultivated their paddy 
fields. The'isolation, however, paved the way for 
stagnation. The complete decline was a very long process 
but the first stages of this decline was to be seen 
clearly towards the end of the period under discussion.
tChapter V
INTERNAL TRADE AND “MONETARY TRANSACTIONS
In the agricultural society of Ceylon, 
the villager and. his household lived in a closed economy 
to a great extent. Production and consumption of the 
village were taken care of by the villagers themselves. 
Transport and communications were irregular.
Yet the transport of some commodities 
from one area to another for purposes of trade was 
inevitable. Commodities such as pepper, ginger, arecanut 
and coconut that did not grow in every locality, cloth 
which was not manufactured in every village and imported 
commodities had to be supplied by trader's. Salt and 
dried fish had to be brought from coastal areas to the 
inferior for sale. Moreover, craftsmen belonging to 
various castes apart from rendering their services to 
people of ’higher castes', the king and to monasteries 
exchanged their products or sold them. Thus there was a 
certain amount of trade in commodities such as pottery 
and jewellery. To this extent trade was important in 
all inhabited areas of the country.
This type of trading activity was more 
prominent in towns such as Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa, 
Kurunagala, Yapahuwa and Dambadeniya which were political 
centres in different periods. Courtiers and their
167
families formed a* considerable part of the population in 
these political centres, Their living standards were 
certainly higher than those of the ordinary villagers.
The population of towns also was greater than that of 
villages. Therefore, there was a better demand for 
commodities of the trader in these towns than in villages. 
Since there were roads connecting different towns
'i
the trader also found easy access to the town.
Towns had specific places for trade.
Certain streets w^ ere reserved for the bazaar in Polonnaruwa.
In these streets there were open shops where all wares
2 " were kept for sale. The palm leaf manuscript Ilurunagala
Vistaraya refers to merchant streets - kadapil and
— 7
velenda vldi - in Ilurunagala. ^
Certain ports such as Valigama, Galle and
Ll
Dondra also functioned as trading centres. Moreover,
1 One main road connected Mahatitha or Mantai with
Anuradhapura (MV* XXV, 79 - 80), Another high- 
way linked the capitals of Rajarata with Rohana.
It ran from Anuradhapura to Polonnaruwa and from 
there via Mahiyangana, Buttala to Mahagama (MV>
XXV, 1 - 52; CISC, II, pp. 129 - 134;. There 
were two other main highways in the western and 
eastern parts of the Island which ran from 
Mahanagahula in Rohana to areas in Rajarata (CV, 
LVIII, 42-51; UHCh I, pt. II, p. 426).* Another 
main highway connected Dambadeniya with Polonnaruwa 
in the thirteenth century (OVo LXXXIX, 13 - 14).
2 CV., 1XXIII, 149.
3 MS, Kurunagala Vistaraya, B.M, (OR. 5042) foil. 3b.
4 See Chapter VI, pp, 23*5- 233.
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there were market villages in various parts of the
country* These were denoted by the term nigama or
niyangama in inscriptions and literature* The translation
5
of the term niyangama as market town by certain scholars^ 
seems to be inaccurate. In the Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya,
gama is explained as a 1 small village' and nigama as a
6 -*bigger village1. The V i m at ivi no d inx qualifies gama
„  7
khuddako and mg;amo with mah ant o s ap anako. The context 
in that text suggests that a niyangama had a few wayside 
kiosks, but it does not favour the interpretation of 
niyangama as a market town. The Kankhavitarani Pitapota 
refers to niyangama as a large village that did not have
o
ramparts as in towns. The Sinhala Anagatavamsaya too 
provides evidence in support of the view that niyangama
Q
was a village larger than an ordinary one.y Therefore, 
it would be more appropriate to translate the term 
niyangama as market village. This suggests that all 
villages did not possess proper market places and that an 
important market village served some of the needs of a few 
surrounding villages.
5 M.B. Ariyapala, SMC. , p. 40; D.M.De Z. Wickramasinghe, 
EZ. II, p. 95, p. 141.
6 p. 59
7 P. 77
8 p. 58
9 p. 108
The tenth century Badulla pillar inscription
of Udaya IV, lays down certain rules concerning the
administration of a market village named Hopitigama close
10to Mahiyangana. As Indrapala points out, Padaviya 
seems to have been a commercial centre in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries for Tamil inscriptions of this
period attest the presence of south Indian traders,
—  11 especially the wellknown Viravalan.liyars at this place.
Small ordinary villages had no specific
trading localities. The Gulavamsa states that there were
M... shops here and there 011 the outskirts *..1 of 
12Polonnaruwa. There would also have been a few
scattered * shops1 along principal routes.
Trading places were commonly denoted by
the term salpila. The Ruvanmal Nighanduwa explains the
wor(3- salpila as a place where merchants kept their goods 
13 -for sale. v The At adas ann ay a indicates that salpila was
14a place where valuables were sold.
The pedlar or hawker played an important 
role in trade. The Saddharmalankaraya refers to a
10 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 16.
11 K. Indrapala, Dravidian Settlements and the Beginning
of the Kingdom of Jaffna, unpublished PhD, thesis, 
University of London, 1965, p. 106.
12 CV., LXXII, 212.
15 Ruvanmal Nighanduwa, ed. P.P. Be Alwis Viijesekara,
1914, p. 31.
14 p. 104.
merchant of Mavatii Patuna who went eastwards selling
15various commodities.  ^ The .Rasavahini refers to a pedlar
going from Mahatittha port to a small village close to 
- 16Anuradhapura. The same text mentions a merchant who
went from village to village selling lime (chunna). ^
The Culavamsa indicates that prince Parakramabahu sent
18spies in the guise of pedlars into Rajarata. The
Pujavaliya refers to a man who maintained his family by 
19hawking. '
Most of the above references shoxtf that
hawkers or pedlars went to villages from ports or towns
from where they could collect various commodities
needed by the villagers. These were sold from house to
house in the village. Hawking may have been prevalent
in towns, too, but possibly not to the same extent as in
rural areas.' There were established trading centres in
towns. Pedlars who went on foot used a pingo (kata) or
20a box to carry their articles t>§ trade.
There were also bands of traders who 
travelled over the country. Their goods were transported
15 P * 641o
16 Rasavahini Lankadipuppatthivatthuni, p. 128.
17 Ibid., p. 24.
18 CV, LXVI, 134.
19 £££*, p- 517.
20 PJV. o p. 294; Pansiya 3? anas Jataka Pot a, Vol. I,
ed. Devinuwara Ratanajoti, Colombo, 1955? P* 15-
21on carts drawn by bullocks* These traders not only
sold their goods at market places but also supplied
them to traders who owned small shops in towns and
villages. As Paranavitana points out, the leader of
„  - 22such a band was known as Sattuna. Many inscriptions
23refer to carts, oxen and buffaloes. In the Iiiribatvehera
/ \ 24inscription reference is made to a cart road (gal maga).
It is difficult to ascertain precisely the sizes of ox-
wagons, their ordinary loading capacity and the extent
of their use etc. Ho single vehicle is described in
detail in our sources. The load wagon must have been a
form or type of the modern bullock cart (single, double
or both). The Badulla pillar inscription indicates
that carrying goods on oxen and buffaloes was also 
2Sprevalent. ^
Traders who travelled with cart loads
collected different commodities on their return journey.
Certain merchants made special trips on bullock carts
to the countryside purely to collect commodities such as 
26ginger. These merchants no doubt travelled along roads
21 Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 136; Muvadevdavivaranaya, 
Kumaranatunga, v. 138.
22 EZ. IV, no. 25; UhC., I, ot. II, p. 550.
23 KSo I, p. 44, 173, 195.
24 EZ. I, p. 158.
25 EZ- pt.JEI, no. 16.
26 Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 166.
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between well-known centres of population. Therefore, 
this type of trade was restricted to a few routes, For 
purposes of trade as well as other considerations the 
proper maintenance of such roads must have been regarded 
as one of the duties of the king.
* & *
The tenth century Badulla Pillar
inscription lays down certain regulations regarding the
administration of a market place at Hopitigama* According
to this inscription, a trader who kept his shop open on
a poya day was liable to a payment of a padda of oil
for the burning of the lamps at the iiahiyangana monastery.
If he failed to do so, a fine was to be imposed and used
27
for the same purpose. ' Two plausible inferences may 
be drawn from this evidence. Firstly, it is possible 
that all shops were expected to be closed on poya days 
and that those who did not do so had to make a special 
payment to the monastery. Secondly, it may be interpreted 
to mean that those who opened stalls on monastic grounds 
on poya days had to pay a fixed levy. However, the first 
inference seems to be the more plausible since regulations 
in the inscription seem to apply to the traders in the
27 FZ. V, pt. II, no. 16.
market place.
The same edict states that goods being
brought to the market place should not be purchased
before they reached the market and that toll duties should
not be levied if the goods were merely being transported
through the market place and not meant to be sold there.
It further states that goods liable to toll duties should
not be sold at unauthorized places. We may infer from
this that toll duties were levied only on certain kinds
of commodities. But we are not in a position to define
these taxable articles and the amounts charged as toll
dues on them. Only one inscription, i.e. the inscription
on the stone canoe within the citadel of Anuradhapura,
states that one pata of paddy was to be taken from each
28sack brought into the city. In the case of goods that
have not been shown to the authorities of the market
29place double toll duties were to be levied. y This shows 
that the king’s officers were vigilant on matters concerning 
trade to check evasion. Weighing and measuring goods with
Ty 0
unauthorized weights and measures were not allowed.
Probably authorized weights were stamped with the king’s 
seal •
28 EZ. Ill, no.. 9? p* 133*
29 EZ. V, pt. II, no. 16.
30 Ibid.
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Even though these regulations concerned 
only the administration of the market place at Hopitigama 
in the tenth century, it|ls likely that similar rules 
were applicable to trade in other market places and 
towns as well., Such rules and regulations involved 
fundamental principles which would not have differed 
from place to place. It is also possible that these 
regulations in some form or other were effective not only 
in the tenth century but also in the immediately preceding 
and following centuries for we know that the institutions 
of ancient Ceylon changed rather slowly. However, nothing 
definite could be said on this as it is unwise to 
generalize on the basis of one single example which 
does not even belong to our period.
jH *
Some of the traders in the Island were
grouped in guilds from ancient times. There are early
Brahmi inscriptions mentioning mercantile guilds (puga or 
\ 31pugiya;. Erom inscriptions of the fourth and fifth
centuries A.D. we learn that mercantile guilds received
deposits of paddy and other grains and paid regular
3?interest on them. ' These guilds also received deposits 
of money. The tenth century Badulla inscription refers
31 ASCAR., 1932, p. 9*
32 EZ. Ill, no. 17, no. 26.
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to a mercantile guild named vanigrama at a trading
3dcentre near Mahiyangana. ^
During the period under discussion we find 
references to Tamil mercantile communities such as Valahqiyar 
or Vlravalanqiyar, Nagarattar, Balanji or Balijayy and
~7 CZ
Nanadesi.^  It is a well-known fact that similar
mercantile bodies operated in contemporary South India^
and most likely in both countries these bodies had common
characteristics•
The Anuradhapura slab inscription of
Lilavati states that this queen caused an alms-hall named
Palabalavi Medhavi to be built at Anuradhapura for the
38purpose of giving alms to the poor. It further states that 
for the supplying of spices and other articles required for
33 EZ- 111 * no*
34 OJSG, II, p. 194.
35 EZ. II., no. 38.
36 EZ. I, p. 1.79.
37 K. A. N. Sastri, The Colas, Vol. II, Pt. 1. 
19375 Madras, pp. 417 ™ 424;
A. Appadurai, Economic Conditions in Southern 
India, Vol. 1:, pp. 378 — 391*•
38 EZ.. I, p. 179.
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it, she caused the 1 customs house1 known by the same 
name, to be constructed in the neighbourhood of the 
alms-hall by the mercantile community known as Nanadesis.
The presence of Nanadesis and other communities in
_  ZlQ
places such as Padaviya, Vahalkada, Viharahinna and
Anuradhapura in the interior may suggest that they were
engaged in internal trade,
A Tamil inscription from the ancient port
of Mahatittha records an arrangement made for the burning
of a street lamp outside the Tiru-Iramiswaram temple at
Natottam by a certain Tevan. It is stated in this
inscription that the money for the purpose of burning
the street lamp was deposited with the Cankarapatiyar,
the Verrilai-Vaniyar and the Valakkay-Vaniyar, all of 
— 41Matottam. As the names imply, Verrilai-Vaniyar and
39 D.M.De Z. VJickraraasinghe in his edition of the 
above inscription in the Epigraphia Zeylanica, Vol.
1, reads the word madigha as masisa and renders it 
into English as ’platform1 (EZ. I, pp. 179 - 181). 
Paranavitana points out that the reading of the 
word is incorrect and corrects it as madigha. 
(Lankatilaka Inscriptions, UCH., January, 1960,
pp. 12 - 13)* The same word occurs in the Lankatilaka 
inscriptions and he translates it as ’customs house’. 
In both cases translations do not completely agree 
with the context but one has to await further light 
on this from fresh discoveries. In the light of the 
present knowledge any other interpretation is also 
not possible. However, Paranavitana1s translation 
seems to be more suitable than the other and it is 
accepted tentatively in this discussion.
40 See below, p.yr^
^  STI, IV, no. 1414b.
Valakkay-Vaniyar were traders in betel and bananas 
respectively. It is unlikely that betel and bananas 
came under the category of imports and exports. Therefore, 
it is possible that these merchants traded In those 
articles at Mahatittha and in neighbouring areas.
As to the function and organization of the 
mercantile communities such as the Valahrjiyars and Nanadesis 
in South India, Ceylon and in some parts of South East Asia 
a detailed study of Tamil, Kannada and Telugu inscriptions 
is required. Here only some aspects of these problems can 
be considered.
According to Indrapala, Nanadesis, Valahliyar
and Nakarattar appear together wfch a community named
Ainnurruvar in many South Indian inscriptions. Most
— 42prominent among these were the Ainnurruvar. In many
of the inscriptions of Ainnurruvar there are as many as 
forty six bodies associated with them. These include 
Nanadesis, Valaftiiyars and the Nakarattars. The exact 
relationship betxveen the Ainnurruvar and other communities 
is not easy to determine. Indrapala points out that 
the Ainnurruvar were a community distinct from all others
/_LX
mentioned with them. -'This view seems to be correct as 
there are instances to show that the Ainnurruvar presided
42
43
K. Indrapala, op. cit. , p. 137*
K. Indrapala, op".1 cit. , pp. 147 - 148.
over several meetings where affairs of the other
IlLl
communities were settled.
The abovejmentioned mercantile communities 
are described as. 'corporations of merchants' and guilds 
in certain modern works.  ^ Activities of these communities 
extended from South India to Ceylon and South East Asia.^
If all these were single unified 'corporations' having 
members in different countries, there should have been 
one central organization in each of them to deal with 
profit sharing, accounting etc. But no evidence is 
available to suggest such possibilities. It may also be 
pointed out that such organizational methods are recent 
developments♦
It should, however, be stated that those 
communities had certain features in common with guilds.
Thus, Vilnanesvara in his Mitaksara defines srenayah as
* I H ,rn * II l*T I».II.---------------------------------Ti nil Bill - ITU -J  
guilds of persons earning their livelihood by the same
kind of labour, belonging either to different castes or to
47the same caste. ( The bond of union in the guild was that 
its members followed the same occupation. If this 
definition is applied to commercial groups such as Nanadesis 
and Valanliyars, they can be regarded as guilds. As
44 EC. VII, p. 150.
45 K.A. Sastri, The Colas, Vol. II, pt. 1, 1937, p. 4-17;
T.V. Mahalingam, South Indian Polity, Madras, 1955* 
p. 387 ff. _ _______
46 K. A. xgastrmjl^iiakantaT) The Colas, 1937, pp.420 - 422.
47 MitaksaraTl, 30, 192, Quoted in Economic Conditions
TTTEBdubliern India by A. App adurai, To 1 - i' p .““5581 “
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Appadurai points out, they acted collectively to obtain
privileges for themselves and in making gifts. Every
member had to subscribe to a collective pool and donations
48were made from it.
In many instances where donations were made 
by them, these were recorded in the name of the community 
or group. As a community they would have been organized 
to safeguard their interests and to provide protection 
to each other. It is stated in some of their inscriptions
that almost all the communities were bound together by the
~ 4Qbanannu dharma which they claimed to have followed. y
Some of them were also bound by kinship ties. The
Polonnaruwa slab inscription of Velaikkaras states that
the Valanseyar and Nakarattar were their elders and kinsmen^
Nanade sis, Valahfjiyars and hakarattars
ivere only a few of the South Indian commercial communities
active in Ceylon In the twelfth century. Indrapala points
out that there are at least three Tamil inscriptions in the
Island which refer to several others. These records, which
are unpublished, have been found at Vahalkada, Viharahinna
and Padaviya and contain the prasasti of the Ainnurruvar
48 A. Appadurai, Economic Conditions in Southern 
India, Vol. 1, pp. 387 - 388.
49 EC. VIII, p. 89 of the text.
50 EZ. II, no. 40.
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at the beginning. Among those mentioned are Pettis,
Cettiputras , Vlrakkoti , Valankai, Angakkaras , Ilaneinkam
- 51and the Kongavalas.
In this connection it is pertinent to 
52 55examine the term setthi  ^ or sitana used in inscriptions 
and literature. The Pali term Setthi corresponds to the 
Tamil Oetti which was applied to a South Indian mercantile 
community. Functions of Pettis in South India were trade 
and monetary business, especially money l e n d i n g . B o t h  
terms Petti and Setthi are apparently derived from Skt. 
Sresthin. Some scholars have stated that the term Setthi 
in Ceylon was used as a designation for a head of a mercantile 
guild. ^  But most probably the term Setthi or Situ had a 
different connotation in Ceylon. As Ariyapala points out, 
it was a titular rank bestowed upon certain wealthy 
citizens - whether they were engaged in trade or 'not - by 
the king, as a mark of social eminence and recognition.^
The Hahavamsa says that the title Setthi was conferred by
51 K. Indrapala, op. cit., pp. 155 - 156.
52 EZ, IV, no. 25.
53 EZ. IV, no. 12; SDHPV., p. 236, pp. 452 - 453;
Sinhala Bodhivamsa, p. 172.
54 A. Appadurai, Economic Conditions in Southern 
India", Vol. 1, pp. 378 - 381.
55 H.W. Tambaih, "Kingship and Constitution of Ancient 
Ceylon", JRASCB., VIII, pt. II, N.S., 1963, p. 296; 
UHC., Vol. 1, pt. II, p. 541.
56 SMC., p. 104.
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Asoka on an envoy sent to him by Devanampiyatissa.^ The
Saddharmaratn av aliya contains many references to the
bestowal by the king of the title Setthi on wealthy 
58citizens. There ar© similar references in the
- 59S addh ar m ar at n ak ar ay a.^  Reference is made to two titular
ranks named Mahasituna and Sulusituna in the Sinhala Bodhi 
60vamsa. It is difficult to ascertain whether all the 
Setthis had any influence in the administrative affairs 
of the country. But all Setthis seem to have been represent­
ed by one chief Setthi in the council of the king. Reference 
is made to a revolt organized by three officers who bore
the titles Cattaggahakanatha, Dhammaggehakanayaka and
~  61 Setthinatha during the reign of Vijayaba.hu I* The
Madavala Rock Inscription of the Kotte period refers to
a high official named Jot I Sitana who had set his signature
- _ go
to a grant of land along with the apa. The Nikayasangr-
ahaya, too, mentions Situna as an officer of the king
— — 65during the time of Parakramabahu I.  ^ The Kandavurusir it a,
giving a list of officers to whom the king gave
57 m ., XI, 26.
58 SDHRV.-, p. 97,PP- 4-52 - 453,p. 743.
59 S addharmar at nak ar ay a„ p. 455*
60 Sinhala Bodhivamsa, p. 219.
61 CV., LIX,.17.
62 EZ. Ill, no. 24.
63 Nikayasangrahaya, ed. Veragoda Amaramoli, 1955,
Colombo, p. 24.
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instructions daily, refers to situna (chief of setthis)
and mahavelendana (chief of traders).^ The Puiavaliya,
too, refers to situvaru (setthis) and mahavelandanavaru
65(chiefs of traders), J indicating that they were not 
identical. This supports out earlier assertion that in 
Ceylon the term setthi \\ras not strictly applied to a 
community of traders hut it was a titular rank bestowed 
upon eminent citizens.
Paranavitana equates the term kada-gosthayehi» 
attavun of the Council Chamber Pillar inscriptions with 
the term situna. He states:. 1 situ-na is the principal 
situ (Skt. sresthin) i.e. the head of the mercantile or I
banking corporation. This office probably corresponded I
to the kada-gosthayehi~attavun in the Council Chamber I
66 IPillar inscriptions . . Ii.W. Codrington, too, holds I
67 Ia similar view. ( But, as discussed above, the evidence I
available does not suggest that the term situna was I
applied strictly to the head of a mercantile or a ’banking' I
corporation. According to Paranavitana: " ... in the I
term kada~gosthayehi~attavun, kada is a word of Tamil I
origin used in Sinhalese, meaning 'market*. G-ostha or I
64 Sinhala Sahitya Lipi, ed. D.B. Jayatilaka,
•1956“, p. 65.
65 M . ,  p. 115.
66 UHC., Vol. I, pt. II, p. 541.
67 CJSG. II, p. 159.
gosthi is a Sanskrit word meaning 'society', 'association',
or 'corporation'; gosthayehi is the locative or genitive
singular form. Attavun means 'those of; the whole
phrase thus signifies 'members of the me3?cantile
68corporation'. Paranavitana's explanation of the words 
on etymological grounds may well be correct, but the 
conclusion that the whole phrase corresponded to situna 
is hardly tenable. It is based on the assumption that 
situna was the chief of traders. It would be more 
appropriate to equate the term Kada-gosthayehi-attavun 
with mahaveIandana.
 ^Ht &
As to the commodities circulated in the
country by means of trade, certain deductions may be
made. Most of the exports such as elephants, gems and
69iDearls and imports such as horses  ^did not have much 
importance in the internal trade. Probably this was 
because the export trade was a royal monopoly and that 
some of the imports were directly taken for the use of 
the king and his courtiers.
One would not be wrong in assuming that
68 UHG., I, pt. II, p. 540.
69 See Chapter VI, vp. zzs-zz-s.
salt and dried fisli were two of the most important
commodities that were in demand all over the country and
had to be supplied by the itinerant trader.
Among the other kinds of food, grains and
spices may be mentioned first. Reference is made to the
sale of grains such as undu (black peas) and mun (peas).^
The Anuradhapura slab inscription of Queen LIlavatI and
the Sinhala Ihupavamsa suggest that merchants were engaged
71m  the spice trade. However, the extent of trade in 
these commodities is not easy to determine.
As the inscriptions'^ and literature*^ refer 
to people of the fisher caste it may be assumed that sale 
and exchange of fish was prevalent. But due to the lack 
of transport,, facilities and developed methods of fishing 
fresh fish was not certainly available everywhere. In 
the areas where river fishing was prevalent, fish was 
mostly sold at the bank of the river itself.^
Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that 
the sale of meat was also conducted by those who hunted 
wild animals. But it is very unlikely that there were
70 SDHRV., p. 263*
71 EZ. I, p. 179; Sinhala fhupavarnsa, p. 141.
72 EZ. IV, no. 25.
73 Saddharmalankaraya  ^ p. 612, 628; Sinhala Bodhivamsa,
p. 212; Rasavahini-Lankadiouppattivatthuni«> p. 100.
74 SDHRV., p. 449*
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regular places where meat was sold.
Since the chewing of betel was widely 
practised among the Sinhalese and Tamils, there was a 
regular demand for betel,^ arecanut^ and lime (chunna).^  1 
According to Paranavitana, the mention of arecanut trees 
among the gifts in the Ambagamuwa inscription indicates 
that this commodity was a royal monopoly in the twelfth 
century as it was in the eighteenth.^ But the mention 
of arecanut trees in a royal grant does not prove that 
arecanut was a royal monopoly. The Galapata Vihara 
inscription states that a piece of heritable land with 
coconut and areca palms, belonging to certain individuals
79
was donated by them to that vihara.( y The order contained
O  Q
in the Badulla inscription0 that betel and arecanut shall 
only be sold in separate stalls suggests that private 
traders could trade in those commodities though sale of 
these were subject to stricter control than other 
commodities. If at all the king had any monopoly it must 
have been in the export trade.
Among other trade commodities in the Island
75
76
77
78
79
80
EZ. V, pt. II, no. 16, p. 183.
EZ. V2 pt. II, no. 16, p. 183. 
Rasavahini-Lankadipuppatti, p. 2d. 
UHC., Vol. I, pt. II, p. 549*
EZ7 IV, no. 25.
EZ. V, pt. II, no. 16.
reference may be made to clothes, jewellery, glassware
81and pottery. Of these, pottery would have been sold 
mostly in the areas where it was manufactured. Even today 
with developed communication methods, this is the 
normal practice in Geylon. But commodities like jewellery, 
clothes and glassware were certainly transported from one 
area to another, i’he Culavamsa indicates that rings and 
bracelets of glass were carried for sale by hawkers.
^ le S ah a s s av a11 hup ak ar an a refers to a request made by 
King Dutugamunu, while staying in Mahagama, to a merchant 
in Anuradhapura to send various requisites including 
cloth for an offering. ^
An eleventh century inscription states: 
n... buffaloes, oxen and goats which were brought from 
outside for sale shall only be bought after due
84identification of them and on security being given ...1 
But we are not in a position to determine the extent of 
this trade and the manner in which it was carried out.
*{S '!< *
One of the two main types of exchange in
81 SDHRV., p. 220; PJV., p. 644.
82 CV. , LXYI, 1J4.
83 Sahassavatthupakarana, pp. 102 - 103.
84 EZ. V, no, 6, p. 251.
in trade was barter. The Saddharmaratnakaraya refers 
to a fisherman who exchanged two thirds of his fish 
daily for rice, ghee, milk and oil. ^  'The S addh ar mar at na­
val iy a states that a certain person traded by bartering
86different kinds of commodities.
Using currency in trade was certainly 
prevalent but whet hex’ the predominant type of exchange 
was barter or currency is not easy to determine. The 
Culavamsa explicitly states that Parakramabahu I issued
On
kahavanus for purposes of trade in the country.0'
Inscriptions show that the minting of coins was a royal 
88monopoly. ho com struck by the Sinhalese rulers of
Rohana during the Cola occupation of the northern
provinces of the Island has come to light. The first
king to whom any coin with the sovereign*s name can be
89assigned is Vijayabahu I. y Most of the gold and silver
coins bearing the legend Srivijayabahu can be attributed 
90to him. The coins of the Sinhalese rulers of the
thirteenth century later came to be known as ^ambadeni
Kasi1, a phrase correctly indicating the dynasty by
91which they wrei^ e issued. y
85 Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 469.
86 SDIiRV. , p. 104, Baduvata badu ganmen velandam karati.
87 CV., LXXVII, 102.
88 EZ., IV, no. 5.
89 COG., p. 63.
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid., p. 64.
The most important coin which is frequently
0.0mentioned is kahavanu, kahapana or karsapana. The coin
known as masaka or massa in the commentaries of Buddhaghosa
-  93was one twentieth of the kahapana* But during the
period under discussion kahavanu, kahapana or karsapana
was also synonymous with massa or masuran. The term massa
or masuran was often used by Pali and .Sinhalese authors
to denote kahapana. The word kahapana in the Pali texts
is sometimes rendered into Sinhalese as massa or masuran.
^ ie S addh armar at nava1iya indicates that the massa was
94 -equal to the weight of a kalanda. The kahapana was
95
also thought to be identical in weight with kalanda.
Atthakahapana in the Dhammap adat t hakat ha is rendered into
96Sinuatese in the S addharmarat nava1iya as ata massak.
Commenting on this reference, Ariyapala states: ”... it
is very likely that the author was here thinking in terms
of the cost of flowers in his day, and was not giving the
„ 97
equivalent of the Pali”. f It seems that this explanation
92 Butsarana, p. 89? Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, 
p. 110', 165; EZ. II, 105*
95 CCC., p. 1 5 .
94 SDHRV., p. 594; ... mal ata naliyak ... dlla ...
mal naliyakata massak bagin ata kalandak labati ..
SDHRV. p. 890.
95 OCC., p. 55-
96 SDHRV., p. 204.
97 SMC., p. 145o
is quite untenable. As paranavitana has correctly 
pointed out, in Sinhalese literary works of the Polonnaruwa 
period and later, masu which originally denoted a weight
equal to one twentieth of a kahapana, became synonymous
- 98with kahapana.
Various coins such as massas and half massas
_  _  QQ
of Parakramabahu I, massas of Lllavati, y massas of
Sahasamalla and Dhammasokadeva,^^ massa, half massa and
- 101quarter massas of Bhuvanekabahu I have been found in 
different parts of the Island. In 1917 a pot filled with 
Sinhalese coins was found in Jaffna. This pot consisted 
of 60 coins of Lilavati, 105 coins of Sahasamalla and 10
102
of Siri Dhammasokadeva. All these coins were copper massas.
The weights and metals of the standard
coin changed from time to time, but the money value
106remained the same.  ^ After the middle of the fourteenth 
century massas or kahapanas fell into insignificance and 
coins such as panam^ ^  were more widely used.
The currency up to the end of the tenth 
century was of gold. The majority of Vijayabahu’s coins
98 UHC., II, pp. 551 " 552.
99 CCC., p. 69.
100 Ibid.
101 COG., p. 71.
102 P.E. Pieris, "Sinhalese Goins in Jaffna",
JEASCB., XXVI, no. 70, 1917, p. 104.
105 CCC., pp. 66 ~ 74.
104 EZ/ IV, no. 12.
were of silver or of gold but the latter were so debased 
as to be hardly distinguishable from silver. Under 
Parakramabahu I and his successors, the old principal 
coin had become one of base metal or copper. By the
iOcfourteenth century the word masuran was applied to copper. ^
In this connection it should be mentioned 
ra&ss&s or kahapanas are loosely referred to as gold 
coins in the literature of the twelfth, thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. But these references cannot be
taken at their face value for more authentic numismatic 
evidence does not support them. The kahavanu was a gold 
coin before the eleventh century but, as shown earlier, 
the gold contents of coins declined after the eleventh 
century.
Uncoined gold and silver weights were also 
used as media of exchange. A fragmentary Sinhalese 
inscription found on a stone plinth of the shrine of
Katugalvihara in Giruvapattu, Hambantota District records
107 - -a gift of twenty kalandas of gold, ( The Jataka Atuva
Gatapadaya refers to goods worth two and a half viyatas
of gold.^^ Saddharmaratnavaliya indicates that fish
1°5 OGC., pp. 7 3 - 8I.
106 SDHRV., p. 223; Saddharmalankaraya, p. 567.
107 CJSG. II, p. 120.
108 Jitaka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 55 (viyata ~ paddy seed).
was exchanged for weights of gold or silver known as aka. 109
Other weights of gold and silver used as media of exchange
110 111are madata and nikkha or nika.- The Culavamsa
states that Parakramabahu II of Dambadeniya spent five 
thousand gold nikkhas to build receptacles for the casket 
of the Tooth Relic,
The Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya. renders the word
«  116 hiranha into Sinhalese as amuran and masuran. The
Vesaturuda Sannaya renders the Pali phrase hirafmam ya
- 114suvannam va as masuran and ratran. In another
instance the Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya renders the same
115 -phrase as masurana and ratrana.  ^ In the Purana Vinaya
Sannaya of the thirteenth century, hiranha is explained
as 116kahavanu and suvanna as !red gold1. Thus it seems
that uncoined gold vjas known as suvanna or ratrana and coins 
as hiranha, amurana, kahavanu and masuran.
❖ & &
The subject of weights and measures has
109 SDHRV., p. 449.
E22-» P« 578.
111 Visuddhimarga Sannaya, Vol. I, p. 132.
112 CV., LXXXII, 12 - 14.
113 Jltaka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 81.
114 Vesaturuda Sannaya, p. 13*
115 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 12.
116 Quoted in 000., p. 180.
117been dealt with in some detail by several scholars, f
‘Therefore, attention is focussed in this discussion
mainly ai the description of the weights and measures
which were used in trade,
The Saddharmaratnavaliya indicates that
riyan was a measurement used in measuring articles such 
118 - -as cloth. The .Pupavalmya gives a list of measurements
in the ascending order, viz. angula, viyata, riyana, yata,
119isba, gavuva and yodana. According to the list of
measurements of length in Moggallana's Abhidhanappadlpika,
calculated by T*W. Rhys Davids, twelve angulas were equal
to one vidatthi or viyata. Two viyatas vjere equal to one
ratana, riyana or hattha, seven ratanas to one yatthi or
yata, twenty yatthi or yatas to one usuba or isba, eighty
120usabas to one gavuta and four gavutas to one yodana.
Of these, angula, viyata and riyana were used in trade 
especially in measuring cloth. Other measures were 
generally regarded as measures of length in estimating the 
distance from one place to another.
117 T.W. Rhys Davids, "On the Ancient Goins and 
Measures of Ceylon”, International Numismata
Qrientalia, Pt. VI, London, 1877? H.W. Codrington,
Ceylon Coins and Currency; M.B. Ariyapala, SMC.
pp. 141 - 159; l1* Modder, "Sinhalese Weights and
Measures", JRASCB., XII, no. 43, 1892, pp. 173 - 
178.
118 SDHRV., p. 276.
119 p j v., p. 5*
120 Numismata Qrientalia, Pt, VI, London, 1877? P* 15*
Most important measures of capacity were
121 — 127 ,, 123 s\ pi> _ 'ipS 126
pata, manava, nali, lahasu, pala,  ^amuna,
127 - 128karisa. ( and yala.
Rhys Davids points out that according to
the list of Moggallana's Abhidhanappadlpika■> four- pasatas
. 1 2 9were equal to one nali and that the terms pata and
180pasata indicated the same measure. The term
(Skt. prastha) is also synonymous with pata.
The next measure of capacity was manava.
The S addh arm ar at nav aliya clearly shows that naliya
- 182consisted of two manavas. Therefore, two patas
were equal to one manava. According to the same text,
— 188 lassa or lahassa consisted of four nalis, Inscriptions,
184too, confirm this.  ^ Reference is made to a maghada naliya
— ■ iriintW*LiilJW » iii.iin m »i» i mil* — .
188m  many texts. Rhys Davids points out that one
121 EZ. I, no. 7 , p. 83, 94, 95, 97-
122 SDHRV., p. 773-
123 Jit all a Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 52; SDHRV. , p. 282;
Puqavaliya, 34th Chapter, ed. Medhankara, p. 8.
"124- SDHRV. , p. 755; PJV. , p. 34; EZ. Ill, no. IV, p. 79
125 EZ. IV, 110. 12, p. 104; EZ. Ill, p. 184.
126 EZ. Ill, p. 321.
127 EZ. Ill, no. 18.
128 Putjavaliya 12th to 16th Chapters, ed. Hettiaracchi, 
p.' 129-
129 Rumismata Qrientalia, VI, p. 18.
130 Ibid., 18-20.
131 EZ. Ill, no. 4, p. 94.
132 SDHRV., p. 773.
133 Ibid., p. 7 74 , p. 960.
134 EZ. Ill, no. 4, p. 95-
135 Sinhala Thupavamsa, p. 91; SDHRV., p. 837-
Sinhalese nali was equal to one and a half of the maghada
nali * ^ ^  The nali was a liquid as well as a dry measure
The Pucjavaliya shows that it x^ as used to measure ghee,
138jaggery and honey.  ^ As Ariyapala has pointed out, pata
1 39and lahassa were also dry as well as liquid measures.
The Badulla inscription refers to a padda of oil.^^
fhe same inscription states that
commodities should not be measured with lahasu measures
141other than the p.; ana lahassa. Gan a is a term frequently
used to indicate 'community'; gana lahassa may be the 
measure accepted by the 'trading communities' or guilds 
and approved by the king. Pala, amuna, kiriya and yala
142
were land measurementstwhich have been discussed elsewhere.
Measures of weight frequently referred to 
in the sources are viyata^ ^  (paddy seed) , madata^ ^  
aka,^'^ kalanda^ ^  and nikkha.
^36 International Numismata Qrientalia, Vol. VI, P- 19.
^37 Ibid., p. 19.
158 Pulavaliya, Chapter 54, ed. Medhankara,p. 8.
139 SMC. p. 157.
140 EZ. V, Pt. II, no. 16.
141 Ibid.
142 Chapter II. pp. *73, *73,
145 SDHRV,, p. 821.
144 EZ. Ill, no.. 4.
145 Ibid.
146 EZ. IV, no. 3^3;. SDHRV. , p. 799.
147 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya; Atadasannaya, p. 89.
As Codrington has correctly pointed out,
A ZLQ
eight viyatas were equal to one madata. ' According
to the Y o g ar a t n ak ar ay a, twenty viyatas were equal to one
149 -aka* The same text and the Saddharmaratnavaliya state
150that one k aland a was equal to eight akas *  ^ This tallies
with the list of weights given in the Abliidhanappadlpika
151 -as calculated by Modder.  ^ The Saddharmaratnavaliya
renders the Pali phrase padamattampi na agghati of the
— 152Dhammapadatthakatha as satalis viyattakut novatti. ^
This may suggest that the weight pada equal to two akas,
known in the age of the Dhamm ap ad at t hak at ha, i.e. in the
fifth century, was not in use during the period under
discussion.
In the Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, madata
is given as one of the several meanings attached to the
-  153 -word masaka.  ^ The S addh armar at navaliy a renders the
Pali phrase panea masaka mattarn of the Dhammapadatthakatha
- 154into Sinhalese as ratran da aleak.  ^ Therefore, two and a 
half madatas were equal to one aka. As shown elsewhere,
148 CCC., p._11.
^*9 Yogaratnakaraya, ed. Don George Samaratunga,
Colombo, 1907? v. 284.
150 Ibid., v. 284; SDHRV., p. 623.
151 P. Modder, "Sinhalese Weights and Measures",
JRASCB,, XII, no. 43, 1892, pp. 172 - 183*
152 SDHRV7, p. 497.
153 Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 109, pp. 236 - 237.
154 SDHRV., p. 388.
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one aka was equal to twenty viyatas. Hence eight viyatas 
were equal to one madata. This calculation tallies with 
other evidence* According to the list of the Yogaratra­
le ar ay a as calculated by Plodder twenty madatas were equal
g g yi qg
to one kalanda* One kalanda was equal to eight akas * ^
Therefore, two and a half madatas were equal to one aka,
Thei'e are contradictory statements in 
different texts on the weight known as nikkha, According 
to the Atadasannaya and the Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, one 
nikkha or nika was equal to fifteen kalandas, But as 
Modder points out, according to the list of the 
Abhidanappadlpika one nikkha was equal to twenty-fiveiiin i ii i fciiit  >> n iint'Ti 11 ii ■ iiiubi fi iiwrim fcimi . nin»iM,tViT r—inrin i.
158k aland as.  ^ The 13 mmaggaj at akay a too, indicates that
1 50twenty-five kalandas were equal to one nikkha.  ^ Since 
all these texts belong to a contemporary period one cannot 
assume that these texts indicate the usages of two 
different periods. Therefore, one may only say that 
nikkha was a weight equal to fifteen or twenty-five kalandas.
These weights were mostly used in weighing 
medicines and precious metals such as gold.^^ The weight
155 J-RASCB, XII, no. 45, 1892, pp. 172 - 185.
156 Bee above, p. 195,
157 Atadasannaya, p. 157; Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 89.
158 F. Modder, "Sinhalese Weights and Measures",
JRASCB.,^XII, no. 45, 1892, pp. 175 - 185.
160 ;P*SHH.RV. , p. 821.
known as kalanda was also used in weighing commodities
161such as camphor* As in the present day, scales
- 162were denoted by the term taradi.
* * *
In the texts of medieval Indian jurists 
such as Vijnanesvara and Ma&hava, there are many 
references to various legal aspects of debts, deposits 
of money etc. These references enable the historian 
to study facts pertaining to different kinds of monetary 
transactions in relation to South India. Butrin Ceylon 
no similar texts are available for the corresponding 
XDeriod and the student of history has to obtain his 
material mainly from scattered references in literary 
works and inscriptions.
The Saddharmalankaraya infers to a person
„ 166 - 1who gave 60 kahapanas on loan.  ^ The Pujavaliya and the
Saddharmaratnavaliya refer to money received as debts.
Commodities such as rice were also made use of in similar
transactions. Reference is made to a person who borrowed
166rice which had to be paid back with interest. ^
161 EZ. IV, no. 35-
162 Atadasannaya, p. 225; SDHRV., p. 786, p. 856, p. 936;
EZ. V, Pt. II, no. 16.
163 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 431.
164 Pujavaliya, Ch. 12 to 16, ed. Hettiaracchi, p. 66;
SDHRV., p. 418.
165 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 586.
'There is evidence to siiggest that some 
form of law of surety was in existence* At least two 
methods are known. According to one, loan agreements 
were written down as a kind of contract.According 
to the other, the borrower or a close relative of the 
borrower stayed in the lender's house as surety and 
served him in lieu of interest. If the ddbts were not 
settled they were expected to become permanent servants. 
But there is no evidence to decide whether the lender 
could sell the servant if the loan was not settled.
The S addh armalank^ar aya refers to somebody's daughter 
who worked as a servant girl in a house at Magama 
having borrowed twelve kahapanas from the householder. { 
It should be noted that in certain instances loans 
obtained by having become a servant of the lender or 
by keeping one of the relatives as a servant were also 
written down.^°
Interest was paid on such loans where 
nobody became a servant of the lender. But we have no 
means of ascertaining the amount paid as interest. The 
word used in Sinhalese literature and inscriptions to
166 Hasavahini-Lankadipuppatthivatthuniq p. 16;
SDHRV., p. 561; Saddharmalankaraya, p. 431* p. 694.
167 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 564.
168 Rasavahini-Lankadlpuppattivatthuni, p. 16.
169denote interest is poll. y Even at present this word has
r*n ii in ii 1 ~mmiL
the same meaning.
Evidence is lacking to ascertain whether 
there was a community of money lenders in Ceylon during 
this period. Debt transactions took place on a personal 
basis. Probably those in the upper strata of society
who could afford to lend money or commodities such as
rice, lent them to those who were in need, but this was 
not done strictly as a means of livelihood or as an 
occupation.
1 VOThe practice of mortgaging movable property { 
also existed. The Saddharmalankaraya refers to a person
who mortgaged (ukas kota) his small sx%rord for eight
- 171 -kahapanas. The Rasavahinl contains a story about a
woman who mortgaged her pearl necklace to obtain rice
172worjfr one kahapana. These references certainly depict
the conditions of the time but the procedure and the 
conditions of the mortgages cannot be ascertained.
At least from the fourth century A.D. there 
had been institutions in Ceylon which afforded facilities
^69 Atadasannaya,_p. 237; SDHRV., p. 418, p. 650;
Saddharmalankaraya, pp. 5 8 6 588; Putjavaliya, Ch. 12 
to 16, ed. D.E. Eettiaracchi, p. 66; EE. Ill, no. 17 
EZ.IV, no. 5.
170 For immovable property see chapter II. Pan-ia.
171 Saddharmalankaraya, p. 660.
172 Rasavahinl-Lankadipupp at t i v at t hun i, p. 169.
■y-cro
for depositing money or grain for interest. These
institutions were called niyamatana in the Anuradhapura 
a 7*
period. 1 ^ If the deposit had been made on condition
that the interest should be spent for a specified purpose
the body which accepted the deposit had to fulfil those
conditions. The Tonigala inscription dated in the
reign of Sirimeghavanna records the donations made by
a person named Deva to the monastery at Yahisapavata to
cover the expenses necessary for the Ariyavasa festival.
Deva deposited two yalas and ten amunas of paddy, six
amunas of undu and ten amunas of beans with the assembly
17Sof merchants’ guild at Kalahumana. The expenses for
the Ariyavasa festival were to be made available from the
interest derived from the capital which was deposited
with the institution. The Labuatabandigala inscription
datable to the fifth century states that a person named
Sirinaka deposited 100 kahapanas with the guild of
Mahatabaka and the annual interest derived from it xvas
-  176to be spent on the Vassa festival of the Devagiri vihara.
It appears that similar forms of deposits
continued to exist at least till the end of the period
173 EZ* 111'> no’ no* 26-
17A EZ. Ill, no. 17.
175 Ibid.
176 EZ. Ill, no. 26.
O^t
under discussion. An inscription from Anuradhapura
datable to the reign of Dappula IV, records a deposit of
200 kalandas of gold at a monastery with specific
instructions as to how the income from this endowment
was to be utilised. It is clear from this record that
the donor expected a return of a substantial amount of
177annual interest. f( The monastery, therefore, would
have had to invest the money on its own or with an
institution which accepted deposits in a manner which
would have enabled the fulfilment of the conditions laid
down by the donor. Among the durations made by Nagaiccani
to the shrine called Tenkailasam in Kantalai, recorded
in the Tamil slab inscription from Palamottai datable
to the reign of Vijayabahu I, were 35 kacu and 9 kalahcu 
7ft
of gold. ' The interest from money so deposited was
179
to be used to meet the expenses in maintaining the shrine. 
This grant, too, implies that the shnne either had to 
invest the money on its own or through an institution 
which invested money on behalf of others.
Frequent references to poli^ ^  (i.e. Interest)
177 Eg. I? PP* 23 - 29.
1'78 Eg. IV, no. 24, pp. 191 -- 196:- Kalahcu was a weight
equal to 1/6 oz. of troy; i.e. Sinhalese kalanda 
(EZ. Ill, p. 336, note 6). Kacu was a gold coin 
eaual to 28 grains of troy (EZ. Ill, p. 311, note 3)*
179 EE. IV, no. 24, pp. 191 - 196.
180 Atadasannaya, p. 237; SDHRV., p. 418;
Chs. 12 to 16, ed. D.E, Hettiaracchi, p. 66.
too, suggest that investment as a profitable medium was 
practised. But unfortunately no material is available to 
ascertain detailed procedures of deposits, investments, re­
investments, rates of interest etc.
Depositing money for interest was known 
also in South India at this time. According to Appadurai, 
the large majority of South Indian inscriptions mentioning
such deposits refer to the investment of money endowments 
181by temples. These temples invested the endowments
on their own or through others. In one instance, it is
stated that where the safety of the capital invested was
in doubt, the persons to whom the amount had been lent
had to produce the capital at the end of every fifth year
18?before the managers of the temple.
It may be mentioned here that the concept 
of advance payments to ensure that goods would be 
reserved for the buyer was known and practised in Ceylon 
during the period under discussion. The Dhampiya Atuva 
Gatapadaya translates the Pali phrase saccakarasadisam 
into Sinhalese as hatyuruvani and explains as badu gahana
183
bava kamatiya badu himiya hata dena at panduru vannai sei. 
This means that an advance paid by a person who was willing
181 A. Appadurai, Economic Conditions of Southern India,
Vol. I, pp. 431 - 435*
^82 Ibid., pp. 435 - 441.
183 Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 62.
>^3
to buy goods subsequently was called saccakara or hatyuru.
The Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya explains the word saccakaran or
attikaran as anunta badu nodena bavata him kota atlas kota
-  184-tabana vastuya yu tan« This phrase too indicates that
an advance was paid to ensure that merchandise would not 
be sold to anybody till the person who advanced money 
came and botigiit it. There is no evidence to determine 
whether this was a widely prevalent practice,, From the 
knowledge of the limited extent of money circulation and 
that of internal trade it may be surmised that such 
practices prevailed only between traders.
184- Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, p. 57
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Chapter VI 
FOREIGN TRADE 
The sources for the study of foreign 
trade may be classed into four main categories: (a)
foreign notices, (b) coins, (c) inscriptions and (d) 
literature.
Several foreign writers have left 
accoLints of Ceylon, which vary in their importance as 
historical sources. The famous Arab geographer, Al-Idrisi 
(12th century) in his work Al~Kitab~al~Rudfjari, which 
deals with eastern lands, refers to some of the products
and exports of Ceylon. In Kazwini1s (13th century) work
— — — _ *1
Adtjaib-al“Buldan or Athar-al-Biladwa-Akhabar-al-Ibad,
Ceylon is mentioned as being famous for its pearls. It 
also refers to aromatic drugs and spices of the Island. 
Marco Polo, whose travels extended from Italy to China 
in the latter half of the thirteenth century, sailed 
to Ceylon on his way back home and stayed there for a 
short period. In his account he gives information on 
valuable gems of Ceylon and also on the mountain of Adam's 
Peak. Ibn Batuta visited Ceylon in A.D. 1344 and was a 
guest of the Aryacakravarti. During his stay in the
1 Athar-al-Biladwa-Akhabar-al-Ibad was a much enlarged 
and on some points completely altered edition. 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol. II, Pt. I, 1927? P« 451•
country, he went to Adam's Peak and also to some of the 
ports such as Galle, Dondra and Colombo. His account 
is of considerable importance, for he deals with some 
important asi^ ects of the economic conditions in the 
Island.
Moreover, the missionaries: John of
Montecorvino who travelled to China in the middle of 
the thirteenth century, Friar Jordanus who is believed 
to have visited India In the first half of the fourteenth 
century, Friar Odoric who visited some of the Asian 
countries, including Ceylon, between about 1318 and 1330 A.D 
and John De Marignolli who went to China as an emissary of 
the Pope in A.D. 134-2, have recorded their impressions of 
Ceylon.
The Chinese works Tao-l-Chih-Llieh 
written by Wang-Ta-Yuan (first half of the thirteenth 
century) and the Chu-Fan-Chl of Chau-ju-Kua ( +/,<>
$&*fe&enth century) who was the inspector of foreign trade 
in Fu-kien are also valuable sources for the study of 
Ceylon's trade with other countries.
The accounts of foreign writers have to 
be utilized with caution. Some of these writers never 
visited the Island. Writers such as Al~Idrisi and Friar 
Jordanus based their accounts on information derived from
3-07
others* Most of those who visited the Island did not
stay long enough to become familiar with the conditions
in the country, Their experiences were limited to a few
places on the Island. Some of these men wrote their
accounts only after the end of their travels, several
years after they had seen the places they describe. One
cannot expect complete accuracy and precision in accounts
which were based on memory. For instance, Marco Polo1s
experiences were related by him towards the end of his
life in a prison and they were written down by another
2prisoner named Rusticiano.
In spite of these limitations, accounts 
of foreigners are of great importance for a study of 
foreign trade. As will be seen later, these accounts 
contain valuable references to trade routes, imports 
and exports of the Island etc.
Goins are also of some importance for a 
study of foreign trade. From axacient times coins 
belonging to Roman, Persian, Muslim, Chinese and Indian 
dynasties have been found in vai’ious parts of the Island. 
Foreign coins found in Ceylon are mostly evidence of 
of direct or indirect trade connections with those 
countries. Availability of foreign coins in abundance
2 The Book of Ser Marco Polo, ed. Yule, Vol. I, 
Tntreduction, LXXX. ~ "
iii different periods and in different sites helps to 
determine the vicissitudes of trade and the location 
of trading settlements and marts frequented by foreign 
traders* However, as coins could be distributed in 
several ways, one has to be careful in coming to 
conclusions. The provenance and number of the coins, 
the legends and symbols 011 them and their metal content 
and fabric are also helpful in ascertaining economic data.
Inscriptions that give information on 
foreign trade, though not many, are invaluable. In 
this connection, special mention may be made of the 
Dondra inscriptions assigned to the reign of Parakramabahu 
II, which contain regulations for the administration 
of the seaport nearby, and the Nainativu Tamil 
inscription which lays down rules regarding wrecked 
cargo vessels.
Sinhalese, Pali and South Indian literary 
sources contain many stray references to foreign trade.
But these references have to be extracted cautiously for 
most of the texts are fictional writings. Por instance, 
the S addh arm ar at nav a1iya is a collection of stories 
based on the Dhammapadatthakatha. The Pali work Rasavahini
3 ASC1VI. VI, pp. 65 - 67.
4 K. Indrapala, ,rIhe Nainativu Tamil Inscriptions
of Parakramabahu I", NOR., April, 1963, pp. 63 - 70.
is also a collection of Buddhist stories originating in 
India and Geylon. In this type of stories references 
are made to traders who went abroad, imports and exports, 
modes of navigation etc. These may reflect the 
conditions as they existed but their validity has to 
be ascertained with the aid of other sources.
as
Island of Ceylon, being situated in the
middle of the Indian ocean and to the south of the Indian
sub-continent was of great importance to foreign traders
it provided good and safe harbours. Therefore, from
very early times, Ceylon played the role of a trading
centre for foreign merchants who were engaged in transit
trade. There also rose a demand in Ceylon for certain
commodities that were not available in sufficient quantities
These were imported in exchange for commodities such as
gems and certain spices which were produced in abundance
and were in demand in foreign markets.
Ceylon was famous for precious stones in
the xtfest as x^ ell as in the east. In ancient Indian
5
literature it was sometimes called Ratnadvipa. Iiiuen-
5 Bivyayadana, ed. E.B. Cowell and S. A. Neil,
Cambridge University Press, 1386, p. 5* 20J,
503-
Tsang states that Ceylon was called Pao-Chu or Island 
6of gems. As Yusuf points out, the Arabs called it
7
Jazirat-al-yaqut, the Island of gems* Briar Odoric,
writing at the beginning of the fourteenth century, stated
that gems were found in a lake near the mountain of Adam's
Peak and that the king of Ceylon was believed to have
had greater abundance of precious stones than any other
monarch on the whole earth.^ iiarignolli, Xbn Batuta,
Sir John Mandaville and Marco Polo allude to the availability
q
of many precious stones in Ceylon. Chau-ju-Kua's Chu-Ban-
Chl contains references to the products of Ceylon, such as
cat's eyes, red transparent glass, blue and red precious 
10stones etc. In the letter sent through an. ambassador 
by Bhuvanekaba.hu I of Yapahu to the Sultan of Egypt, it
was stated that the king of Ceylon possessed a prodigious
11quantity of pearls and precious stones of every kind.
'The purpose of the embassy was to encourage direct trade
6 Si-Yu-Ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World,
ed. Beal, Vol. II, London, 1884, p. 256, p. 240.
7 uhc. I, Pt. II, p. 705.
8 Contemporaries of Marco Polo, ed. Comroff, 1928,
pp. 212 - 227; Cathey and the Way Thither, ed.
Yule, pp. 98 - 99.
9 Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule, p. 580;
Pehla of Ibn Battuta, ed. Mahdi Hussain, pp. 220 - 223; 
Travels of Sir John Mandaville, ed, A.W. Pollard, 
pp. 131 - 132; The Book of Ser Marco Polo, Vol. II, 
p. 295.
10 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 73-
11 H.W. Codrington, "A Sinhalese Embassy to Egypt",
JHASOB. XXVIII, no. 72, 1919, pp. 82 - 85.
relations between Egypt and Ceylon* The context of
the letter clearly shows that precious stones were an
important export commodity of Ceylon* The Culavamsa
states that Vijayabahu I, by sending costly pearls,
precious stones and other jewels, made reverence to the
~  12'sacred bodhi tree' in JambudvTpa. According to the
Rarjavaliya he sent precious stones and pearls to Burma
13 _  „as presents.  ^ Parakramabahu, when ruling Dakkhinadesa,
sent many precious stones by ship for purposes of trade
14-and increased his economic resources.
Pearls, as an export commodity, appear
together with gems. In the letter sent by Bhuvanekabahu
I to the Sultan of Egypt, Bhuvanekabahu claims that he
13possessed large quantities of pearls.  ^ Eriar Odoric
states that pearls were found near the sea coast of 
16Ceylon. The north western coast of the Island was a
rich source of pearls. The Culavamsa, in its description
of the war between Parakramabahu I and Gajabahu, refers to
Iluttakara as a place where Parakramabahu' s fleet went for
17combat against Gajabahu's forces. { According to Geiger,
12 CV._, LX? 23.
13 Rajavaliya, ed. B. Gunasekara, p. 4-1.
14- CY. , LXIX, 33.
15 H.W. Codrington,"A Sinhalese Embassy to Egypt",
JRASCB., XXVIII, no. 72, 1919, pp. 82 - 85*
16 Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule, pp. 98 - 99.
17 CV. , LXX, 63 - 64-.
what is meant by Iluttakara here probably the pearl 
banks stretching from the south of Mannar to near Partugal
/\ g
Bay* The Yalppanam Yaipavamalai refers to a war fought
in a much later period for pearl fisheries along the
19coast of Chilaw. According to Ibn Battuta, the king
of Ceylon had a large number of pearls which had been
20brought from the pearl fishery in his dominion.
18 CV., Tr. P. 292, note 3.
19 Yalppanam Vaipavamalai<, ed. K. Sabanathan,* ' " “ 1 r r r rT rinr r j  iwn~ r^ n|  .....— n n M .iin M » ^ u i * r T  r i i«—^  .im iw w u n iiirw irm fc  iw i /  r
Colombo, 19535 PP* 4-2 ~_4-3*
20 The Rehla of Ibn Battuta, ed. Mahdi Hussain, pp. 217 -
218. The following description of a pearl fishery 
extracted from Wang-fa Yuan’s accounts (Notices of 
Ceylon in Tao-I-Chih-Lueh, Tr. by L. Gilles, JRASCB. , 
1920, no. 73p pp* 33 - 34*; will give an idea of the 
manner in which pearl fishery was done. ”.. On a 
specially selected day a number of boats with their 
crews are assembled for the pearl fishery. There are 
five men as a rule to each boat, of whom two act as 
oarsmen, while two are told off to work the rope.
The fifth man hangs round his neck a bag fitted with 
a bamboo ring to keep its mouth open,and then, having 
tied a stone round his waist, he is lowered on the 
rope line to the bottom of the sea. With his hands 
he detaches the pearl-oysters from their bed and puts 
them in the bag. Then he grasps the rope and gives it 
a pull as a signal for the men in the boat to haul
it in, and thus he is drawn up to the surface when
he empties his bag of oystei's into the boat. As soon
as the boats are fully laden, they return to the
government depot and are placed under a military 
guard. After the lapse of a fewr days when the flesh 
of the oysters has rotted, the shells are removed and
the putrifying flesh is thrown into a sieve, where it
is stirred round until the flesh is scoured away, and 
only the pearls remain. These are again sifted in a 
very fine meshed sieve, half of them being appropriat­
ed by the government, and the other half distributed 
in equal shares amongst the boatmen."
As Ho&ivala points out, the trade in 
elephants between Ceylon and the mainland is mentioned
21by Greek writers in the third and sixth centuries A.D.
According to Muslim writers, Delhi Sultans desired to
22possess Sailamani elephants, excellent in war. It is
indicated in the letter sent to the court of Egypt by
Bhuvanekabahu I, that elephants were an important
28export of the Island.  ^ Nikitin, the Russian traveller 
of the fifteenth century writing on Ceylon, stated: 
"Elephants and ostriches live there and are sold, the
21 S.H. Hodivala, Studies in Indo-Muslim 
Historyo 1939, I, pp. 144 - 14-5.
22 C.E. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 1963, p* 116.
Hodivala suggests that the obvious meaning
Sailamani, Ceylon, may not be meant 
here, although Ceylon elephants were 
certainly famed for their courage, but 
that the reference is rather to the wild 
elephants found in the Siwalik hills near
Thanesar on the box'ders of the former
United Provinces and the Punjab.
Bosworth, Ibid., p. 283, note 55°
23 JRASCB,» XXVIII, no. 72, 1919, pp. 82 ~ 85.
24former by the size, the latter by the weight.. .,r
There are references to suggest that
Geylon imported elephants while also exporting them.
One of the reasons for Parakramabahu1s campaign against
lower Burma was the plundering by Burmese of some
merchandise which had been sent to Burma from Ceylon
25in exchange for elephants.  ^ _ __
24 R.P. Hagor, (Bd.) India in the Fifteenth Century, 
Section on Athanasius Nikitin, p. 20.
Duarte Barbosa gives the following description of 
the manner in which elephants were captured., 11...
It must be known that they have got other elephants 
with which they manage it, and they fasten them 
with chains in the mountains and woods where they 
are bred, and at the foot and all round a tree near 
the elephant they make three or four very large pits, 
covered over with slender poles, and they strew 
earth on the top, so that nothing appears: and the
wild elephants seeing the female come to her, and 
fall into these pits, where they keep them seven or 
eight days half-dead of hunger and so many men watch 
them by day and night, always speaking to them so as 
not to let them sleep, until they tame and render 
them domestic, giving them their food with their 
hands. And after they have got them broken in and 
tame, they take them with strong chains, and by 
degrees throw so much earth and branches into the 
pit that the elephant gradually rises until he comes 
out of the pit, and then they tie him to some tree, 
and keep him some days watching, with fire, and men 
who always talk to him, and give him food in moder­
ation until they make him domestic and obedient. And 
in this way they catch them, male and female, great 
and small and sometimes two at once in one pit .. .1 
Barbosa, pp. 167 - 168, Megasthenes and Arrian, 
describe similar methods in which elephants were 
captured in India. J.W. McCrindle, Ancient India 
as described by Megasthenes and Arrian, pp. 90 -• 91 * 
p. 213.
25 CV., LXXVI, 17 - 35.
Chau-Ju-Kua includes elephants among articles exchanged
26by foreign traders for the products of the Island.
C.W. Nicholas was of the opinion that the only object
in importing elephants into Ceylon would have been to
secure tusked animals, since the Ceylon race had the
lowest proportion of tuskers among the Asiatic elephants
The tusked animals were needed for ceremonial as well as
military purposes.
Cinnamon was the most important export
commodity of the Island during the time of the Portuguese
and Dutch occupation of the coastal areas. But before
the twelfth century none of the foreign or indigenous
sources mention it as an export from Ceylon. Cinnamon
was one of those spices which were in demand in Europe
after the Crusades. The earliest foreign reference to
cinnamon of Ceylon is found in one of the letters of
28John of Montecorvino. He states that cinnamon was 
taken to India from an island close to Mabar. Golonel
pQ
Yule has correctly identified this island with Ceylon. y 
According to Ibn Batuta the entire coast of Ceylon was 
covered with cinnamon sticks washed down by torrents and
26 Ohau-Ju-Kua■, ed. Hirth and Hockhill, p. 75*
27 Concise History of Ceylon, p. 225*
28 Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule,p. 213.
29 Ibid,, p."213, footnote 3.
>1*
deposited on the coast, looking like hills, The 
inhabitants of Mabar and Malabar took them away 
without paying for them, but in return for this they 
made presents of cloth and similar things to the king*
This may refer to an exchange of commodities by Indian 
merchants for cinnamon, Oinnamon is mentioned with
many other trade commodities in the letter sent by
—  31Bhuvanekabahu I to the court of Egypt, The Venetian
traveller, Nicolo de Conti, wrote in the fifteenth
32century that cinnamon grew in great abundance in Ceylon*
Other than the abovementioned exports,
spices such as cardamom, valuable wood, perfumes and
aromatic drugs may also be mentioned as exports of the
Island in this period. During the Mongol reign in China
vie hear of occasional despatches by the emperors to
33Ceylon to collect gems and drugs.  ^ According to
Chau-Ju-Kua, cardamom and perfumes were among the products
34of the island of Si-lan, In the letter sent to the 
court of Egypt by Bhuvanekabahu, he claimed that he
V f
possessed brazil wood and wood which was suitable for
30 The Rehla of Ibn Battuta, ed, Mahdi Hussain, p. 217*
31 H.W. Codring'ton7 "A^Sinhalese Embassy to Egypt", 
JHASCB., XXVIII, no. 72, 1919, pp. 82 - 35*
32 R.E. Major, (Bd*) India in the Fifteenth Century, 
Section on Nicolo di Conti, p. 7*
33 Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule, p. LXXIII.
34 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 73-
35making spears. ^
Most of the exports of the Island were
under a royal monopoly. According to the Gadaladeniya
slab inscription, chiefs of the king had to promise not
to trade in elephants, strike coins and dig for precious 
56stones* Abu Zaid, writing in the tenth century,
stated that there were men appointed by the king to watch
57the gem mines. { Nicholas correctly points out that
mining of gems was a royal monopoly carried out seasonally
under the supervision of the king's officers and to
protect the monopoly permanent settlement in regions
58where gems were found was prohibited. However,
individuals were allowed to mine for gems on the payment
of a fee, but the king had the right of ownership over
all gems which exceeded a certain value and weight.
According to Ibn Batuta, the custom was that all rubies
which exceeded value ox a hundred fanams were reserved
for the king, while those of lower prices were kept
59 - -by the finders. y Varthema, whose travel account can
55 H.W. Codrington, "A Sinhalese Embassy to Egypt11, 
JRASCB., XXVIII, no. ?2, 1919, pp. 82 - 85-
36 EZ. IV, no. 3.
37 E. Renaudot, Ancient Accounts of India and China
by Two Mohammedan travellers,p. 83•
38 C.W. Nicholas,"Historical Topography ..."
JRASCB. , VI, NS, 1959, Special Number pp. 124 - 125.
39 The Rehla of Ibn Battuta* ed. Mahdi Hussain, p. 220.
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be dated to the first decade of the sixteenth century, 
states: "When a merchant wishes to find these jewels
(gems), he is obliged first to speak to the king and 
to purchase a braza of the said land in every direction 
and purchase it for five ducats. And when he digs the 
said land a man always remains there on the part of the 
king. And if any jewel be found which exceeds ten 
carats, the king claims it for himself and leaves all 
the rest free."^
<L
Friar Odoric and Sir John Mandaville
state that the king did not take gems for himself but
allowed poor people once or twice a year to search in
41water and take away whatever stones they could find.
These statements should not be taken literally and on 
their face value. It may be that these writers heard 
of the practice by which individuals obtained permission 
from the king to search for gems and that they mis­
interpreted the information.
Pearl fishery, too, was a royal monopoly 
and was conducted on the same basis as the gem monopoly.
According to Wang~Ta-Yuan, pearl finders had to give one
42 -half to the king. When Ibn Batuta went to see the
40 Varthema, p. 190.
^  Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule, pp. 98 - 99;
Travels of Sir John Mandaville, ed. A.W. Pollard, 
London, 1923? pp.- 131 - 132.
42 "Notices of Ceylon in Tao-I-Chih-Lueh", JRASCB.,
1920, XXVII, no. 73, p. 31.
Iryacakravarti, the king’s employees were busy sorting
Zl*
out and classifying the best pearls from the rest. ^
Duarte Barbosa, writing in the second decade of the
sixteenth century, stated that little pearls belonged
to the pearl gatherers and great ones to the king.
They paid him a certain fee to obtain his permission
to fish, and the king derived an immense income from
the pearl monopoly.
The same authox1 informs us that the sale
of elephants was also a royal monopoly. In the beginning
of the sixteenth century, the king sold them to the
merchants of Coromandel (Cholamendal), Vijayanagar
zj-5
(Narsyngua), Malabar, Deccan (Decam) and Cambay. y
The Gadaladeniya slab inscription, too, indicates that
46elephant trade was a royal monopoly.
The statement of Ibn Batuta that the* ♦
people of Mabar gave to the king gifts of cloth and took
4.7
away cinnamon from the Island f may suggest that the 
cinnamon trade was also a royal monopoly. Barbosa, 
writing about two centuries later, stated specifically
43 The Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed. Mahdi Hussain, pp. 217 
~ 218.
^  Barbosa, p. 170.
45 Barbosa, pp. 167 ~ 168.
46 EZ. IV, no. J.
47 The Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed. Iiahdi Hussain, p. 217-
that; cinnamon was a royal monopoly/*1'^
The profits from foreign trade undertaken 
by the king formed an important source of revenue, 
Vijayabahu I, in order to obtain the wherewithal to 
equip his forces required for the fight against the Colas, 
sent to Burma valuable products of his territories and 
in return obtained shiploads of merchandise such as
ZlQ
costly cloth, camphor, sandalwood etc. y But it was
Parakramabahu who organized trade with foreign countries
on a large scale. While Parakramabahu was ruling
Dakkinadesa, he established a separate department
named ant arangadhura in charge of the territories which
produced commodities that were in demand in foreign 
50countries.-^ These were the districts on the sea coast, 
which produced pearls, the districts containing mines of 
precious stones, and the Malaya country which yielded 
elephants and forest produce of various kinds. The
51valuable merchandise thus collected was sent in ships^ 
to be sold abroad. After Parakramabahu became the sole 
monarch of Ceylon, the trade with foreign lands was 
continued. One of the causes for his Burmese campaign
4-8 Barbosa, p. 167*
4-9 CV., LVIII, 8 - 9 .
50 CV. , LXIX, 27 - 34-.
51 CV., LXIX, 33 - 34-.
was the unfavourable treatment accorded to his trade
52agents by the king of Burma.
Among the imports of the Island, textiles
may be mentioned first. The main sources of textiles were
China, India and Burma. Many indigenous literary sources
including the S ah as s avat t hup ak ar ana, Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya,
Culavamsa, S addh arm ar at nak ar ay a and Sinhala- Bodhivamsa
refer to 01napata or Chinese cloth.^ Several Chinese
writers have mentioned textiles among the commodities
54-brought to Ceylon from abroad.
KasI salu or Benares silk is mentioned in
the Saddharmaratnavaliya, Saddharmaratnakaraya and the
55Dambadeni Asna.  ^ B. J. Perera suggests that Cambay 
exported to Ceylon a special variety of cloth which was 
called 1 cambaya* from the place of origin.^ I'owards 
the end of the fifteenth century the king of Ceylon 
presented to some Burmese monks valuable cloth imported
52 CV., LXXVI, 10 - 75.
53 Sahassavatthupakarana, p. 102; Jataka Atuva 
Gatapadaya, p. 30; CV., LXXIII, 84-; Sinhala 
Bodhivamsa, p. 172.
54- Chau-Ju~Kua, Ilirth and Rockhill, pp. 72 - 73;
"Notices on Ceylon in Tao-I-Chih-Lueh", JRASCB.,
1920, XXVIII, no. 73, p. 32; JRASCB., XXIV, no.
68, 1915-16, p. 102.
55 SDHRV., 976; Saddharmar atnakaraya, p. 20;
Dambadeniasna, p. 5•
56 B.J. Perera, "Foreign Trade and Commerce of Ancient 
Ceylon", Part II, CHJ., II, 1952, nos. 1 and 2, p. 21.
57from Gujarat. ' South India was another source from 
where Ceylon obtained textile goods. The Dalada Sirita
and the Saddharmaratnavaliya refer to cloth imported
~ 58from the Cola country.
Costly stuffs probably silk were brought
in ships to Ceylon from Burma, together with camphor,
59sandalwood and other commodities. According to the
Kalyani inscriptions of Burma, the Burmese king sent
60forty boxes of muslin to the Bhikkhus of Ceylon.
From an analysis of the references to the import of
textiles to Ceylon, it appears that they were mostly
of luxury varieties. According to TIahuan, the Ceylonese
bartered pearls and precious stones against coloured
61taffetas of China and similar commodities. KasI Salu
62or Benares silk was also considered a luxury.
The Hanasollasa, an encyclopaedic work 
composed by or under the Western CaTukya king Somesvara 
III (1126 - 1138), in giving a long list of fabrics suitable
57 Kalyani SiTalipi, ed. Polwatte Buddhadatta, 
Colombo, 1924-, pp. 26 - 27.
58 Daldasirita, p. 4-6; SDHRV. , p. 1016.
59 OV.,_LXVIII, 9.
60 Kalyani Silalipi, ed. P. Buddadatta, Colombo, 
1924-, p. 21.
61 Cited in PI. Sylvan Levi, "Chino-Sinhalese 
Relations in the early and Middle Ages", JRASCB., 
XXIV, no. 68, 1915-16, p. 102._
62 SDHRV. , p. 976;, Saddharmaratnakaraya, p. 20.
^■2-3
for the use of kings, with their places of origin, mentions
textiles of Ceylon origin (Simha 1 advlpaJa) together with
65 —stuffs which came from China. ' The Rajataranganl
mentions that "Sinhalese" cloth was worn by the queen 
64-of Kashmir* We have no information to state that
Ceylon manufactured textiles of an extraordinary quality.
It may be that the Island exported part of its imports
for profit or that Indian traders received Chinese cloth
In the ports of Ceylon, since those ports played the role
of trading centres where foreign merchants could exchange
their goods. Some of the Indian writers may have been
informed that they were textiles of Ceylon.
Horses were Imported to Ceylon from pre-
Christian times. Sena and Guttika who usurped the throne
from Suratissa in the second century B.C. were sons of a
65freighter who brought horses to Ceylon.  ^ It Is said that
during the weak rule of Plahinda V, a horse dealer who had
come from India to Ceylon informed the Cola king about
66the chaotic conditions prevalent in Ceylon. Chau-Ju-Kua
67states that horses were Imported to Ceylon. 1 The Nainativu
63 Cited in "The Struggle for Empire", ed. by B.C.
PlaJumcLar, Bombay, 1957? P* 522.
61*- Raj at ar angani, ed. PI. A. Stein, Bombay, MDCCCXCH,
Vol. I, Sarga I; w. 294- - 295*
65 MV-> 10“
66 CV., LV, 13.
67 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Birth and Rockhill, p. 73*
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Tamil inscription of Parakramabahu 1 suggests that
foreign vessels came to the ports of Ceylon with horses
68meant for the king as part of the cargo. According to 
Geiger, the horses would have been imported from north­
western India where the province of Sindh was famous
69for its particularly good breed of horses. y
Porcelain ware was imported to Ceylon
mainly from China. Chinese porcelain has been found
during excavations at Tiruketiswaram and Dadigama.^
The Galle Trilingual slab inscription suggests that
precious copper vessels were brought to Ceylon from 
71China. Chau-Ju-Kua states that porcelain ware was
72exported to Ceylon from China.{ Sylvan Levi points out 
that the traders of Ceylon bartered pearls and precious
76stones against commodities such as Chinese porcelain ware. ^
A number of pieces of Islamic pottery, too, have been
74found at Tiruketiswaram. These have not yet been examined 
by archaeologists. Therefore, presently nothing could be
68 K. Indrapala, "The Nainativu...11, UCR. , April,
1965, PP. 65 - 70.
69 CCFiT. , p. 109.
70 ASCAR., 1951, pp. 55 - 54.
71 , III, no. 56.
72 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 75-
75 Sylvan Levi, "Chino-Sinhalese Relations in the
Early and Middle Ages", JRASCB., XXIV, 1915-16, 
no. 68, p. 102.
74 ASCAR., 1951, p. 55.
said regarding the country of their origin.
Only a few references are available
regarding the import of iron, gold, silver and copper
or finished products of these metals. Wang-Ta-Yuan
mentions jewels, gold, silver and iron cauldrons among
75the imports of Gey Ion. Cliau-Ju-Kua, too, mentions gold
76among the imports of the Island. The Dambadeni Asna 
refers to a large variety of swords including gurjara kadu 
(probably swords from Gujarat), pandi kadu (swords from 
Pandya country), malaya kadu (swords from Malaya?), java
_77
kadu (swords from Java) and madura kadu (swords from Madura). 
These references may suggest that a certain amount of 
metals and metal products were imported to Ceylon. But 
it appears that some metals were found in the Island to 
a considerable extent. The Butsarana, Culavamsa, 
Saddharmaratnavaliya, Pujavaliya, Sinhala Thupavamsa and
the palm leaf manuscripts lurunagala Vistaraya and Sirilaka
Kadayuru Hevat Kadaimpota refer to mines of iron, gold,
■ I - - a I i ~ -— --- -- r rr iw  iTii.um . T B i m i 1 m  ■■ i i.i i i ii|i  ■ n i.w n  i i ■ ii.ii . J /
78silver and copper.r There may be exaggerations in these
75 "Notices of Ceylon in Tao-I-Chih-Lueh by Wang-Ta-
Yuan", Tr. from the Chinese by L. Giles, JRASCB., 
XXVIII, 1920, pp. 51 - 55-
76 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 73*
77 Dambadeni Asna, p. 6.
78 CV., LXVIII, 12; SDHRV., p. 515; £JV. , p. 1Q5 - 106
Sinhala Thupavamsa, pp. 165 - 166;, MS. Kurunagala
Vistaraya, foil. 9a; Sirilaka Kadayuru Hevat 
Kadaimpota, Or. 4964, BM., Poll. 7a.
references but they cannot be disposed of as mere
fabrications* When Parakramabahu re-organized the
administration of Dakkhinadesa, he made full use of all
no
the mines where gems and gold were found.{J Copper is
said to have been discovered in the reign of Dutugamunu
at Tambapittha or Tambaviti seven yorjanas or twenty-eight
gavutas east of Anuradhapura.^ Writing in 1859 A.D*,
James Emerson 'Tennent stated that iron ore could be
81extracted from the mountains around Adam's Peak.
Camphor, sandalwood,^ cloves,^ spirits^ 
and sugar were also imported to Ceylon. It does not
appear that camphor was ever produced in Ceylon; it was
85probably imported from Sumatra. According to Barbosa,
86sugar was imported from Bengal. Sandalwood and cloves 
were found in Ceylon and alcoholic drinks, especially 
toddy, were made in Ceylon. Sugar was also manuf actuated 
to a considerable extent. Hence it may be inferred that 
cloves, sandalwood, spirits and sugar of a better quality
79 OV., LXVI1I, 12.
80 Sinhala fhup avams a, p. 166.
81 Tennent, Ceylon*' p. 457*
82 CV. , LVIII, 8 - 9; E2* 5 l:cio no. 56.
S3 Chau-Ju~Kua, ed. Hirth and PoOkhlll, p. 73*
84 "Notices of Ceylon...", JRASCB., XXVIII, 1920, 
pp. 31 - 35 •
85 Chau™Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Hockhill, p. 75> ft. 9*
86 Barbosa, p. 167.
were imported to the Island only in limited quantities.
It appears that Ceylon imported rice towards 
the end of the Anuradhapura period and sometime after the 
abandonment of Rajarata, mainly from south India.
According to Ibn Khurdadbeh (ninth century) rice was 
imported to Sarandib from Babattan in South India.^ 
Al-Idrisi (eleventh century) stated that Jlrbatan was a 
port in South India which was important as an exporting
00
centre of grain and rice to Ceylon. S.M.H. Nainer has
identified Jlrbatan or Jurfattan with Srikandapuram, ten
89 -miles east of Taliparamba. Even though Vijayabahu
I and Parakramabahu I made tremendous attempts to improve
cultivation in the Island, no source mentions■that rice
was exported from the Island during the period under
discussion. On the contrary, the Culavamsa refers to
famines, especially during the times of Parakramabahu II
- 90and Bhuvanekabahu I.' This may indicate that there was 
a general decline of agricultural productivity after the 
Polonnaruwa period or that a special kind of rice was 
imported to the Island in very small quantities. According
87 S.M.H. Hainan, Arab Geographer's Knowledge 
of South India, pp. 25 - 26.
88 H.M. Elliot, The History of India as told by its
own Historians, London, 1867, Vol. I, p. 90.
89 S.M.H. Nainar, op. cit., p. 41, F.n. 56.
90 CV., LXXXVII, 1 - 2 ;  LXXXX, 43-
to Barbosa, rice was brought to Ceylon from the 
91Coromandel. Varthema states that Ceylon imported
92rice from the mainland of India* y On the evidence 
of Barbosa and Varthema, one may conclude that agriculture 
in Ceylon had declined considerably by the sixteenth 
century.
* * :!;
In imports and exports as well as in
the inter-oceanic trade between the east and the west,
ports of the Island played an important role from ancient
times. Before the decline of the civilization of
Rajarata, ports in the northern parts of the Island
appear to have had a major share in this trade. Ports
in the southern parts of the Island rose to prominence
especially after the drift to the south-west.
Mahatittha on the north-western coast
of Ceylon was one of the most ancient ports of Ceylon.
It is mentioned in the Mahavamsa as a landing place
96during the times of Vijaya. Articles of foreign origin
such as Roman pottery and coins have been excavated in
94the ruins near this port in recent times. These are 
9^  Barbosa, p. 167*
92 The Travels of Ludovico de Varthema, pp. 191 - 192.
93 MV. , VII, 58.
94 ASCAR. , 1951, P* 33*
definite evidence to prove that Mahatittha was a 
great commercial port in the early centuries of the 
Christian era. This port appears to have continued as 
the chief port of Rajarata at least up to the middle 
of the thirteenth century. The fleet of Parakramabahu I 
started its journey from there to fight against the
Q P
Pandyas. ? During the civil struggles following the
death of Vijayabahu I, a warrior named VIradeva from India
landed at Hahatittha in the belief that he could bring
96 -Ceylon under his power. The RasavahinI indicates that
traders collected various commodities from Mahatittha
97 -and sold them in the interior. ' Candrabhahu, having
collected an army from south India, landed Mahatittha
— 98to fight against Parakramabahu II. However, by the
fifteenth century, Mahatittha appears to have ceased to
be an important port. The Kokila Sandesa, written
during the reign of Parakramabahu VI, in giving a
description of the important places along the western
littoral of the Island does not mention Mahatittha.
As Nicholas correctly points out, in
Sinhalese literature and inscriptions Mahatittha is
95 CV., LXXVI, 85.
96 CV. , LXI, 36-37-
97 RasavahinI-Lankadipuppattivatthuni, p. 128
98 CV., LXXXVIII, 62 6 63.
called variantly Flahavoti, Fiahaputu, Iiahavatu,
-  -Mahavatutota, Fiahapatana, Fiatota and in Tamil, Fiatottam. y 
It it as the most important port for vessels coming from 
south India and there was a strong south Indian element 
in the population of this port* Besides the ancient 
temple of Tiruketlswaram, there was another temple named 
Rajaraqalvarattu Mahadeva, so called after the Cola 
conqueror Raqaraqa in the eleventh c e n t u r y S o u t h  
Indian elements at Mahatittha seem to have increased 
considerably in numbers and consequently Iiahatittha was 
used as an invasion base, particularly during the prolonged 
Cola conquest in the eleventh century,
Jambukola, identified with modern 
Kankasanturai, was not an important commercial port but 
was widely used as a port of embarkation and landing in
the Anuradhapura period* The Flahavamsa indicates that
— — 101a connecting high road ran from Jambukola to Anuradhapura.
However, during the period underdiscussion Jambukola does
not figure prominently among the ports of Ceylon,
On the other hand, Uratota, or modern
99 C.W. Nicholas, "Historical Topography of Ancient 
and Medieval Ceylon", JRASCB*, N.S., Vol. VI, 
special number, 1959 * PP* 75 - 81•
100 Madras Reports on Epigraphy, 1912-13* P* 87, ins. no. 
616 .
Kayts, which was not very significant in the earlier
period, attained significance especially during the
time of the Polonnaruwa kings* The Nainativu Tamil
inscription datable to the reign of Parakramabahu I,
suggests that foreign vessels laden with merchandise
-  102arrived at the port of Uraturai. This edict, apart
from proclaiming that foreign traders should be given
due protection, contains regulations regarding wrecked
105 _ _ „ _ _
merchandise. The Puqavaliya indicates that Huratota
was a port where south Indians landed occasionally.^^1'
As Nilakanta Scistri points out, a Cola inscription
belonging to the eighth year of Rajadhiraja mentions the
preparations by Parakramabahu I at Uraturai and other
ports in north Oeylon for a second invasion of South
India and the counter measures taken to thwart the
105Sinhalese king's plans. ^
Even though the port of Gokanna is not 
mentioned as a centre of great commercial activity^^
102 K. Indrapala, "The Nainativu Tamil Inscription
of Parakramabahu I", UCxR. , April 1963, pp. 63 - 70.
1°3 Ibid.
104 Pupavaliya, 3zl-th Chapter, ed. Iiedhankara, p. 8.
105 K.A.N. Sastri, The Colas, Vol. II, Pt._l,l936, p.103*
106 The Kutumiyamalai inscription of Virapandya (Inscrip- 
ions of the. Padukkottai state no. 366; refers to the 
taxes collected from the sea at Konamalai. This may 
indicate that seaborne vessels touched at Trincomalee 
in the 13th cent&a and that it was a trading centre. On 
the other hand, reference may be to the revenue deprived 
from pearl fishing in the Trincomalee area. The Taksina 
Kailasa Puranam suggests that pearls were found at 
ThrihGomalee'' (Sri Taksina Kailasa Puranam, ed. Vaittil- 
inga Tecikar , PoihtliecTrdT "1916Tevaram of
Tirukkonamalai vv. 1 -4).*
> 3^
it was a very ancient port of the Island* The
V ams atthapakasini states that Gokanna was the name of the
- _ 107spot where Panduvasadeva landed* ( A Sanskrit inscription
datable to the year 1223 A.D. records the landing of
Codagangadeva at G o k a n n a . T h e  etymological equivalent
of Gokanna in Sinhalese is ’Gond’, and the seaport or
district of Gona figures in the wars which Parakramabahu II
waged to wrest Rajarata from Magha. ’Gona1 is the main
element in the Tamil 'Tirukkonamalai1 which has been
Anglicised as ’Trincomalee’. ’Tiru’ means sacred and
'malai', hill, the name thus meaning 'the sacred hill of
KonaG^^ Like Hahatittha on the western coast, Gokanna
appears to have been a centre of Hinduism.
The port fromwhich Parakramabahu I’s
110expeditionary force set sail for Burma was Pallavavanka.
111This was identified by Godrington as modern Palvakki 
four miles north of Kuccaveli. Although the Culavamsa 
reference is the only one made to this port, it can be 
inferred that this was a port of some importance as it
107 Yarnsatthapakasini, ed. Malalasekara, P.T.S., 1935? 
p. 269.
108 EZ. V, no. 14.
109 C.W. Nicholas, "Historical Topography
JRASCB., N.S. VI, 1959 ? p. 44.
110 - GY., LXXYI, 46*
111 II.W. Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, 1939?
London, p. 62.
would not have been used as a base for an invasion 
if it did not already have facilities for the launching 
of an invasion.
Madupadapatittha was a landing place
- 112 occupied by' Flagha in the thirteenth century. xAccording
to Nicholas, the name may be preserved in modern
113Illupakadavai.  ^ Landing places on the north-west or
114-north coast that cannot be identified were iiattikavatittha,
113 116 117Pulacceri, ^ Bhallatittha and Deberapatan. r However,
these ports n/ere considerably less important in trade than
ilahatittha or Uratota.
The ports of the south and south-western
coast gradually became significant after the drift of
political centres to the south-western regions of the
Island. One of the most important ports of the south was
Galle. Accounts of foreigners suggest that it had gained
px’ominence at least by the middle of the fourteenth
century. Ibn Batuta states that he journeyed from Dondra
112 Nikayasangrahaya, ed. Kumaratunga Nunidasa, p. 23; 
Pujavaliya, 34-th Oh. ed. M. Medhankara, 1932, Colombo, 
p. 32.
113 C.W. Nicholas, "Historical Topography", JRASCB.,
VI, SN., p. 81.
114- C.W. Nicholas, "Historical Topography", dPASCB.,
VI,J3N., 1959, p. 81.
115 Pujavaliya, 34-th Ch. ed. Medhankara, p. 31;
Nikayasangrahaya, ed. Munidasa Kumaratunga, p.23.
116 C.W* Nicholas, "Historical Topography JNASCB.,
NS., VI., SN., 1959, p. 84-.
117 Pujavaliya, 34-th Ch. ed. Medhankara, p. 32;
Nikayasagrahaya, ed. Kumaratunga Munidasa, p. 23-
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(Dinuvar) to Galle (Quali) and that he was treated by a
118'mussalman1 named Captain Ibrahim at Galle, This may
indicate that Muslim merchants frequented the port of Galle
during Batuta!s time. The Galle Trilingual slab 
119inscription y datable to the first few decades of the
fifteenth century may indicate that Chinese traders too
frequented the port of Galle, This inscription informs
us that the Chinese emperor, having heard of the fame of
the god Tenavarai-Nayanar in Ceylon, sent to him through
his envoys various kinds of offerings including gold,
silver, silk and sa&dalwood. The inscription is engraved
in Chinese as well as in Persian and Tamil, Probably the
port of Galle was of considerable importance in the inter-
oceanic trade. The Chinese junks that came through the
straits of Malacca would have touched at Galle, on the
way to Malabar or the African coast. The fact that Galle
had been a well established commercial centre by the
— 120fifteenth century is attested by the Tisara Sandesaya.
Dondra was another important commercial
— 191port in the south, Ibn Batuta refers to it as Dinuvar.
The Dondra inscription which has been assigned to Parakramabahu
118 The Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed, Ma'hdi Hussain, p, 223,
119 EZ., III, no. 36. .
120 Til s ar as ande s ay a, ed. M. Leelasena, vv. 52 - 55*
121 The Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed. Mabdi Hussain, p. 223.
II by Paranavitana on paleographic grounds contains
regulations to prevent the defraudation of customs
122duties at the port of Dondra by traders. We also
learn from this epigraph that the seaport which existed
-  128at Devinuwara was knov/n as Tendiratota.  ^ The port. * • x
of Waligama too had come into prominence after the
abandonment of the dry zone. It is first mentioned: in
^ ie Culavamsa during the reign of Parakramabahu I as a
121*port where affluent merchants dwelt. The Kalyani
inscriptions state that a ship sent by the Burmese king
125to Ceylon arrived at Waligama. x The fisara Sandesa
indicates that Waligama had become a very important port
126about the fifteenth century.
Most important port of the Island today,
viz. Colombo, was a town largely inhabited by Muslims whose
127presence can be traced there as far back as 949 A.D. r 
The activities of these merchants are illustrated by the 
presence of gold coins of almost every Muslim dynasty 
from the eighth to the fifteenth century in the area lying
122 ASCM., Vol. VI, pp. 63 - 64.
123 Ibid.
124* CV. ,JLXXV, 45.
125 Kalyani Silalipi, ed. A.P. Buddadatta, Colombo, 
1924, p. 23.
126 Tisara Sandesa  ^ ed. M. Leelasena, v. 43*
127 C.W. Nicholas, "Historical Topography...TI, JRASCB. ,
VI, special number,1959» p. 121.
128between Colombo and the Kandyan hills. According
to Ibn Batuta, Colombo (Kalanbu) was the greatest ’city1 
129of Serandib. J He further states that five hundred
180Abyssinians lived in Colombo.  ^ Very likely Muslim 
merchants belonging to different countries were established 
in the port of Colombo during the time of Batuta.
According to Wang-3?a-Yuan, there was at times piratical
181 -activity in the vicinity of Colombo.  ^ 3?he Kalyani
inscriptions, datable to the later part of the fifteenth
century, state that a ship sent by the Burmese king with
182Buddhist monks on board, arrived at Kolomtota.  ^ During 
the period of Arab ascendancy in the Indian Ocean, Colombo 
became one of the most important ports of the Island.
When the Porguguese arrived in Ceylon it was the Island’s 
major port.
With the shifting of political centres to 
the south-west and the development of the south-western 
parts of the Island, ports such as Beruwala, Bentota, 
Wattala and Chilaw turned to be of some importance in the
128 H.W. Codrington, ,!Q?ke Decline of the Mediaeval 
Sinhalese Kingdom”, JRASCB., VII, N.S., 1980, p. 100.
129 Ihe Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed. Mahdi Hussain, pp.223 -
224.
130 Ibid.
131 "Notices of Ceylon in 1 ao -1 - Ghih -Lu e h by Wang-1a-
Yuan (1349 A.D.)n, rlr. from Chinese by Lionel 
Giles, JRASCB., no. 73, 1920, pp. 31 - 35*
132 Kalyani Sllalipi, ed. P. Buddadatta, Colombo, 1924,
p. 21.
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Island's trade with foreign countries, John de Marignolli
A 77
arrived at the port of Perivills in GeyIon. According
to the ox^inion of Colonel Yule, Perivills was the port 
- 184-of Beruwala. Brora the account of liarignolli it can
he inferred that Beruwala was a place where Muslims were
settled. He states that the administrator at Perivills
was Goya-Jann. This is apiparently the name of a Muslim
who wielded some influence and power. Salavata or Chilaw
was also an important landing place from the twelfth
century onwards. Between 1188 A.D. and 1200 A.D. the
„ 155
Colas landed at Salavattota. The Dambadeni Asna
«     ■ ■■— . - ■■............ . Ml - T , ,
186refers to the landing of foreigners at the same port. ^
According to the Nikaya Sangrahaya the Arya Cakravarti
had encampments at Colombo, Wattala, Negambo (MIgamuwa)
187and Chilaw. ( Apparently his intention was to control 
the trade between India and Ceylon and to gain income 
from these ports.
Material available on the organization of 
ports is vary scarce. An inscription from Dondra datable
135 Cathey and the Way Thither, ed. Yule, p. 357*
134- Ibid. , p. 357, F.N. 3.
135 8. Paranavitana, "Three Cola Invasions not recorded
in the Mahavamsa", JRASCB., XXXI, no. 82, 1929, p. 385
136 Dambadeni Asna, p. 3-
137 Nikaya s angr ahay a , ed. Veragoda Amaramoli, 1955,
Colombo, p. 51•
to the reign of Parakramabahu II, states that the seaport
of Devinuwara was administered by an officer who had the
188title of Hahapandite. It further indicates that there
were guards appointed to watch the port. Customs duties
were imposed by Hahapandite and merchants were safeguarded
from illegal imports. The same edict states that those
coming from foreign countries were not to be allowed to
set up places of business without permission, nor should
the royal officers accept anything without paying its value 
139in money. ^  According to Cosmas Indicopleustes there 
were customs officers in the ports of Taprobane in the 
sixth century A.D.^^ The ^andivanija vastu of the
141
S addh armalank ar ay a indicates that the king appointed a 
royal official for the collection of taxes at Plahatittha 
We have no evidence to determine the amount charged as 
customs duties on different kinds of imports and exports. 
However, the available information suggests that commercial 
activity in the ports was subjected to strict regulations 
enforced by the king. As Paranavitana points out, the 
entry of persons from hostile countries was also closely
138 ASCM., Vol. VI, pp. 66 - 67.
139 ASCM., VI, pp. 69 - 70.
140 "The Christian Topography of Cosmas", ed. J. W. 
McCrindle, Hakluyt Soc. , London, M.DCCC.XCVII., p.368.
141 .Saddharmalankar ay a, p. 670.
142 -supervised. The Lankatilaka inscription*refer: to
nine ports (navatotamuna) to which merchants used to
145come from the eighteen countries.  ^ But it is difficult 
to determine these nine ports and eighteen countries with 
any degree of precision.
*  n'fi •-;«
Ceylon had commercial contact with north
India during this period, but not to the same extent as
in the early Anuradhapura period. Benares silk and horses
144were imported from there to Ceylon. As seen earlier,
Ceylon elephants seem to have been imported by Delhi 
145sultans.  ^ A few gold fanams dated in the 1st to 5th, 7th,
9th, 10th and 19th years of the eastern Ganga king
Anantavarma Codaganga (C.A.D. 1075 - 1146) have been
146found at Haragama in the Kandy district. These are
clear indications for trade relations of Ceylon with 
eastern India.
However, trade with south India appears to 
have been more regular than with north India. South Indian 
merchants belonging to mercantile guilds such as the
142 UHC., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 72J.
143 S. Paranavitana, "Lankatilaka Inscriptions",
UCR., January, 1960, pp. 1 - 4 .
144 See above, pp .
145 See above f?
146 CCC., p. 90.
Valanniyar, Nanadesi and Nakarattar have frequented Ceylon
in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
These traders travelled to and from India. We hear of
one Sevaggattevan, a Valanqiyar of south Ceylon, who set up
140an image of Parvatl in a South Indian temple. y The fact
that the two earliest and most renowned Siva temples of
Ceylon are to he found in the ancient ports of Mahatittha
and Gokanna may suggest that South Indian trad'ers established
temporary settlements in the ports of C e y l o n . M a n y
Pandya coins have been excavated in various places of the
Island including firuketiswaram in the neighbourhood of 
. 151
Mantota. The existence of some Kongu and C&ra coins
152of the eleventh and twelfth centuries  ^ in Ceylon also
shows that there was a brisk trade between south India and
Ceylon during this period. Barbosa stated in the sixteenth
century that the merchants of Coromandel, Vijayanagar,
Iialabar, Daquem and Cambay a went to Ceylon and bought
153elephants from the king of Ceylon.
South Indian traders not only carried on
147 See Chapter V.pp.
148 See Chapter V, pr^ 379
1*9 ARE Madras, 1914 - 15, p. 41, no. 405.
150 See above pp. ssi-asa
151 CCC., p. 86.
152 CCC., pp. 89 - 90.
153 Barbosa, pp. 167 - 168.
trade between India and Ceylon, but also acted as
intermediaries in selling the products of Ceylon to other
countries. In the letter sent by Bhuvanekabahu I to the
Sultan of Egypt, it is indicated that most of the products
i S4-of Ceylon were taken to Egypt by Banian merchants. y
According to the fao-Chih-Liieh, pearls were brought to
Jurfattan in south India from Ti-san-Shiang (Gulf of
Mannar?) and were sold to the Chinese merchants. When a
boat came (from fi-san-Shiang) to sell (directly) to the
1 SBChinese, its profits were insignificant. ^  Rockhill 
assumes that Jurfattan traders were in the habit of under­
selling pearls if the traders of Ceylon tried to deal
1 SCdirectly with the Chinese.
With the rise and spread of Islam in the 
sixth and the seventh centuries A.D., Muslims wrested the 
trade of the Indian ocean from the Persians. Prom about 
the eighth century A.D. until the arrival of the Portuguese 
these Muslims, mainly Arabs, were the predominant traders 
in eastern seas. They traded with the west as well as the
H.W. Codrington, "A Sinhalese Embassy toEgypt'1., 
JRASCB., XXVIII, no. 72, 1919, pp. 82 - 85.
W.W. Rockhill, “Notes on the Relations and Trade 
of China with the eastern archipelago and the 
coast of the Indian Oceati during the Fourteenth 
Century”, foung Pao, XVI, 1915, ^65*
Ibid.
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east and carried the commodities of countries such as Ceylon
to different parts of the world. By the eighth century they
had established settlements at Canton which they called
157Khanfu in China. ' fhe importance of the Muslim settlement
in Canton in the ninth century may be gauged by the fact
that one of the Mussulmans was appointed by the Chinese
authorities to maintain order among his coreligionists and
158administer the law of Islam. ^
Gold and silver coins of almost every Muslim
dynasty from the eighth to the fifteenth century, in
particular those of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
have been found in Ceylon in the area lying between Colombo
159and the Kandyan hills. Muslim coins found in Ceylon
include the thirteenth century coins of the Abbasid 
dynasty (of Baghdad), eleventh century coins of Batimid 
dynasty (of Alexandria), twelfth century coins of Muwahhid 
dynasty (of north Africa), twelfth century coins minted in 
Alexandria and Cairo, thirteenth century coins of Persian 
Mongols, kings of the Yemen and the Delhi Sultans.
In the reign of Parakramabahu I, the Yavanas are mentioned
157 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, Introduction, 
pp. 14- - 15*
158 Ibid., p. 16.
159 CCC. , pp. 157 - 158; H.W. Codrington, "Ihe Decline
of the Medieval Sinhalese Kingdom"., JRASCB., VII, 
N.S., 1960, p. 100.
160 CCC., pp. 158 - 160.
161as having brought presents to the king. It was during
the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries that the Muslims 
attained the highest level of their commercial prosperity 
and political influence.
By the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries
Muslims dominated the ports of Ceylon such as Colombo,
- 16 PBeruwala, Chi lav/ and Waligama. " It is not easy to
determine precisely whether these Muslims were of Arab or
Indian origin. According to Barbosa, many Malabar ’Moors'
came to live in the island of Ceylon on account of its being
166luxuriant and healthy. The Muslims of India too were
of diverse origins. Vasco De Gama writes about foreign 
and native 'Moors’ of Calicut. Elsewhere he speaks of
two distinct groups, ’Moors’ and ’white Moors'.^ 5  Probably 
the latter were the descendants of the lurks, Arabs,
Persians etc. Barbosa states that Muslim population of 
Deccan spoke Arabic, Persian and ’Dacani’ languages.
There were also Muslims who descended from Hindu converts 
in India..
161 CV., LXXVI, 264.
162 See above, pp. 23*3-
163 Barbosa, p. 167°
^64 The Three Voyages of Vasco De Gama, Tr. by K .E . J.
Stanley, Hakluyt Society, M.DCCC.LXIX, London, p. 15^*
165 A Journal of the Pirst Voyage of Vasco De Gama, Tr.
by E.G. Ravenstein, Hakluyt Society, M.DCCC.XCVIII, 
London, p. 23.
166 Barbosa, p. 77*
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There were two principal routes to the west, 
one leading from Aden, through the Red Sea to Alexandria, 
the other by way of the emporium of Hormuz up the Persian 
Gulf.
The main entrepot on the west coast of south
India was Quilon, from where two main routes to the east
bifurcated. One passed across the Gulf of Mannar to the
mouth of the Ganges and the other skirted the island of
1Serandip1 via the Nicobars on to Kalah (Kedah) up the Malay 
167peninsula. r
The Chinese first began to cross the Indian 
Ocean in their own ships about the beginning of the Christian 
era.^^ It is stated that the king of Ceylon (shen) sent 
an embassy to China bearing ivory, buffaloes and humped 
oxen in 97 A-.D. In 120 A.D. a similar embassy was sent.^^
By the fifth century Ceylon was in direct touch withjphina. 
Envoys were sent to the eastern Chin dynasty at the 
beginning of the 405 ~ ZH9 period and to the Liu-Sung 
dynasty in 428, 429 nnd 455 A.D.^^ In the sixth century 
Cosmas referred to ships which brought silk to Ceylon 
from 'Tzinista* ( C h i n a ) . J o h n  M. Seneviratna points
167 UHC. ,IPt • II^ __p. 705*
168 K.A.y Sastrj/Hdlakanta^ "The Beginnings of Intercourse 
between India and China", Indian Historical Quarterly, 
XIV, no. 2, June 1958, pp. 580 - 38?.
169 John Ii. Seneviratna, "Some botes on the Chinese Refer­
ences"., JRASCB., XXIV, no. 68, 1915-16, p. 106.
170 0. V/. WoIters , Early Indonesian Commerce, p. 81.
171 The Christian fop0graphy ~*of~~~0 osmas, J.W. McCrindle ed.
5To1Sd^71T3cccxcvii, pp."365 - 367.
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out on the evidence of Chinese sources that Ceylon sent
’tributes* and envoys to China at various intervals
172between 97 A.D* and 762 A.D. 1 Foreign countries sent
’tributes' to China because they wanted trade and imperial 
173presents. 1^
It does not appear that there were regular 
contacts between China and Ceylon from the mid-eighth 
century A.D. till the mid-tenth century. Afterwards, 
trade between China and the xvest was revived and consequently 
there were close connections between the two countries 
during the Sung and southern Sung periods of China. Chinese 
coins belonging to almost every emperor from 976 A.D. to 
1265 A.D. have been found at Polonnaruwa and Yapahuwa.^^ 
Chinese coins were also found at Anuradhapura, Kurunagala, 
Alutwawa in the Hatale district, Nindavur, Kurukkalmadam
176and Kalmunai in the eastern province and at Talaimannar.
ou
Sherds of Chinese w$re also have been found at Polonnaruwa,
176Panduwasunwara and Dadigama. 1 In the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries three separate envoys were sent to 
Ceylon by Chinese emperors to obtain the Alms Bowl of the
172 John M. Seneviratna, "Some Notes on the Chinese 
References", JRASCB., XXIV, no. 68, 1915? pp.106-110.
173 O.W. Wolters, Early Indonesian Commerce, p. 165.
174 ASCAR., 1931, P. 8; ASCAR., 1950, pp. 23 - 2A.
175 CCC., p. 166.
176 UHC., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 552.
Buddha.177
Ceylon appears to have maintained trade 
relations with Burma at least from the time of Yigayabahu 
I* According to the Culavamsa Vijayabahu sent to the 
'Ramahna' king many people and costly treasures and in
return obtained various stuffs, camphor, sandalwood and
1 78 —other commodities. ( One of the reasonsu^y Parakramabahu
I invaded lower Burma was the bad treatment accorded to
traders of Ceylon by the Burmese^^ The Culavamsa account
of this invasion indicates that previously there had been
A QQ
long standing relations with Burma and Ceylon. During
Vijayabahu II1s time there seem to have been cordial 
relations between Burma and Ceylon. He concluded a
A  g 'l
friendly treaty with the king of Arimaddana. The
„ 182 Kalyani inscriptions suggest that close relations
between Ceylon and Burma were maintained at the end of
the fifteenth century.
Ceylon's trade with Malacca and some of the
islands of South Bast Asia is suggested by certain scanty
177 John M. Seneviratna, "Some Notes on the Chinese 
References", JRASCB., XXIV, no. 68, 1915-16, p. 110
178 8V* 9 LVIII, 8- 1 0 .
179 UHC. I, Pt. II, pp. 475 ~ 4-75.
180 CV. , LXXVT, 10 - 25.
181 CV. , LXXX, 6 - 7 .
182 Kalyani Silalipi, ed. A.P. Buddadatta, 1924,
pp. 21 - 28.
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references. According to Wang-Ta-Yuan, Ceylon imported
tin from the Straits.Barbosa, writing in the beginning
of the sixteenth century, included Malacca in the list of
countries that sent out ships to buy the products of
C e y l o n . A- reference found in the Chu-Fan-Chi of Chau-Ju-
185Kua indicates that Ceylon paid tribute to San-Fo-Tsi i.e.
186the Sumatranese kingdom of Srivijaya. It is unlikely
that Ceylon was a tributary kingdom of Sumatra. Probably 
presents were sent from Ceylon to encourage trade contacts 
between the two countries.
Much of the inter-oceanic trade was 
carried on by means of barter. Vijayabahu I sent the
products of his own country in exchange for merchandise
187 -of Burma. As indicated by Ibn Batuta, the traders
of Mabar and Malabar exchanged cloth and other products
188for cinnamon of Ceylon. To a certain extent coins
and precious metals of fixed weight standards also served 
as media of exchange. The Culavamsa states that the 
elephants of Burma usually cost 100 to 1000 nikkhas.^ ^
185 "Notices of Ceylon in Tao-Chih-Lueh", dRASCB.,
XXVIII, no. 72, 1920, p. 52.
184 Barb'psa, p. 170.
185 Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth and Rockhill, p. 73*
186 George Coedes, Iiistoire Ancienne des Etats Hindouises,
Hanoi, 1944, p. 157; CV. , LVII1, 8 - 10.
187 CV. , LVIII, 8 - 10.
188 See above ,p]p
189 CV. , LXXVI, 18 - 19.
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According to Fei-Hsin, the Chinese used gold and copper
coins, blue and white porcelain ware, coloured satin and
190silk gauzes in trading with Ceylon. J
Navigation played an important role in
foreign trade and other external contacts. After
Vijayabahu's victory over the Colas, the king made
preparations at two sea ports to embark an expeditionary
191force against the Cola kingdom. y The Culavamsa records
a naval battle fought by the forces of Parakramabahu I
192against rhose of Gajabahu. In the account of
Parakramabahu1s invasion of lower Burma and South India,
there are indications that Ceylon possessed a considerable
number of ships in his time. In one instance, it is stated
that ships were built near the coast of Ceylon to prepare
195for the expedition against Burma. A Cola epigraph of
A.D. 1178 confirms that ships were built at the ports of 
Ceylon. These ships would have been used for purposes of
190 K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South 
India, p. 296.
191 CV., IX, 34 - 36.
192 CV., LXX, 60 - 65; 91 - 92.
193 CV., LXXVI, 44 - 46.
trade during times of peace. According to Ibn Batuta,
the Aryacakravarti owned ships and traded with foreign
19 a -195
countries.  ^ But, as stated elsewhere, ^  the Muslims,
the South Indians and the Chinese were the predominant
communities who carried the trade in the Indian ocean.
Seafarers had to face various hazards in
their journeys. The course of the voyage was to a large
extent determined by the time and strength of the wind.
Besides, there were the perils that could be caused by
dangerous fish and currents. On the evidence of Chinese
writers, Rockhill writes about the dangers which seafarers
had to face from jagged rocks near the port of Colombo.
Apart from the hazards imposed by the sea,
there was danger from pirates. The P *ing-Chou-K1o-t1 an
states: ”... Traders say that it is only x\rhen the vessel
is large and the number of men considerable that they
dare Aj put to sea, for over-seas there are numerous robbers
197and they plunder...” Marco Polo informs us about
198the atrocities of pirates. If a ship was driven by
194- The Rehla of Ibn Batuta, ed. Mahdi Hussain, pp.217-219*
1 9 5  '• P R  £ - 4 6  - £ 4 S
196 W.W. Rockhill, "Notes on the Relations and Trade of
China with the Eastern Archipelago and the coasts of 
the Indian Ocean during the Fifteenth Century”,
Toungpao, XVI, 1915? P* 384, 44-9*
197 Quoted in Chau-Ju-Kua, ed. Hirth & Rockhill, 
Introduction, p. 31*
^98 The Book of Ser Marco Polo, ed. -^ule, Vol. II,
London, 1875? P* 378.
bad weather into some port other than that to which it
199was bound, it was mostly plundered. According to
Abd-Er-Razzak of the fifteenth century, this practice
was in vogue in all ports except Calicut.
Mariners had to depend on the sun, moon
and stars to find the route of their journey. According
to Chinese accounts, mariners knew the configuration of
the coasts and at night they steered by the stars and
201in day time by the sun. In some of the countries
lying along the sea coast there were pillars near the
POP
sea which were lighted at night to guide the mariners.
It was customary on ships which sailed 
out of sight of land to keep birds on board by which 
they used to send messages to land. This custom appears 
to have been a very old one with the sailors of India 
as it is mentioned in Buddhist works dating from the 
fifth century
By the twelfth century, navigation had 
made considerable progress owing principally to the
199 Hirth & Rockhill, Chau-Ju-Kua■> Introduction, p. 31 
R,F. Major,India in the 15th Century, Section on 
Abd-Er-Razzak, p. 14.
200 R.F. Major, India in the 13th Century, Section on
Abd-Er-Razzak, p. 14.
201 Chau-Ju-ICua, ed. Hirth & Rockhill, Introduction, p
202 Ibid., p. 13.
203 Ibid., p. 28.
application made of the compass - or the south-pointing
needle as it was called by the Chinese, In the opinion
of Hirth and Rockhill, the earliest mention of this
instrument being used for navigation is probably in the
account of the P 1ing-Chou-K’o~t’an of the eleventh 
204century. But how wide its use was is difficult to
determine,
204 Ibid., pp. 28-29; Max Weber states that the 
magnetic needle and mariner’s compass were 
applied as early as the third and fourth 
centuries in China. Max Weber, General Economic 
History, Illinois, 1950, p. 200,
Chapter VIi:
REVENUE AND TAXATION
The king derived a considerable part
of his revenue from taxes. One fundemental conception of
authorities on ancient Hindu polity was that taxes were
the kings dues for the protection he afforded to his
subjects. G-autama justifies the king's levy of taxes on
the ground that he is charged with the duty of protecting
the subjects. According to Vishnu a kshatriya should
protect the world and receive due reward in the form of 
2taxes.
This direct relation between taxation 
and protection would not have been unknown in Ceylon from 
ancient times. The institution of kingship in the Island 
was influenced to a considerable extent by the ideas of 
the Buddhist canon and the Indian literature. According to
1.Gautama,X,28 in S.B.E., 1 1 , 1 8 7 9 2 2 7
2.Vxshnu~Smrti,IIlTl~2 T n  S.B.E. ,VII,1880,p.15
3*Some of tJae kings in the fourth to tenth centuries bore 
the title of Budadasa (Buddhadasa) indicating that they 
wished to b e ■known as devoted "followers of the Buddhist 
faith. (E2.I,no.2;EZ.IV,no.'13;2SC. ,I,pt.II,p.364) An 
inscription of the”fenth century states that only a 
Bodhisatvaoi;e. a future Buddha,would become a king of 
CeyIon (EZ.I ,no.20). The Galpota inscription of Nissanka 
Malla echoes the Manusmrti in declaring that though kings 
appear in human form,they are divinities and must therefore 
be regarded as gods. It further states that the appearance 
of an impartial king should be welcomed as the appearance 
of the Buddha (EZ.Il,no,17)• According to the Culavamsa 
prince Parakramabahu was taught Buddhist scriptures 
and works of Kautilya and others (CV.,LXIV,2-3).
U.N.Ghoshal,in the versions of the origin of kingship 
occuring in the Buddhist canon,Arthasastra and the 
Hahabharata the payment of certain specific taxes by the 
people and the protection by the king are practically 
conceived as the two sides of the original contract
lL
between the ruler and the subjects*
Hindu works on polity also presecribe 
the amount of taxes that should be taken from the people 
by the king. According to Vasistha Pharmasutra the king 
who rules the subjects justly shall take one sixth of the 
crops.^ The -^audhayana Dharmasutra enjoins the king to
6protect the subjects with the sixth part as his share.
The Vishnu Smrti also lays down this amount as one sixth.^ 
According to the Hanava Pharmasastra the king is justified 
in demanding one-fourth of the produce instead of the
o
usual one-sixth during emergencies. The Arthasastra
prescribes the normal amount as one sixth (sadbhaga) of 
q
the produce.
4.U.N.Ghoshal, Contributions to the History of the Hindu 
Revenue System, 1929,p ;18 - 
5 » Vasistha Pharmasastra,! ,42, in S.B.E.,XIV,1888,p.8 
6.Baudtiayana,1,10,18 in S.B.E. , XIV;1882,p.199 
7*VishnuSmrti,III,28in S.B.E.,VII,1880,0.16
8.Manu,X,TT§~xn S.B.E,XXV,1886,p.427
9.Arthasastra ed.R .^ hamasastri,1923,p.108
Similar theoretical beliefs regarding
taxation seem to have prevailed in Ceylon as well. In the
Butsarana the equitable levy on the produce of the soil is
10given as one-sixth. Shortly after the accession of 
Vijayabahu I,the king is said to have directed his officials
to collect taxes in accordance with the customs amd
  '11
traditions (yatha hayam karam ganhitum yojesi). The
Bujavaliya indicates that taxes were to be exacted ancording 
12"k° hharma. It is possible that gfcharma in this context 
corresponded to ra jadharma referred to in Indian texts
such as the Arthasastra and the Manava Dharmasastra. The
—  13 -references in the Culavamsa "suggest that the Arthasastra
and the Hanava Dharmasastra were known and studied in
Ceylon during the Polonnaruwa period. The Kandavuru Sirita
states that kings should exact taxes without oppressing
ALL
people,as a bee xvho sucks honey from a flower. The
author of the Kandavuru Sitita seems to have been
influanced by the text of Mann, for Manu states that
just as the leech,the calf and the bee take their food
little by little,thus should the king take the annual
1Staxes from his kingdom. ^
10.But s arana,p .281
11.CV.,LIX.12
12.Z3X* »p *&p5
13.CY.,LXIV,2-3;1XXX,9 
14-.Sinhala Sahitya Lipi ,p.66
15*Manusmrti ,VII,129 in S.B.E.,vol.XXV,1886,p.256
In practice,however, the amount of the
produce collected in the form of taxes was not uniform
in all periods and in all localities of the Island, While
certain rulers relieved the people of burdensome taxes
others were extortionate in their demands. During the
period of fratricidal wars,in between the reigns of
Vijayabahu I and Parakramabahu I, Viler amabahu and Mitt a1 s
sons oppressed the people with heavy taxes. According to
the chronicler "...In their insatiability and money lust
they squeezed out the whole people as sugar cane in a
„16
sugar mill by levying excessive taxes. The chronicler
also accuses them of causing evil to their subjects by
levyyng arbitrary taxes (abaddhakara) .^Nissankamalla,in
some of his inscriptions,indicates that former kings had
18oppressed the people by inordinate exactions. Perhaps 
he was referring to Parakramabahu I in this instance.
The demands of Parakramabahu1s military adventures and 
ambitious building programmes may have resulted in a levy 
above the traditional rates.
16.CV.;lr.LXI,53
17.cv.; LXXIII,3
18.EZ.il?p,131T p.135
Nissankamalla claims to have followed
a lenient policy with regard to taxation. He remitted
„ 19taxes on chena lands and the tax called pisamburuvata. '
Moreover,he abolished the tax on paddy fields which had
newly been brought mnder cultivation (val kota gat ket aya^?
In some of his inscriptions he claims to have remitted
21taxes for five years while some other inscriptions state
22that he did so for seven years.
* i’fi
23
The general Pali terms used for taxes
OiL
are hali and kara. In the Sinhalese texts Dalada Sirita.,
Kankhavitarani Pitapota~, ^ hampiya Atuva Gat apaday a, Putj avaliya
and the Atadasannaya taxes are denoted by the terms such as
29 — —aya panduru,karavuvara,bali ,kara and aya. The Kasthavahana
19-see below,pp. aee-seT*
20.EZ.II,no.15*P*93- A similar practice was prevalent in
South India during the thirteenth,fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. An inscription from Bangalore datable to 
1379 A.D. records that a reclaimed land was exempted from 
taxes for a period of two years. Krishnadevaraya exempted 
taxes from such land for nine years.( A.Appadurai,Economic 
Conditions in Southern India,vol.I,p.190)
20.EZ.V,pt.III,no.44*EZ.II,p.105,p.135,l65~178
22.EZ.V,pt.III,no.A3; This is not the first time that we hear 
of abolition of taxes by a king* The K a fj ar at nak ar ay a states 
that king Bhatiya remitted taxes from the pe op le('R5tj ar at na 
karaya,ed.P.N.Tissera,p.15)-According to the Ra(j avaliya 
king Mahadaliya also did the same (Ra,javaliya, ed.W.Pemana- 
nda,p.43).
,GV*,LIX,13;LXI,53-70 5 LXVIII,54-56
24.The£ term bali frequently occurs in Vedic texts according 
to which it™ "was used to denote taxes as well as tribute,
( U.N.GhoshalContributions to the Hindu Revenue System,
PP*2-10).Both terms kara and bali occur in the Arthasastrj
25-Paladasirita,p18;Jataka ATuva Gabapadaya,p.168;Dhampiya 
Atuva Gatapadaya,p.80;Pujavaliya,3^ -th ch.ed.Medhankara,p. 3'
Kankhavitaranipittapota,p. 22;Atadasannaya,p.184
26story of the saddharmart naval iya uses the term sung; am.
The &atjaratnakaraya and the Ralavaliya denote the taxes
27by the term ayabadu. 'The Ruvanmal Nighanduwa states that
the term aya badu was synonymous with bali,badu,kam and
28 2Q zqkara. Inscriptions use the terms aya, karavuvara  ^and
31badu. In this connection it may be pointed out that the 
term aya was also used to denote revenue or income.
Land tax was the most important tax 
of the kingdom. It was exacted from different categories of 
cultivation. Of these,tax levied on paddy fields may be 
mentioned first. Nissankamalla. in some of his inscriptions 
such as the Galpota inscription and ^anduruppe slab inscri­
ption states that tax should not be levied exceeding one 
amuna and three palasr? in grain and six akas of mandaran 
in cash per amuna sowing extent of land of the uppermost 
grade; one amuna and two palas in grain and four akas of 
mandaran in cash per an amuna sowing extent of land of 
the middle grade and one amuna and one pala in grain and 
three akas of mandaran in cash per an amurxa sowing extent
26.SDHRY♦,p.473
27.Ra<iarathakaraya,ed,P.N.Tissera,p.15;Rafjavaliya,ed.W.Pema 
nanda,p.43
28.Huvanmal &ighanduwa,p.65
29.EZ*II,p.86-87;105;135
50>EZ.I,no.9;E2.II!,no.27;ASCM.,VI,pp.66-68
32of land of the poor grade. Some scholars have taken these 
references as pertaining to land tax in general.^ But it 
would be more precise if these are interpreted as taxes
%LL
on paddy fields. Nissankamalla,in the same inscriptions^ 
and in many others states that he abolished taxes on chena 
lands. Moreover, if there was any tax on plantations such 
as those of coconut and arecanut it is difficult to believe 
that those taxes were also assessed and exacted in the 
same manner as tax on paddy fields.
The evidence of the inscriptions refe- 
rred to above indicates that paddy fields were taxed 
according to their fertility and that this tax was exacted 
partly in kind and partly in cash.
32.EZ,II,p.105,p.1l7?p.285;lZ.V,pt,III,no.4. In the
Epigraphia Zeylanica volumes the phrases mandaran saka 
(sa aka)',mandaran sataraka (satara aka)and mandaran 
tunaka (tun'aka)have been translated as six mandaran, 
fonr mandaran and three mandaran (EZ.II,p.1Q5,'p!£83) ■ 
Hand ar an * ac cord i ng to Borbes,signifies 1 a fine pa^ed by 
a cultivator to a proprietor of land on receiving it for 
cultivation'* (Quoted in EZ.I,p.133»note 2). But the 
Ummaggat1 atakaya suggests that madha ratran or mandaran 
was the term used to denote pure gold.(e ranata nila 
karshapana yay kiyati.En' sat ara akek madha^afrran ya.
Sat ara akek pas loya-i.e.That gold is known as nil a 
karshapana. It (nllakarshapaiiaj consisted of four akas 
madha ratran and four akas of five kinds of metals.- 
(Ummaggatj^Fakaya ,p. 126) . Aka • was a measure of weight, 
see chapter V and also GQC.,p.191)
33 • B > M. Be. Z. Wickramasinghe',EZ. II, p. 105
3^.EZ.II,p.285;EZ.,V,pt.III,no.4
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One of the earliest references to land tax
in the Jaffna area is found in an inscription of Rajaraja I,
It contains a record of certain grants made by Rajaraja I 
to the Tanjore temple from land in Kottlyaram.^ According
to this edict land tax was paid partly in kind and partly
in cash in the Jaffna district as well.
Evidence is lacking as to whether the type 
of taxation adopted by Nissankamalla was continued by 
subsequent rulers without change. Paranavjtana states:"The 
absence in our period of a class of rentiers corresponding 
to the pattaladdan of the late Anura&hapura period id 
thus explained* The reference in the Fujavalx to agricultu­
rists at times cultivating a paddy field of which the 
entire harvest belonged to the lord indicates that this 
practice of the king or the lord receiving the total 
produce of an allotment instead of the share of the produce 
of the whole village was in vogge in the Dambadeni period?^ 
This view cannot be proved conclusively. There is no 
reference to a rclass* of rentiers even during the 
'Polonnaruwa periodr. But Nissankamalla*s inscriptions 
clearly indicate that there was the land tax during the 
Polonnaruwa period. The passage which Paranavitana quotes
35*,§II.,vol.II,pt.IV,no.92, see also ALTR.,0.53
36.UHC.Iipt.II,p.741 —
37.EZ-rc»P-77,p.l05,p.285
from the Punavaliya does not specifically refdr to the 
Icing's lands. It merely states that after the harvest 
was gathered the cultivator had to pajr one halftone third 
or the full amount to the owner of the land according to 
the terms of his tenure. Ihe phrase which suggests the 
last mentioned practice. last practice ,halapu
vi nam hamama vl himiyanta duna manava, imp lies that certain 
farmers cultivated fields which were owned by others for
aQ
payments other than the share of the produce.
The Putjavaliya itself informs us that
zloroyal officials went to collect taxes due from the people. 
Saddharmaratnavaliya suggests that the king collected
_ lLA
annual taxes from the people. "These could be references 
to the land tax ,though it is not mentioned specifically.
Ihe Lakdivuvidhiya,an ola manuscript the original of which
ZlQ
may go back to the fourteenth century states that kings 
fix the amount of the tax (aya panduru) from the inhabitants 
of the country by ascertaining how much the full sowing 
extents of their plots of land and by examining the four 
registers (sat ara lekam bala) The Saman Devale S annas a 
of the Kotte period refers to- me gamvala badu da pali da
39*see_chapter IV,pp,f33~:i66
avaliya,34-th chapter, ed.Hedhankara, p. 31 
41.SDHRV.,p.68
42.AI/IR.,p.29
43.TIB.LakdivividUiya,OR.6606 (42) ,B.M. ,folls.9b-10
marala da niyama vu gam parxdu.ru-^the baddas (tax) , the fines
death duties and fixed gampanduru of these villages. In
this document me gamvala hadu could be the land tax for
some of the other taxes are mentioned specifically. This
evidence suggests the existence of the land tax during the
thirteenth,!ourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Nissankamalla claims to have
abolished taxes on chena land for all time. This suggests
that prior to his reign there was a levy on the produce
of the chena lands. This tax is referred to as sehen
k at us ara aya, sehen kotagat tana aya, kati aya or kati ada
4-8and ketu kanaba aya. Unfortunately no evidence is 
available to determine the amount levied as tax from the 
produce of chenas. However,Nissankamalla’s abolition of 
this tax would have given a great impetus to chena 
cultivation. After his reign till the end of the period 
under discussion tax on chena lands Is not referred to 
in any of the sources*
4-4-.Sabaragamuwe ,Parani Liyavili ,ed.Kirialle Gnanawimala,
194-2,Colombo ,p.4-3 
4-5.EZ.II,p.105 '
4-6.EZ .¥,pt. Ill, no .4-2
47.EZ*H*P*77,p.87,pp.i38-l39,p.285
4-8. EZ. I, no. 9
According to Paranavitana ,the kolavel-
aya mentioned in the Galpata vihara inscription seems to
have been a tax on gardens,similar to the vatubadda of 
IlQ
later times, ' However,another inference also could be 
drawn from this inscription. It refers to certain plots of 
land donated by an officer named Kahambalkulu Mindalna 
and his family to the Galpata monastery. Of these,there 
were certain plots of land in which kolavel aya was 
donated to the monastery. These plots had earlier been 
enjoyed by the donors in hereditary succession. The phrase 
apa si parapurava valanda a...kumburu ha mehi pol puvak 
atulu vu kolavel aya  ^may suggest that owners donated the 
fields and income (aya) of plantations such as coconut and 
arecanut. If this interpretation is accepted it is difficult 
to agree that kolavel-aya was a tax levied on gardens by 
the king. If the first interpretation is acceptable it 
would meran that the king had previously commuted his share 
of tax from the said land to Kahambalkulu Mindalna. and 
his family to be enjoyed in succession and that subsequently 
they donated their right to the monastery.
According to Oodrington,taxes on gardens 
are mentioned in the tenth century Mihinttale tablets and 
in the Daladage inscription.^1The Mhintale tablets^2 which I 
record certain proclamations of Mahinda IV,state that one- 
third of the produce of trees and plants of KiribaMpav 
(garden) shall be appropriated by the Mihintale monastery. 
This may suggest that the king commuted the taxes ^ o n  the 
above mentioned garden,which amounted to one-third of the 
produce,to the monastery. The Daladage inscription published 
in the Epigraph!a Zeylanica^is partly damaged. Therefore 
it cannot be read properly and it is rather difficult to 
base conclusions on the undamaged sections alone.
Apart from the land tax,taxes on 
trade formed an important part of the king's revenue.
Customs dues were charged on imports and exports. The Dondra 
inscription datable to the reign of Parakramabahu II,states 
that the port of Devinuwara was administered by an officer 
who had the title mahapandite and that customs duties were 
imposed by him.^ According to Cosmas Indicopleustes there
were customs officers in the ports of Taprobane in the sixth
%  -  - 5 7  century A.D.^ The Pandivanija story of the Saddharmalankara
51.ALTH.,p.42
52.EZ.I,no.7
55*see chapter II,pp.
54.EE.I,no. 8
55*ASCII. ,VI,pp.66-70
56.The Christian Topography of Cosmas,ed.J.W.McCrindle,p.568
57. Saddhrmalanltar ay a, p . 670
indicates that the king appointed a royal official for the 
collection of taxes at Mahatittha. But we have no evidence 
to ascertain the amount charged as customs dues on different 
kinds of imports and exports.
The -^adulla inscription of the tenth 
century A.D.states that toll duties were not to be levied 
on merchandise that was merely being transported through 
the market place at Hopiiigama. It further states that 
goods liable to toll duties (sutvat) were not to be sold 
at unauthorised places.^ Ihis suggests that toll duties 
were levied only on certain kinds of trade commodities 
at the market of Hopitigama in the tenth century A,D.
Similarly toll dues may have been 
charged on merchandise at market places and at various other 
toll gates (kadavat) during the period under review. When 
there was more than one kingdom in the Island toll-gates 
should have been set upm on the boundaries of each kingdom. 
But unfortunately there is no sufficient material to 
discuss this subject in detail.
58.EZ.Y,pt.II,no,16
59.see also chapter Y , pp. 3 ^3^3
The term sutvat or sungam was used to
indicate toll duties. But it has to he pointed out that
the terra sungara denoted tax in general as well. According
to AriyapaILa,this term seems to have come into Sinhalese
from Tamil. The Sanskrit form is sulka which means tax,
toll or customs duties. The Sinhalese form of this word
sun or suk; Tamil sungam and Pali sunk a. Another form
60used in Sinhalese is sut as in sutvat.
The king seems to have derived considerable 
revenuec from irrigation works. Parmers had to pay a 
stipulated amount for their share of water. This payment 
was called dakapati until the beginning of the seventh 
century A.D. and was paid not only to the king but was
61also collected by private 1 owners1 of small reservoirs.
During the period under discussion there arec no references
to the payment of water dues to individual 'owners' of
62reservoirs and canals. In the ninth and tenth centuries
the payment for the share of water made to the king was
66called divabedum. ^It was termed diyadada in the Polonnaruwa 
period. A slab inscription of Nissankamalla refers to 
Tungabhadra canal from which water rates were not levied, 
(diyadada nudun Tungabhadra ala).^  This inscription 
records certain land grants made to an officer named Vijaya
60.SMO. ,p.134-'
61 . L . S . I n s t i t u t i o n s  of Ceylon from Inscriptions,
unpub 11 5 IMi Wr^ITy"~oT”0eyTo‘h^'9^1*pp. 2?1 -
27^ *
62.see chapter III,pp.§3^ 5.
65.Ez.l,pp.167-70;p.171,note 1 ;p.199,note 8
by Nissankamalla and lungabhadra ala is referred to as a 
boundary of a donated piece of land. It would have been 
the normal practice to levy dues on irrigation canals and 
reservoirs. However,the amount charged as water dues is 
not known.
Nissankamalla in several of his
inscriptions,claims to have abolished the laying of an
impost called pis amburuvat a or vi s amburuvat a.^  Ihis
suggests that prior to his reign there was a levy denoted
by these terms. According to D.K.De.Z.Wickramasinghe this
66was apparently a tax on fallow or barren land. Since 
this levy was associated with great reservoirs (mahavatana) 
this view cannot be maintained. In the Wanduruppe slab 
inscription of Nissankamalla it is stated that the 
pis amburuvat a levied from mahavatana (mahavatanin ganna
6(7?pis amburuv at a) was abolished by him. Godalmmbure renders
the term mahavatanin as !from the great tanks 1.According
to him,what is implied in the inscription Is a tax levied
68on the reservoirs or the areas served by them. He further
states that the pis amburuvat a may have been a tax levied
69on fishing in the reservoirs. ' As Nissankamalla refers to
i~*a* — ■—  — _ ■— ■   . • - _ ...
65*ES»H?p«935p.105,pp.138-'l59,p.144,p.147,p.154,p.285
66.EZ.II,p.-117inote 11
67.EZ.Vipt.IIIjno.42-
68.BZ.V,p-fc.Ill,no.42,p.429 
69.Ibid. ,
tax on land separately in the same inscriptions in which
the terms pis amburuvat a and vi s ainburuvat a occur^ the
pis amburuvata or vis amburuvat a cannot be a tax levied from
the area irrigated by the great reservoirs, Thus it must
have been either a water tax or a tax levied on fishing in
71great reservoirs.'
Paranavitana suggests that pisamburuvata
or vi s amburuvat a was the king's share of the fish caught
72m  irrigation reservoirs. In some of the inscriptions
Nissankamalla claims that he bestowed freedom from fear
on living beings in the jungle and on the fish in great 
7‘5reservoirs.  ^Therefore one can point out that if the 
vi s amburuvat a was a tax levied on fishing in reservoirs its 
abolition would have encouraged fishing in them. This does 
not agree with Nissankamalla's claim that he gave freedom 
to living beings in the reservoirs. However,it is possible 
that the statements in the inscriptions regarding giving 
freedom to animals and fish were included as mere penagyric 
phrases to eulogise Nissankamalla. If they are not mere 
panegyric phrases the term pis amburuvat a or vis ainburuvat a 
would have indicated a levy charged on using the water of 
reservoirs.
70. MTlT^no. 1'5; EZ “
yl.In southern India at this time_a levy charged on fishing 
in reservoirs was called pasipattam or minpattam (A.Appa 
durai,Economic Conditions in Southern India,vol.I,p.221).
72.UH0.Iipt.II,p.548 ~
75-EZ* II,no.14;no.18;no.21;no.22;no.25;no.24;no.25;no.27
The terms isran,masran and davasran 
74occur in the Dal ad a Sirita. The Putj aval iya also refers
75to two of these terms isran and masran;^  These terms 
cannot be explained with any degree of precision. The 
Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya describes the term hisran as
^ w i .  ii ii iii i~w^MnwiTrT« iini imri. ■ ■
hisakata massak duna manavay natahot metek ran duna manavay
- 76kiya minxsun atin ganna hisran, which suggests that the
king levied a tax of a massa or a certain amount of gold
upon each individual, Godrington equates isran with the
77angabadda of the 'Portuguese period1, f
The terms masran and davasran could be
literally rendered into English as 'levies exacted monthly1
and 'levies exacted daily'.Godrington has rendered them
as 'month money' and 'day money^According to Hindu works
on polity,artisans and craftesmen paid their contributions
to the king in two forms: first in the form of service
and second in the form of tax in cash. Gautama and Manu
state that one day's work every month should be done for
79the king by artisans. Vishnu states that artisans,manual 
labourers and Sudras should do work for the king for a
Opi
da£ in each month. According to Vasistha, artisans had
81to pay a monthly tax. Similarly masran in Geylon may
74.Daladasitita,p.52
75.PdV.,p.22;p.685
76.Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya,p.12
77.AL1R.jp7?7
78.ALTR.,p.37
79.Gautama,X,51 in S.B.E.lI,1879,pp228;Hanu,VII,158,in S.B.E 
vol.XXV,1886,p.2J8
have been a monthly payment made by artisans and craftsmen.
The term davasran is mored difficu­
lt to explain. Levies exacted daily in the form of toll 
dues,customs dues etc. may have been denoted by this term. 
However,it has to be emphasized that these explanations 
are given as only tentative ones.
The tenth cantury Mihintale tablets 
of Mahinda IV,which contain certain proclamations of the 
king,state that the house tax of Sahgvalla (Sahgvallehi
op
gekull) was granted to the monastery at Mihintale.
Sahgvalla in the inscription is a proper name referring to
an area. It suggests that the taxes levied on houses at
Sahgvalla were commuted to the monastery by the king. The
Lankatilaka inscription of Bhuvanekabahu IV (1.341-135"0
indicates that the levy on houses of a certain area,which
■were exacted at the rate of one panam from each house,was
commuted to the Lankatilaka monastery by the king.  ^Thus
it appears that a tax on houses was levied in the tenth
century and in the fourteenth century A.D. Even though
there are no other references to this levy,it may be
presumed from the evidence of these two records that the
house tax was regularly levied in our period.
80.Vishnu,III,32 in S.B.E.,vol.VII,1880,p.17 
81•Vasistha,SIX,28 in S.B.E.,vol.2IV,1882,p.99 
82.EZ.I,no.7
83.S.Paranavitana, "Lankatilaka Inscriptions'* ,UCR. ,1960,pp.
5-6
Apparently village authorities were 
entrusted with the collection of taxes due to the king 
from each village. The Kapuruvadu oya pillar inscription 
of Gajabahu II,indicates that the royal officers went to
Q£i
villages annually to collect taxes. The Culavamsa refers 
to officers who went to collects royal dues from various 
villages during the time of Parakramabahu 11.^ Probably 
taxes were collected by each village headman and were 
delivered to the royal officers during their annual tours. 
The Saddharmaratnavaliya too states that taxes were 
collected annualy (rata totavalin havurudu noikmava badda
— — s 86nanvanna semaj•
In the seaports the collection of taxes 
was one of the responsibilities of the officers in charge 
of the port. The 3addharmalankaraya refers to an officer 
who was assigned the duty of collecting taxes and 
administering the port of Mahatittha.^ Similarly in the 
market places there were officers who were appointed to 
collect toll dues.
84.EZ.,V,pt.III,no.38 
85.0V.,LXXXVII,50 
86.SDHRV.,p.85 
87.Baddharmalankaraya,p.670
In this connection reference may be
Q O
made to the commutation of taxes by the king to individuals
and institutions* A considerable number of this type of
grants imply that the king in such cases allowed the
grantee to deal directly with the peasants. Probably the
grantees were expected to make their own arrangements to
collect revenue. The king on his pairb commanded the
inhabitants to pay the grantee what they had paid to him
till the time of the grant.
Parakramabahu I seems to have adopted
a stern policy regarding taxes. He is known to have issued
orders as to the way in which the officers appointed over
the various districts of the Island should collect without
89loss the taxes levied on each district',/. This could mean
that he appointed officers in each district to supervise
the collection of taxes in villages.
Under certain weaker rulers the 
collection of tax appears to have been ineffective. Accordin 
-g to the Oulavamsa,as ^ahinda V was of very weak character 
the peasants did not deliver him his share of the produce
90and he was unable to remunerate his troops satisfactorily. 
During the reign of Vikramabahu people dwelling in districts 
such as Samantakuta refrained from paying taxes.^
Records of the ninth and tenth centuries 
- ■ • 92refer to the term Patta. According to Paranavi tana, the
term patta is derived from Sanskrit pathya which denotes
the instrument of lease. He suggests that there was a
class of middlemen who farmed the revenues due from the
95tenant on behalf of the lord.  ^But this system of revenue 
farming does not seem to have been established for the 
te^  patta does not occur in the inscriptions later than
Qil
the tenth century A.D.
There were other sources of royal 
revenue apa±?t from those hitherto discussed. Judicial fines 
would have brought a certain amount of income to the
95treasury. Pines were generally denoted by the term dada.  ^
Dada is derived from ^anskrit danda which means fine or 
punishment. In most of the instances where fines are 
referred to it is indicated that they were to be paid in 
cash.^
The Uttaroliya vastu in the 
Saddharmalankaraya refers to a woman who was frightened 
by another for enjoying a treasure trove that she had 
found. The setting of the story is in a place called
9 2 • EZ. I ^ no. 4-; no. 7; . V , pt. I, no. 10
93.EZ.V,pt.I,pp.127-128
94.S.Paranavitana.V ,pt.I,p.128
93.Pujavaliya,chs.12 to 16,ed.D.E.Hettiaracchi,p.75;SDHRV., 
p . 826; ES. V , pt. I, no. 1 ,p. 20; Atadasannaya ■> p. 105; Jataka 
Atuva Gat apadaya,p.25 5
96.Jataka Atmva Gatapadaya,p.255;Atadasannaya.> p. 105; Pu java- 
lfya,chs.l2 to 16;ed.D.B.Hettiaracchii^p.75;BZ.I,no.6
Uttaroli in Rajarata. The second woman questions the first
nidana nam rajadaruvan santaka bay a nodanuda- dont you
know that treasure troves belonged to the king?.^The
stories in the RasavahinI and ^addhar m alankaraya too
98indicate that treasure troves belonged to the king.
Hindti treatises on polity contain various details on the 
king's rights over treasure troves. But similar details 
are lacking in the literature and inscriptions of Ceylon. 
One should therefore consider the possibilty that the 
references in the texts mentioned above are either based 
upon Indian stories not necessarily relevant to Ceylon, 
or reflect practices that may have been from time to time 
introduced by kings on the basis of Indian texts.
Lost or 'ownerless' property,too, 
belonged to the king. According to the Pucjavaliya the
king was to take any 'ownerless' property- aswamika bhanda
- 99nam ratja santakaya. The Ummagga j at ak ay a too contaihs a
similar idea( himiyan Hati vastu nam ratj,1uruvanta paminenn-
neya ).^0<^ As G-hoshal points out this theory is profounded
97 * ^ addharmalankaraya,p.456
98.Rasavahinl-Lankadipuppattivatthuni, p. 21;Saddharmaratha- 
karaya,p.4-55
99.PJV.,p.595
100. Urnmaggan at akaya, p. 54
by Indian law books such as those of Vasi stha»Gautama,
Brhaspati,Baudhayana and Planu. Ihese texts give details
on what amount should be given to a finder of lost and
'ownerless1 property,how long should the king protect
such property till a claim is made by somebody,how much
10Pshould be taken by the king if a claim is made etc*
Similar details are not found in the literature of Ceylon*
In the case of tthe wealth of a 
deceased person the malara or death duty was taken by the 
king at least from the fourteenth century onwards. Ihe 
Gadalaheniya slab inscription of Senasammata Vikramabahu 
statesJshould there be no owner for the heriot of any 
one who shall have fallen in warfare and in the elephant
hunt,(this heriot) shall be offered for the restoration of
— 10-5vihares which are out of repair1. "IDhis suggests that
the king could stipulate what should be done to the
property of a deceased person. Even if there were inheritors
for the property of a dead person a stipulated amount
seems to have been charged as death duty. In the Dadigama
inscription of Bhuvanekabahu VI,it is stated "of one
malara. half shall be left to the owner1' (inheritor)
101.U.N.Ghoshal,Contributions to the History of Hindu 
Revenue System,pp.114-115 
102.Ibid.ipp.112-117 
103.EZ.IV,no.2
The word malara most probably is derived
from Sanskrit mrta 'dead' and hara. ‘what is taken1,and
would etymologically mean ‘what is taken from persons who 
105have died*. ^According to the works on ancient Hindu 
polity the king is to seize the property in the absence 
of any heirs. But exception was made in favour of Brahmanas 
whose property devolves in such a casev upon the 
community of learned Brahmanas.
The. king also derived income from his
107own lands fand monopolies over certain trade commodities. 
The sources of revenue under these two categories are 
discussed elsewhere .^8
:!< *  -•■t
‘^ e Oulavamsa, inscriptions and literary 
works throw light on several aspects of revenue administra­
tion. Various official titles such as bhandarapotthakin^ ^
— i 10 — 111 112adipotthakin , mulapotthakin and fjlvitapotthakin are
mentioned in the Culavamsa. According to Geiger all these
titles were synonymous and they were used to denote one
113and the same office. ^Geiger's arguments may be summarized 
as follows:
105. .8. Par anavit ana .Ill,p.285
106.U.N.Ghoshal,Contributions to the Hindu.Revenue System,111
107. see chapter II, pp. 5*1-52.
108.chapter II,pp. ©1-93 jchapter VI,pp, 2al
109.CV.,LXXII, 182,196
110.CV.,LXXII,27,160
111.CV.,LXXV,139-140
112.CV.,LXXII,161-162;173-174;LXXIV,90 
113«Culavamsa.Tr.vol.I,p.xxix
The term potthakin designates an officer
in charge of keeping accounts. The title bhandara potthakin
is borne by an officer of Parakramabahu I,Kitti by name.
But the same Kitti is described also as adipotthakin.
Therefore bhandarapotthakin and adipotthakin are the same,
and the latter term means simply first or highest potthakin.
The same meaning is also attached to mulapotthakin which
is the title of Mana,another officer of Parakramabahu I.
The term 11vit apo 11hakin also has the same meaning.Kitti
114is designated by this title as well.
One reason Geiger advances in support of
his contention is that Kitti is referred to by at least
three of these titles. But as Ariyapala has correctly
pointed out,it is difficult to establish that the Kittis
referred to in several instances all denoted the same pers^i
^ le Qnlavamsa in describing the battles of Parakramabahu I
against rulers of Rajarata and Rohana, refers to more than
one who bore the same title e.g. plvitapotthakin Sukha,
jlvitapotthakin Kitti,livitapotthakin Mandin,Kesadhatu
Buddha,Kesadhatu Rakkha, adliikarin Kitti, damiladhikarin
Raklcha, Mahalekha Rakkha,Sankhanayaka Rakkha, bhandarapotthakin
Kitti,bhandarapotthakin Bhuta,adipotthakin Kitti,dandanayaka 
116Kitti. In the opinion of Ariyapala the adipotthakin Kitti
114.Ibid.,
115.BMG;,pp.108-109
116.GV. ,LXX, 175-174,LXZII,1,2,5,21,27,37,4-1,84,85,138,160, 
162,182,19?,206,207,232,265;BXXIV,72,89,90,110,119,136-7,
«y
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does not appear to be identical with bhandarapotthakin 
117Kitti. 'The Culavamsa clearly suggests that there were 
more Kittis than one associated with the campaigns of
Parakramabahu I,for it mentions two Kittis:adhikarin Kitti
—  11 8 and i vitapotthakin Kitti in the same place. 'They were
sent to Dhlghavapi by the king. Moreover,there is a
possibility that one person held more than one office or
title. Hence it cannot be proved that all the terms
bhandarapotthakin, rjlvit apo t thakin,mulapotthakin and
adipotthakin denoted one office only.
The term potthakap is obviously
derived from Sanskrit pustaka which means 'book1. Therefore,
potthakin may have been an officer who kept accounts or
records. Bhandara or bhandara is used in several instances
119 —to denote the treasury* B^handarapotthakin may therefore
be interpreted as keepers of the accounts in the treasury.
An inscription of ^issankamalla found near Van ala in
120 —Polonnaruwa too refers to bhandarapotun. The term {jivita
means life,existence,subsistence,maintenance and livelihood. 
JIvitapotthakin therefore may have designated an officer 
who kept records of divel grants or wages. According to
117.SMC.,p.108
118.CV.,LXXrV,90
119*BZ.IV,no.33;P£V. ,p*64-,p.689;SDHRV.,p.220,p.609
Paranavitana an unpublished inscription dated in the
fiftieth year of Vijayabahu I, refers to an officer
1 21who had the designatioh of divel pot karana* which
means keeping the records of divel grants. Phis office
similar to £hat of nlvitapotthakin.
As Ariyapala points out both
terms adi and mula could mean chief,first or principal.
Therefore these two terms may indicate the chief of the
potthakins. If these two terms were used in this sense
then the two titles may be considered identical. The term
mula may also mean money. In that case the title
mulapotthakin could be a general term used for a keeper
122of accounts concerning money matters. The term mudalpotun 
occurs in the fifteenth century Papiliyana. inscription.*^^
There were several officers who 
held the designation bhandarapotthakin. The Cmlavamsa 
refers to at least two different individuals under
Parakramabahu I who held this office contemporaneously.
— 124-They were bhandarapotthakin Bhuta and bhandarapotthakin
125Kitti. ^Similarly there were at least three officers who 
held the designation Ivitapo11hakin during the same period.
121.UHG. ,I,pt.II,p.54-3 
122.SI1C. ,p.1Q9 ^
125.Katikavat■Sangara,ed.D.B.Jayatilaka,p.43 
124.0V.*15X11*196 
125.0V.,15X11,182
2-7?
126 127They were rjnvitapotthakin Mandin, nlvitapotthakin Sukha
- 128 and .ixvitapotthakm Kitti, These titles seem to have been
in vogue during the reign of Nissankamalla,too,for one of
12© — his inscriptions ^ refers to bhandarapotun. The Ruvanvali
Sa slab inscription of Queen Kalyanawatx too refers to the
1 'SOtitle bhandarapota. ^
Apart from the supervision of the 
accounts of the treasury,the administration of the treasury 
was also in the hands of the bhandarapotthakin. The 
Ruvanvali Sa slab inscription informs us that a certain 
Vijayanavan who had the designation bhandarapota had
administered the treasury of many kings including that of
— — 1 *51 —Parakramabahu I. The Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya renders
the Pali term bhandagarikatfahanam as bhandara pot tanatuM?
The chief treasurer is denoted
by different terms in various sources. The Pambadeni Asna
■ - — 1 3 3refers to him as bandaranayaka. ■'•'The Elu Attanagalu Yams ay a
134ruses the term bh and agar aiiay ak a. The Kandavuru Sirita uses 
two different terms b h and ar an ay ale a and mudal nay aka. 
According to Paranavitana ,f...perhaps the mudal nay aka dealt 
with matters relating to money,while the b h and ar an ay ale a 
concerned himself with stores.
126.CV.,LXXII,161-162 
1 2 7 173-174
130.EZ.IY,no.33 
131.Ibid.,
132.Phampiya Atuva Gat apadaya,p.160 
133 *PambadeniAsna,p.3
134.Elu ^ttanagaluvamsaya. ed.M.Kumaranatunga«p.14
•2-&C
Reference is made to bhandagarika amati,
minister in charge of the treasury in the Jataka Atuva 
i 57Gatapadaya and ayakami amati,minister in charge of
- 158revenue in the Sinhala Bodhivamsa.  ^ There is no way of 
ascertaining whether these two tiltles were applied to 
the aame officer who bore the titles bhandaranayaka, 
bandaranayaka and bhandagaranayaka or whether they were 
ministers who were above the treasury officers. The 
balance of probability seems to be in favour of the second 
supposition.
Parakramabahu I,when he was ruling
Dakkhinadesa,placed two chief ministers each at the £ead
159of financial and military administration. "^They were 
called mahamatyas. Further he appointed two ganakamaccas 
each in charge of one half of the territory under the ki2|j? 
According to Paranavitana they were apparently concerned
''1ZM
with the collection and administration of the revenue.
135.Sinhala Sahitya Lipi,ed.D.B.Jayatilaka,013.65-66 
136.UHC.I,pt..II,pp..753-754- •
157.Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya.p.7 
138.Sinhala Bodhivamsa,p.4 
159.0V.,LXIX,27-35 '
140.CV.,LXIX,30
141. UHC.I,pt.II,p.544
iCONCLUSION
The foregoing s t u d y  suggests that 
society in Ceylon during the period under review was 
mainly an agrarian society. Taxes were mostly paid 
in hind. The payments made in kind were naturally 
results of the agrarian economy. The volume of trade 
in agricultural produce was limited and the non™ 
agricultural groups were comparatively small and 
consisted mainly of the clergy, the nobility and 
mercenaries. Host of these groups too held cultivable 
land under different forms of tenure and received at 
least a part of the produce from the land.
The division of labour in society was 
largely determined by the caste system and each caste 
group concentrated its efforts on the specialization 
of a particular vocation. But vocational specialization 
did not preclude anybody from taking to agriculture as 
a supplementary or an alternative source of livelihood.
The system of caste duties, however, provided an 
institutional framework through which members of 
different castes were brought into relationships with 
one another and as a result they could exchange their 
products without an intermediary trader. Therefore, 
only a limited quantity of the products of caste groups 
entered the market. In this ’closed economy1 production
and consumption of the village were largely taken 
care of by the inhabitants of the village itself.
Certainly there were few places like 
Mantai where an important section of the population 
made a living outside agriculture, especially trade.
But trade within the country was conducted only on a 
small scale. This was mainly due to the lack of 
developed communication methods.
The idea that the king was the sole 
proprietor of land has to be modified in the light 
of this discussion. The concept of ownership as it 
exists in present day Ceylon is a modern one introduced 
by the Roman Dutch law. Therefore, one cannot speak 
of 'land ownership' in ancient Ceylon without 
defining the terra. If the 'right to alienate land', 
not that of alienating tax or revenue, is taken as 
the criterion of ownership, the view that the king 
was the sole owner of land cannot be maintained. The 
theory of the king's absolute ownership of land seems 
to have been largely based on rhetorical visages, such 
as bhupati, bhupala and vathimi. Moreover, there is 
no mention of the consent of the king being made a 
condition precedent to alienation of land by 
individuals in any of the land grants. There are
z-S.3
also instances to show that the king bought property 
for donation. However, the king had rights over 
jungle land and abandoned and 'ownerless property’.
He also could confiscate property of those who 
committed crimes.
According to the system known as 
rajakariya, the king could command the labour of the 
subjects for public works such as the construction or 
repair of roads, bridges, canals and reservoirs. The 
subjects had to perform rajakariya mainly in or around 
their villages under normal circumstances. But in 
times of war and in other exceptional circumstances, 
they were expected to serve anywhere.
Reservoir based irrigation system was 
the mainstay of paddy cultivation in the dry zone. 
Therefore, properly defined rules and regulations were 
indispensable for the maintenance of irrigation works 
and for the distribution of w^ ater. The farmer’s share 
of water was termed diyamura and he had to make a certain 
payment to the king or to the village authorities to 
obtain water. This payment was termed diyadada.
If the statistics provided by the Kurunagala 
Vistai'aya are of any guide, during the thirteenth and 
centuries, probably 2.7 Ver cent of the total land area
of the Island was used for paddy cultivation. This is 
only two fifths of the area of cultivated paddy in 
present day Ceylon. Paddy fields were taxed according 
to the sowing extent and fertility of the soil.
Gems, pearls and elephants were the 
chief exports of the Island. Cinnamon seems to have 
been exported mainly after the beginning of the fourteenth 
century. Most of these exports were under a royal 
monopoly. Textiles, horses and porcelain ware were the 
chief imports. Transit trade in the Indian Ocean was 
carried on mainly by the Muslims, Chinese and the south 
Indians.
The gradual breakdown of the reservoir 
system of Rajarata and the shift of the political centre 
to the south west after the Polonnaruwa period, resulted 
in some changes in the economic pattern and organization 
of the Sinhalese kingdom. In the sphere of trade, ports 
of the south and south western parts of the Island 
became more prominent. However, in the absence of 
any statistics, the extent of the growth of trade cannot 
be determined. In the sphere of agriculture, coconut 
plantations increased in the south western parts of the 
Island. The breakdown of the reservoir system obviously 
resulted in the decline of the paddy cultivation.
Thus some aspects of the economic 
life of Ceylon were undergoing gradual changes 
during the period dealt with in this study, while 
some of the earlier economic institutions continued 
to survive without much change.
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